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About This Report
 
The Headwaters area is perhaps unique in all oflllinois. In this area of approximately 25 
miles by 50 miles in east central Illinois is found the source ofthe Vermilion, Embarras, 
Sangamon, Mackinaw, Kaskaskia, and Little Vermilion rivers -- rivers and streams that 
ultimately drain almost one-third of the state. The area is not generally considered 
"resource rich" in the sense ofvast and complex forest, wetland or prairie ecosystems. It 
does exert, however, an undue influence on such ecosystems downstream. The streams 
that originate in the Headwaters area are among the most pristine and scenic in the state. 
This report is part ofa series ofreports on areas ofTIlinois where a public-private partnership 
has been formed. These assessments provide information on the natural and human resources 
of the areas as a basis for managing and improving their ecosystems. The determination of 
resource rich areas and development of ecosystem-based information and management 
programs in TIlinois are the result ofthree processes -- the Critical Trends Assessment 
Program, the Conservation Congress, and the Water Resources and Land Use Priorities Task 
Force. 
Background 
The Critical Trends Assessment Program (CTAP) documents changes in ecological 
conditions. In 1994, using existing information, the program provided a baseline of 
ecological conditions. 1 Three conclusions were drawn from the baseline investigation: 
I.	 the emission and discharge of regulated pollutants over the past 20 years has declined, in 
some cases dramatically, 
2.	 existing data suggest that the condition ofnatural ecosystems in TIlinois is rapidly 
declining as a result of fragmentation and continued stress, and 
3.	 data designed to monitor compliance with environmental regulations or the status of 
individual species are not sufficient to assess ecosystem health statewide. 
Based on these findings, CTAP has begun to develop methods to systematically monitor 
ecological conditions and provide information for ecosystem-based management. Five 
components make up this effort: 
1. identify resource rich areas, 
2. conduct regional assessments, 
3. publish an atlas and inventory ofTIlinois landcover, 
4. train volunteers to collect ecological indicator data, and 
5. develop an educational science curriculum which incorporates data collection 
I See The Changing lIIinois Environment: Critical Trends, SIlllUllaIy report and volumes 1-7. 
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At the same time that CTAP was publishing its baseline findings, the lllinois Conservation 
Congress and the Water Resources and Land Use Priorities Task Force were presenting their 
respective findings. These groups agreed with the CTAP conclusion that the state's 
ecosystems were declining. Better stewardship was needed, and they detennined that a 
voluntary, incentive-based, grassroots approach would be the most appropriate, one that 
recognized the inter-relatedness of economic development and natural resource protection 
and enhancement. 
From the three initiatives was born Conservation 2000, a six-year program to begin reversing 
ecosystem degradation, primarily through the Ecosystems Program, a cooperative process of 
.public-private partnerships that are intended to merge natural resource stewardship with 
economic and recreational development. To achieve this goal, the program will provide 
financial incentives and technical assistance to private landowners. The Rock River and 
Cache River were designated as the first Ecosystem Partnership areas. 
At the same time, CTAP identified 30 Resource Rich Areas (RRAs) throughout the state. In 
RRAs where Ecosystem Partnerships have been formed, CTAP is providing an assessment of 
the area, drawing from ecological and socio-economic databases to give an overview of the 
region's resources -- geologic, edaphic, hydrologic, biotic, and socio-economic. Although 
several of the analyses are somewhat restricted by spatial and/or temporal limitations of the 
data, they help to identify information gaps and additional opportunities and constraints to 
establishing long-term monitoring programs in the partnership areas. 
The Headwaters Area Assessment 
The Headwaters assessment area (HAA) is an approximately 1,675 mile2 (1,072,202 acre) 
area including much of Champaign County and portions ofFord, Livingston, McLean, 
Iroquois, Vennilion, Douglas, Piatt, and De Witt counties in central Illinois. This area 
includes the headwaters of the Sangamon and Embarras rivers and the watersheds of the 
Middle Fork and Salt Fork in the headwaters of the VennilionRiver. The HAA is 
composed of32 subbasins from these three major drainage basins2 These include 24 
subbasins in the Vennilion (Wabash) dririnage basin, five subbasins in the Upper 
Sangamon basin, and three in the EmbarraslMiddle Wabash basin. Two of these subbasins 
the Middle Fork Vennilion River and Embarras River subbasins, were designated as 
"Resource Rich Areas" (Suloway et al. 1996)3 because they contain significant natural 
community diversity. Ecological conditions in the HAA are particularly important to a 
large region ofIllinois because land use practices affecting stream quality in the HAA can 
have environmental consequences reaching far downstream from the headwaters region. 
2 The basins were defined by the lllinois Environmental Protection Board.
 
3 Suloway, L., Joselyn, M., and P. W. Brown. 1996. Inventory of Resource Rich Areas in lllinois: An
 
Evaluation of Ecologica1 Resources. IDNRlEEA-96/08 167 pp.
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Subbasins in the Headwaters assessment area. Subbasin boundaries depicted are those 
determined by the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency. 
This assessment is comprised offive volumes. In Volume 1, Geology discusses the 
geology, soils, and minerals in the assessment area. Volume 2, Water Resources, 
.discusses the surface and groundwater resources and Volume 3, Living Resources, 
describes the natural vegetation communities and the fauna ofthe region. Volume 4 
contains three parts: Part I, Socio-Economic Profile, discusses the demographics, 
infrastructure, and economy of the area, focusing on the two counties with the greatest 
amount ofland in the area -- Champaign and Ford counties; Part II, Environmental 
Quality, discusses air and water quality, and hazardous and toxic waste generation and 
management in the area; and Part III, Archaeological Resources, identifies and assesses 
the archaeological sites, ranging from the Paleoindian Prehistoric (B.C. 10,000) to the 
Historic (A.D. 1650), known in the assessment watershed. Volume 5, Early Accounts of 
the Ecology ofthe Headwaters Area, describes the ecology ofthe area as recorded by 
historical writings of explorers, pioneers, early visitors and early historians. 
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FIGURE 1. HEADWATERS AREA: Place names mentioned in the text 
PLACE NAMES AND GRID LOCATIONS 
Allerton Park 1:19 
Alvin AA:9 
Anchor Township K:6-7, L:6-7 
Arcola 0:26 
Arrowsmilh Township 1:8-9, j:8-9 
Atwood L:23 
Ayers Township U:20-21 
_Belle Prairie Township K:4, L:4 
Bellflower K: I 
Bellflower Township K:Io-I2, L:Io-I2 
Bemenl K:20 
Bement Township J:20-21, K:20-21, L:20-21 
Bicknell's Point Z:9 
Big Grove Q:I4-16, R:15-16 
Blooming Grove C:7-8, D:7-8 
Bloomington D:8 
Blount Township Y:13-15, Z:I3-15 
Blue Grass Grove X:11-12 
Bourbon Township M:25-26, N:25-26 
Broadlands U:21 
PLACE NAMES AND GRID LOCATIONS 
Buck Grove U: 12 
Buckles' Grove G: 12 
Bur Oak Grove U:14 
Butler Township V: 8-10, W:8-1O, X:8-1O 
Button Township T:8-9, U:8-9 
Camargo Township Q:22-24, R:22-24 
Carroll Township X:2Q-21, Y:2Q-21 
Catlin Z:17 
Centreville L: 14 
Champaign P: 16 
Charlotte Township 0: I, P: 1 
Chatsworth P:2 
Chatsworth Township 0:2-3, P:2-3 
Cheney's Grove K:9, L:9 
Cheneys Grove Township K:8-9, L:8-9 
Cherry Grove Z:23 
Condit Township 0:12-13, P:12-13, Q:12-13 
Courtney's Grove X:12 
Crittenden Township Q:2Q-21, R:2Q-21 
Danville AA: 16 
De Witt Township G:14-J5, H:I4-J5 
Decatur E:22 
Downs Township E:1Q-12, F:1Q-12 
East Bend Township O:lQ-II, P:1Q-11 
Empire Township G:1Q-12, H:1Q-12 
Fairmount W: 18 
Farmer City 1:13 
Forrest Township M:2-3, N:2-3 
Funk's Grove A:II 
Funks Grove Township A:1Q-12, B:1Q-12 
Garrett Township M:22-24, N:22-24 
Georgetown AA:19 
Gibson City N:12 
Goodson's Grove M:23 
Hackett's Grove N:24 
Hammond J:23 
Hensley Township 0:14-15, P:14-15 
Heyworth 0: 12 
Hickory Grove (Champaign County) T:16 
Hickory Grove (Edgar County) W:22 
Higginsville X: 13 
Homer U:18 
Homer Township U:18-19 
Indian Grove K:4 
Ivesdale M:20 
Le Roy G:II 
Lost Grove T:20 
Lovington 1:25 
Ludlow R:1O 
Ludlow Township Q:1Q-11, R:1Q-II 
Linn Grove (Lynn Grove) S:20 
Mahomet N:14 
Middlefork Township V: 11-12, W:II-12, X:II-12 
Mink Grove R:12 
Money Creek Grove E:5 
Monticello K: 18 
Monticello Township J:18-19, K:18-19, L:18-19 
Mt. Zion E:24 
Newcom's Ford 0:12 
Newcomb Township M:12-13, N:12-13 
Newell Township AA:13-15, BB:13-15 
Nixon Township G: 16--17, H: 16 
Oakland T:26 
Oakwood Township V: 13-14, W:13-14, X:13-14, Y:13-14 
Ogden Township U: 14-17 
Old Town Timber E:9-1O, F:9-10, G: 10, H: 10, I: 10 
Oliver's Grove 0:4 
Onarga U:3 
Paris Z:26 
Paxton S:8 
Philo R:19 
Philo Township Q:18-19, R:18-19 
Pilot Township V: 13-14, W:13-14, X:13-14 
Potomac X:12 
Randolph Township C:1Q-12,0:1Q-12 
Randolph's Grove 0:11 
Rankin V:8 
Rantoul R: 12 
Rantoul Township R:12-13, S:12-13, T:12-13, U:12-13 
Raymond Township S:2Q-21, T:2Q-21 
Ridge Farm Z:21 
Ross Township Y:1O, Z:1Q-II,AA:1Q-II, BB:1Q-II 
Rossville Z: 10 
Sadorus N:20 
Sadorus Grove N:20 
Sadorus Township M:2Q-21, N:2Q-21 
St. Joseph T: 16 
St. Joseph Township S:16--17, T:16--17 
Saybrook K:9 
Sidell Township V:2Q-21 , W:2Q-21 
Sidney S:18 
Sidney Township S:18-19, T:18-19 
Smith's Grove E:6 
Somer Township Q:14-15, R:14-15 
Sullivan J:28 
Sullivant Township M:5-{:j, N:5-{:j, 0:5-{:j 
Tolono P:19 
Turtle Pond P:3 
Urbana Q:16 
Urbana Township Q:I6--17, R:16--17 
Vance Township V:17-18, W:17-18 
Vermilion Salines (Salt Works) Y:16 
Wapella Township C:13-14,O:13-14 
Willow Branch Township H:18-20, 1:18-20 
INTRODUCTION 
THIs REPORT PRESENTS early descriptive accounts of natural features and natural 
phenomena in the Headwaters Area and the immediately surrounding region in east­
central Illinois. As defined for this report, the Headwaters Area consists of the upper 
ends of four river basins: the Sangamon, Kaskaskia, Embarras, and Vermilion (tributary 
to the Wabash River). The Headwaters Area is bordered on the north by the upper 
reaches of three other river systems: the Mackinaw, Iroquois, and Vermilion (tributary 
to the Illinois River).• 
Early descriptions of the ecology of the Headwaters Area have been derived largely from 
pioneer narratives and from the writings of early historians and scientists. The quota­
tions are true to the source materials: spelling, punctuation, and grammar have not been 
corrected or standardized. Sources are cited in the text with a superscript numeral, 
which usually appears at the end of a quotation; these numbers correspond to numbered 
sources in the References Cited (pages 123 to 128). 
Most of the Headwaters Area lies in Champaign, Vermilion, Ford, Douglas, and Piatt 
Counties. The area extends into relatively small parts of McLean, Livingston, Iroquois, 
Edgar, Moultrie, and De Witt Counties. Most of the descriptive narratives on these 
pages are from the area within the Headwaters boundary in Figure 1. Early accounts 
.have been selected from adjacent areas if the accounts describe ecological features and 
phenomena that are similar to those in the Headwaters Area. t Figure 1 indicates local­
ities that are named in the text. 
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS. Research for this report was conducted primarily at the Illinois 
Historical Survey at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. John Hoffmann 
and other staff members at the Illinois Historical Survey were a great help to the effort. 
Beverly Miller, Lisa Bell, Paula Hamman, and Connie Carroll of Ecological Services 
took part in various stages of the effort. Mary Schroer, Suzanne Wagner, and Joyce 
Hipskind typed much of the quoted material. Lisa Bell made Figure 1. 
• There are two Vermilion River systems in central Illinois. One drains south and east
 
through the Headwaters Area to the Wabash River; the other flows north from the boundary of
 
the Headwaters Area to the Illinois River.
 
t Many accounts have been taken from southern McLean County, as far west as Funk's
 
Grove, which is nearly 20 miles from the edge of the Headwaters Area. Southern McLean
 
County is quite similar to the Headwaters Area in terms of its physiography and ecology.
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PRAIRIES, SLOUGHS, STREAMS, AND GROVES 
ON JUNE 25, 1825 Chester A. Loomis crossed the Wabash River in Vermillion County, 
Indiana, several miles east of Vermilion County, Illinois: 
After traveling . . . through timbered plains, we reached the eastern border of 
the Grand Prairie. . .. The "Grand Prairie" appeared to the north and west 
boundless as the ocean. 55 
Mr. Loomis was stopped by a flooded creek. After finding shelter for the night at a 
farmer's cabin, he set out on horseback: 
June 26th, at an early hour we again entered the "Grand Prairie," and taking a 
westerly direction, were soon many miles from any timbered lands, and upon 
a tract of country apparently as level as the surface of a lake, without a single 
shrub or bush to intercept the view, either to the east, north or west, as far as 
the eye could reach. On the south a distant view is had of the forest, which is 
in that direction, is the boundary of this immense plaine. Occassionly a rock 
of some magnitude, is seen, but no small stone whatever is found. The soil is 
deep and rich, covered with grass and flowers, which grow up, blossom and 
decay, without affording even to the industrious Bee their sweets: 
"Full many a gem of purest ray serene,
 
"The dark unfathom'd caves of Ocean bear.
 
"Full many a flower is born, to blush unseen,
 
"And waste its sweetness on the desert air. "
 
As the sun arose towards its meridian its rays were felt with the same power 
as from the smooth surface of a lake. Our horses were here assailed by a 
species of fly, different from any in the eastern or middle states. They are a 
size less than the common ox-fly in New York; have brilliant green heads, and 
a quick and rapid motion. They rise from the grass before a horse as he 
travels along, dart upon his head, neck or breast and suck their fill of blood, 
almost instantly. 55 
Chester Loomis had entered the prairie that stretched from the Wabash westward across 
the state line to the Vermilion River. He continued west across this prairie in the general 
direction of the future site of Danville, and then entered the timber along the Vermilion 
River. 
In the afternoon we rode a few miles through a tract of the finest timbered 
land I have ever seen. Here are some small, but durable streams of water. 
The land slopes gently to the south, sufficiently to produce a rapid current to 
its streams, which are clear and pure. Its timber is black walnut, black and 
3 
white oak, maple, blue ash, buck eye and pawpaw. The richness, strength and
 
fertility of soil, exceeds any I have ever seen. Here is a large body of land of
 
the same description, entirely unsettled, and now is in market, at the Govern­

ment Land Offices for $1.25 per acre. After passing this beautiful tract of
 
timbered land, we again entered a prairie of some extent, and crossing the
 
Vermillion river, at the forks. ss
 
Mr. Loomis toured Township 19 North, which is the tier of townships that includes the 
confluences of the three branches of the Vermilion River-the North Fork, Middle Fork, 
and Salt Fork: 
June 26th, arrived at township Nineteen, in Edgar County, • lllinois. This is
 
on the borders of the "Grand Prairie," and is here a most delightful country.
 
This township is well watered by the Vermillion River and its tributary
 
streams, and is rolling and uneven for this country. Fine springs of durable
 
water are common, even in the prairies. These open plains or prairies are too
 
extensive for good settlements; yet that portion of the country which is wooded
 
is valuable for the kind and quality of its timber as well as the surprising
 
fertility of soil. The prairie lands however are generally deemed superior in
 
richness and fertility to any other, and probably are so.
 
There are few inhabitants in this section. Occassionaly a cabin is found upon 
the borders of the plains, generally of some Southern emigrant, whose only
 
society is his own family, his dogs and his gun. We have frequently seen fine
 
fields of wheat and com in open prairie, without any kind of fence or enclos­

ure. It seems that the inhabitants often prefer sowing their grain and planting
 
their com at the distance of two or three miles from the timbered land, where
 
domestic animals never range and where of course fences or walls are entirely 
unnecessary. ss 
On the next day Chester Loomis visited salt springs near the juncture of the Salt Fork 
and Middle Fork of the Vermilion River: 
\, 
On the 27th, of June I visited the salt manufactory on the banks of the Vermil­
lion river. These works are situated about twelve miles west of the Wabash, 
and eighteen miles from the mouth of the Vermillion. The manufactory is yet 
conducted on a small scale; perhaps yielding 100 bushels per week. There is 
but one arch, of 20 kettles, - and the water is obtained from wells of 15 or 20 
feet depth. Its saltness, I should judge from taste, to be about the same as sea 
water. This water is found immediately below a layer of copperas stone and 
stone coal, t and is said to be obtained by. digging for 20 miles along the 
banks of the river. An enterprising individual by the name of Whitcomb ... 
• Township 19 North is now part of Vermilion County. 
t The salt springs were eventually destroyed when this coal was stripmined. 
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has for some time been engaged in boring for water of greater strength than is 
now obtained from the wells. He informed me that he had penetrated about 
400 feet in rock; that he has found that the water at that depth is much strong­
er than near the surface. . .. Several large wells and resevoirs have recently 
been sunk at a hundred rods distance from the present works. In digging 
them, they found the same strata of coal about ten feet below the surface, as at 
the old works. In fact coal abounds in this region. It is found in the banks of 
rivers, and even in the immense prairies, I have noticed it. This will furnish 
the country with fuel when the small portion of timber which grows in this 
state, shall fail. 
The Vermillion river is a beautiful stream of clear water. It takes its rise in 
the "Grand Prairie," and running a south-easterly course for 40 or 50 miles, 
falls into the Wabash. This stream is boatable to the salt works. Above the 
Saline it divides in three parts, and has some fine mill seats. Fish in great 
numbers are every where swimming in its waters. Some of them of 15 or 20 
pounds weight. Along the banks of the Vermillion in many places, I saw 
ledges of excellent stone for building and other purposes, and banks of cop­
peras stone, inexhaustible in quantity. 
There are few inhabitants in this quarter. Many townships have not as yet a 
single family. The country for a great extent, seems to be new. Game is 
abundant. The forests are filled with deer, and the prairies with turkeys and 
prairie-hens; prairie wolves and opossums are numerous. Of reptiles, they 
have rattle-snakes, of two kinds, large and small; black snakes, copper heads, 
and the glass snake. • The latter is a curiosity. Upon striking a slight blow 
with a small stick, it will generally break into several pieces. 
The timbered lands here border the streams and water courses. Every creek is 
lined with valuable timber from half-a mile to two miles in width, and general­
ly extending from its mouth to its source. An astonishing growth of vegitation 
is also every where prevalent, except in the dry prairie, where the wild grass 
holds the ascendancy. This wild grass in the dry prairie grows thick at the 
bottom, but not more than two feet high; but in the wet prairies the grass and 
weeds grow to the height of seven or eight feet, and so thick and close as to 
impede the progress of a horse, and thus rendering traveling slow and dis­
agreeable. I have observed that on the western edges or borders of all the 
large prairies a thick growth of young timber is springing up, whereas on their 
eastern borders no under brush is found within many rods of the open lands. 
This is undoubtedly caused by fire divisions by those westerly winds which 
prevail in October and November, when these immense plains are annually 
burnt over. The heat and fury of the flames driven by a westerly wind far 
• The "glass snake" is the slender glass lizard (OphisauTus attenuatus), a lizard that lacks 
legs. It is known as the glass snake or joint snake because it looks like a snake and its tail tends 
to break off when the animal is captured. 
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into the timbered lands on the opposite sides destroying the under-growth of 
timber, and every year increasing the extent of prairie in that direction, has no 
doubt, for many centuries added to the quanity of open land found throughout 
this part of America. 55 
Loomis spent one more day in the Vermilion River valley of Vermilion County: 
June 28th, I spent this day in exploring and examining the country near the 
Vermillion. Prairies of unknown extent spread to the west. The plains, with 
or without timber, are alike in the surprising richness and fertility of their 
soils. ... The extensive prairies here, covered with blossoms a great part of 
the year, are peculiarly favorable for bees, and as might be expected, the 
timbered lands are filled with them. Wild honey is of course abundant, and 
every inhabitant easily obtains a supply. 55 
During the next two days he traveled south through Vermilion and Edgar Counties 
toward Paris: 
June 29th, . . .. During this day I rode southwardly in the Grand Prairie 
upwards of thirty miles. The heat was excessive, and prairie flies assailed my 
horse as if they would destroy him. These flies are not found in timbered 
lands, and I found it necessary to avoid the open country as much as possible. 
In the course of the day one or two cabins were seen and I passed a few 
cultivated fields of corn and wheat without any kind of fence or enclosure. 
Near the borders of the timbered lands, immense numbers of wild turkeys, 
deer, &c., were feeding. 55 
NINEVAH SHAW KEPT A DIARY while he was a soldier in the Black Hawk War in 1832. 
An unnamed companion of Shaw also wrote in the diary; in the following paragraphs, 
the anonymous soldier's entries are italicized. Shaw's group began its march in Clark 
County on June 9, 1832; the passage of two days found them in Champaign County: 
June 11th. Marched to Hickory Grove 12 mils. and took dinner and from 
thence to Lynn Grovge 18 mils and encamped • 
Prairie very rich but a great deal oj it very wet and timber very scarce the 
dry pan goodjarming land Lynn grove beautiful grove ]00 acres in the 
grove good land 
June 12th Marched to big Grove, & 12 miles from thence to Newcomb's t on 
the Sangamon. 16. miles, & encamped. 
• The locations of Hickory Grove in Edgar County, Lynn Grovge (Linn Grove) in Cham­
paign County, and other points visited by the soldiers are shown in Fignre 1. 
t Newcomb's = Newcom's Ford. 
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Big grove a large grove inhabited with a good many Setlers Sangamon River 
timber on the rive tolerbly plenty filthy looking 
June 13th. Marched to Chineys Grove 16, from thence to Oldtown Grove 9 
miles & encamped for the night. 
Chineys grove a beautiful grove and Rich land Old town grove Rich land and 
beatiful Prairie 
... 14th Marched to Smith's Grove, on money creek 12 miles from thence 
to Mackinaw 15 miles & encamped. 
Smith grove very beautiful Prairie and timber rich land Mackinaw 
handsome river timber on plenty land on the river thin 82 
At this point the soldiers were well beyond the Headwaters Area. After taking part in 
the war in Wisconsin, Ninevah Shaw and several companions headed south along the 
route that they had followed north in June. Much of their travel was in the early morn­
ing and in the evening, with a stop during the day to help avoid the biting flies. The 
following notes were recorded by Shaw's unnamed companion, beginning on the 20th of 
August: 
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August 20 Mach from money creek grove to Chineys Grove 20 from thence to 
Sangamon 16 miles and encamp 
From Money creek to Chineys is 20 miles all Prairie this was a hot day 
from Chineys we traveled 15 miles after dark on account of the flies 
21 Marchfrom Sangamon river before day and go to big Grove 15 Miles and 
3 miles in the grove and stop for the day and in the evening went 14 Miles on 
Vermilion 
The big grove is a beautiful grove rich land & well timberd beautiful farms 
all round here is the head of big Vermilion or the salt fork· the land and 
farms beatiful cross Vermilion timber in the night most all got lost in the 
course 
22d March from Vermilion to little vermilion 14 miles and stop till evening 
and march to cherry grove 101/2 miles 
Between Big Vermilion & little Vermilion is all Prairie and farms all along the 
woods the Prairie near chery grove wet com not good 82 
On the 23rd day of August the men passed through Paris, then continued south beyond 
the Grand Prairie. 
IN THE MIDDLE OF JUNE 1839 Mr. J. Gould traveled by wagon westward from the 
Embarras River and across the Kaskaskia River valley. His route took him from Oak­
land to Decatur. 
We ... pursued our way over level prairie, so soft that our horses tracked 
deep at every step, but no sloughs. t We had to ford one creek about three or 
four feet deep, and at the end of 20 miles we came to the Great Okaw, *a 
narrow sluggish stream, which we crossed by a ferry, and as it was 16 miles 
to the next timber, we put up, for it is impossible to travel in the night .... 
• This is the Salt Fork of the Vermilion River. The author wrote "big Vermilion" to distin­
guish this stream from the Little Vermilion, which he reached on the following day. 
t Slough was the most common pioneer-era term for a water-covered area. Many sloughs 
were heavily vegetated marshes, prairies, or sedge meadows rather than open-water lakes or 
ponds. 
*Great Okaw = Kaskaskia River. The upper Kaskaskia River is often called the Okaw 
River. Okaw was the predominant name for the upper river in the 1800s. As an 1879 history of 
Coles County explains, "... from Shelbyville to its source, the name Okaw is invariably applied, 
while from the same point to its mouth it is known as the Kaskaskia." 85 
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... Early on the following morning, we started in company with two other 
wagons from the east, and travelled over low prairie, and were obliged to go 
through three sloughs of the "biggest kind," each nearly, and one of them 
more than a quarter of a mile wide. I was obliged to wade and lead my horse 
in water up to my hips, and fortunately got through without assistance, while 
my fellow travellers were obliged to hire an ox team to haul them through. At 
6 o'clock we reached the Little Ohaw, • which we crossed on a rude bridge, 
and put up, having consumed the whole day travelling 16 miles, and we were 
very diligent too. 48 
IN 1853 MORDECAI MARSH'S family moved from Ohio to Mercer County, Illinois. 
William Marsh wrote the following in his diary after they had entered Illinois on Septem­
ber 14 and crossed Vermilion and Champaign Counties. 
Struck out this morning on an arm of the Grand Prairie. Passed through 
Homer, Champaign County. The Prairies here are high, Rolling, and Beauti­
ful. The vast Sea of prairie Grass, being Stirred by the wind, rolls and 
Sways, backward and forward like the waves of the mighty ocean. It looks 
very beautiful. Crossed the little Sangamon River, passed through Mahemet, 
turned out and fed. P.M. are now on the Grand Prairie, out of Sight of 
timber, nothing to be Seen but tall Prairie Grass, it is a beautiful Sight. See 
lots of Prairie fowls, and Some little Prairie Squirrels. t At night we Stopped 
and put up at the house of Mr. Stephen Boyd's. Here we fed the first Prairie 
hay. This family freely admitted that they had the Milk Sickness in this 
Section. Cant Say I like the Country here. 60 
WILLIAM FERGUSON RODE the newly opened Illinois Central Railroad from Chicago to 
Urbana on June 4, 1855. In America lJy River and Rail, Mr. Ferguson told British 
readers what he saw: 
At Pera *was perhaps the finest expanse of prairie we sawall day. The 
whole field of vision was one unbroken meadow of fine undulating grass-land. 
At Minkgrove, , there is a patch of timber, or grove, in the midst of a perfect 
sea of prairie, just like an island; we saw it for miles after we had passed it, 
between us and the sky. 
• Little Ohaw = West Okaw River. 
t Prairie fowls are greater prairie-chickens. The thirteen-lined ground squirrel and Franklin's 
ground squirrel were known as prairie squirrels. 
*Pera = Ludlow. 
, Minkgrove = Rantoul. 
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The thirteenth station is Urbana - 1281h miles from Chicago. Here we 
stopped - there remaining 122 miles to be finished before this branch joins the 
main line at Centralia. There is a patch of wood close to Urbana, of 15,000 
acres .... 
. . . There is a hotel close to the station, where we got a tolerable tea (our 
kind cicerone, Mr. Johnson, had brought a basket of sandwiches, and we 
dined on them in the train), and then we got into a waggon with a pair of 
horses, and drove through the old town of Urbana, and out upon the great 
prairie. I do not fancy there exists in the whole world such a sight as we 
beheld. From an eminence, as far as the eye could comprehend the scene, it 
traversed the richest undulating fields of grass, almost unbroken by fence, 
plough, or house. We walked some distance up to the knees in the luxuriant 
herbage. It is said that this is the character of the country nearly all the dis­
tance from this to the junction with the main line, 122 miles; except that as 
you get further south there are more streams, and consequently more timber. 
The agricultural resources of this country are incredible. We made a detour 
from this edge of the grand prairie, by cultivated fields, till we reached the 
timber; and skirting it, returned to Urbana. 30 
On the next day Mr. Ferguson headed out "with a day's provisions, to cross the prairie, 
sixty miles, to Decatur. " 
There is a shorter route, but we took the one we did to see a herd of fine 
cattle, belonging to Mr Frank Harris. They were out on an extensive prairie, 
and we discovered them by means of a glass. We went as straight as we 
could, through the prairie, some mile or two, to where they were -losing 
sight of them most of the while, from the rolling of the ground. At last we 
got near them, and the sight was indeed worth going a long way to see. 
There were one hundred and twenty-six of them; one weighed as much as 
2600 lb.; many of the others weighed from 1900 lb. to 2100 lb. They were 
standing and lying about among the deep grass, in attitudes and groups, such 
as would have delighted Cooper to paint. A finer lot of fat cattle, I suppose, 
is not to be seen anywhere. 
. . . We called for Mr. Harris at his house, about two miles from where the 
cattle were, but did not find him. His farm contains 4200 acres, distributed 
thus-7oo acres Indian-com; 100 acres oats and wheat; 200 acres meadow; 
2500 acres pasturage; and 700 acres wood. 
The rest of our route was nearly all the way through the timber which skirts 
the Sangamon river. About half-way, we stopped in the woods to dine and 
rest the horses. Drawn up beneath the shade of a spreading live-oak . . . we 
made an al fresco mid-day meal, pretty near the heart of I1linois. 
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Water is rather scarce on some parts of these prairies. At one cottage, where 
was a well, the people refused to permit us to take any. 
· . . Shortly after leaving this farm, we encountered immense swarms of 
locusts. They appear periodically in the west. They were on the trees, are 
about two to three inches long, and were in myriads. The sound they emited 
was deafening. They were not eating. 
We got into Decatur about half-past eight .... The whole ride to-day, both 
in its prairie, and forest, and river features, has been one of very great 
interest. Such a body of rich land is inconceivable. It must be seen to be 
appreciated; and even then, its extent and value are beyond what can be duly 
recognised. 30 
IN 1915 W.G. COCHRAN authored an "Early History of Hammond and Vicinity." Judge 
Cochran recalled the landscape of his youth, beginning in the I850s: 
When I located in Illinois the vast expanse of prairie from the Dunn farm, (On 
south side of second bridge south of route 36 on coal mine road) southwest of 
Hammond, to two and one-half miles of Monticello was unimproved and while 
the soil was there, it was one vast flower garden, in the spring time, yet 
uncultivated. Wild grass in great abundance, lakes, ponds, frogs, snakes, wild 
fowls, green head flies, and Rosin weeds. No roads or trees, just one vast 
expanse of prairie extending east and west and to northeast almost as far as 
Champaign. The land could be bought for $1.25 per acre and some people 
said it was not worth even that. 
· .. I had an experience that started one Sunday morning, in 1862 that I will 
never forget. In April I was out of work so I started one Sunday morning to 
walk up to Monticello to find a job. I walked from Lovington up by where 
Hammond stands . . ., I journeyed on with not a house in sight after I left 
the Dunn farm until almost Bement. In 1858 and 1859 I had herded cattle on 
that vast prairie and all I could see on that Sunday morning, besides the wav­
ing prairie grass, not very high at that season, were the herds of cattle just 
taken out on the late burned places for grazing.• 
· . . When the war was over I had an opportunity to inspect that country the 
first thing. When the roads were good it was 15 miles from Lovington to 
Bement via Hammond, when the roads were bad it was about 30 miles 
(because having to go around ponds) and when very bad you could not make it 
at all. On August 2nd 1865 we arrived at Bement on our way home from the 
army. We hired a team and a two horse wagon, with a driver. . .. When we 
arrived at the big slough north of Hammond about two miles, the team and 
• Farmers burned patches of prairie relatively late in the growing season to remove the 
mature vegetation and to stimulate the growth of new grass. 
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wagon mired down and we had to wade out. ... Even then men only farmed 
the high ground and left the sloughs and ponds. Straw sheds covered with 
prairie hay answered for barns and cattle sheds. 
. . . The land about Hammond and in all of Piatt and Moultrie counties 
belonged to the government and was not surveyed until illinois Territory 
became a state, 1818. They were surveyed by one Randolph. . .. It often 
happened that where the land was wet and there were large ponds they would 
not measure through the water but guess at the distance and sometimes they 
missed it and the township or section would be large or small just as it 
happened. That is the reason some sections contain more than others. 45 
Champaign County 
"A PATCH OF HAZEL brush and small 
timber, also upon the bank of Salt 
Creek," is how J.R. Stewart depicted 
the site of one of the first log cabins at 
Urbana. Mr. Stewart added, "The 
locality was of special historic interest 
also, because it marked a well known 
camping ground of the Kickapoos and 
Pottawattamies, and the remains of old 
com fields were plainly visible for 
several years after the locality com­
menced to be well settled." 78 
BIG GROVE at Urbana was one of the 
most prominent natural landmarks in 
Champaign County. An 1874 book mentions sugar-making enterprises at the grove in 
the late l820s or early 30s: "The Indian trading-house was at the east end of Big Grove. 
In the timber were two Indian sugar camps. They had all the apparatus for making 
sugar. They had immense troughs, which would hold six or eight barrels of sap." T1 
JUDGE J.O. CUNNINGHAM published A History of the Early Settlement of Champaign 
County in 1876. His introduction states that "the county is entirely situated in what is 
known as the 'Grand Prairie of the West." 
The areas of timber is usually confined to the courses of streams, although 
some isolated groves of timber occur upon high points of land, as at Linn 
Grove in the south and Mink Grove in the north. 
. . . The original timber which has been greatly depleted for railroad ties, 
fencing, building and for fuel, was of the usual varieties of oak, walnut, 
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hickory, sugar, linden, elm, (white and red,) ash and sycamore, but no poplar 
nor beech. 
The surface of the county is moderately rolling, enough in some places to give 
a very pleasant diversity to the landscape. '" Very little of this land is too 
low or too level for drainage, and very little is broken by bluffs, so that the 
entire surface of the county may be considered as tillable land, and such will 
eventually be brought into use as arable land or pasture lands. 
Although many attempts at the discovery of coal have been made within the 
county, all have proved failures, and it may properly be observed that the 
county has no natural resources of wealth except its agriculture. 
· .. That this county was often visited, and that Urbana was the scene of 
many a camp and bivouac, there is abundant proof. But few years since, • 
and plainly to be seen until the white man's plow turned up the sod, were 
many trails across the prairies; and it is within the memory of many now 
living here that the com hills of the aboriginies were plainly to be seen among 
the hazel-brush around the court house square, as late as 1832. A spring 
situated one or two rods south of the Main street bridge in Urbana, which in 
early times afforded an abundance of water, but which in these later times has 
become almost absolutely dry, was the point of greatest attraction. As late as 
1843, after the autumnal fires, could be seen the bones of animals literally 
whitening the ground. '" Particular mention is made of a chief of the 
Pottowatomies, named "Shemauger," ... who claimed Urbana as his birth­
place. He loved this spot and hated to leave it. 
There was a large hickory tree standing near where the old calaboose stands, a 
wild cherry where the Wilkinson home now is, and much shade of trees and 
hazel-brush on and near the main street, in Urbana, which with the contiguous 
waters of the creek, made this a favorite and most convenient and comfortable 
camping place for the Indians . . . . 
· . . Old Shemauger told the whites that many years before there came a heavy 
fall of snow one winter, the depth of which he indicated by reaching his 
ramrod above his head, and said that many wild beasts, the elk and buffalo, 
perished under the snow. By this fact he explained the presence of numerous 
heaps of bones then seen on the prairie. 
· . . To him may also be ascribed the name borne by the creek known as the 
"Bone Yard Branch," which meanders through Urbana, from the west. He 
told the early settlers that its banks had always been covered with the bones of 
many animals, some of which were left there by the camping parties, while 
• Until the early 1900s, the word "since" was commonly used in the same way that "ago" is 
used today. 
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many of them were the bones of animals which perished of hunger during the 
big snow. 23 
Judge Cunningham described the landscape that greeted the family of Matthew Busey 
when they arrived at the south side of Big Grove early in 1828: 
On the north was as fine a grove of oaks, hickory, sugar maple and other 
useful timber as any man ever looked upon, which stretched from the door six 
miles away, and in every other direction stretched the finest prairie view that 
ever greeted the eye of man in any clime. This vast expanse of wealth was 
inhabited only by wild beasts useful to man. . .. No more beautiful sight 
ever opened before human eyes. 23 
When it came time in 1833 to choose a site for the county courthouse, Isaac Busey 
lobbied for a location on the south side of Big Grove. The north side of the grove fea­
tured the main road and a small settlement with a post office. According to Mr. Cun­
ningham, "The south side of the Grove had nothing of this kind to recommend it." 
It had no roads but bridle-paths and Indian trails. It had no population except 
the families of Isaac Busey and the Webbers and it is now urged that it had no 
vegetation but hazel-brush, which grew in great abundance and to a wonderous 
height. 
... All the land was prairie and hazel-brush, with a slight sprinkle of timber, 
the latter extending out to the line of Green street. Little of the prairie in any 
direction had then been broken. 23 
Despite these drawbacks, the county commissioners decided to site Urbana on the south 
edge of Big Grove, and a stake was driven "in a little opening in the hazel-brush where 
the court house now stands." 23 
PETER HEFNER, WHO MOVED to McLean County in 1830, recalled a trip to Danville in 
the early days. After crossing Newcom's Ford on the Sangamon River in Champaign 
County, "The next day he crossed two sloughs, and in each case was obliged to wade 
waist deep in freezing water and break the ice for his horse." 27 
FLOODING PRESENTED a formidable barrier to the pioneer family of Isaac Williams one 
time when they passed through Sadorus on their way to Monticello. As they approached 
Sadorus from the east, "three miles on the other side of Sadorus, in the big slough, their 
wagon broke, and they had a serious time getting out and to Sadorus." Once in town, 
the Williamses met a neighbor "who had started three weeks before and was stalled on 
another road across the same slough." The party continued west: "On reaching the 
Okaw they found it a mile wide, and frozen." 70 
ON JULY 12, 1857 Mira Chafee wrote to her sister about her new home at Tolono: 
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The land was never ploughed until this spring, any where around us it is rich 
and mellow. The prairies are in blossom and you can see a great many 
varieties of flowers. 
The lily is handsomer than our garden lily. We are on the largest prairie in 
the west. It is 200 miles long and about 14 wide, it is rolling a little. As far 
as you can see you just see the trees on the east and the west. It looked like a 
desert when we first came here, the grass was only just starting. Every fall 
they are burnt over. 
You can pasture as many cattle as you want to for nothing, only the trouble of 
going after them nights. What would you think to see 20 yoke of oxen all 
plowing at one time, four yokes in a team. They farm on a large scale here. 
Some have 75 yoke all at work. 
. . . There are no roads only across the prairies where teams have been. 65 
J.S. LoTHROP'S 1871 Champaign County Directory describes the forest resources of five 
townships. The Sangamon River in East Bend Township is said to have had a "heavy 
body of timber." Along the Sangamon River in Newcomb Township was "the largest 
and [mest body of timber found on that stream, in its course through the county." Along 
the whole length of the Salt Fork in St. Joseph Township was "a rich growth of timber, 
principally of oak, ash and black walnut, exceedingly valuable." Along the Salt Fork in 
Sidney Township was "a magnificent body of timber, a woodland." The Salt Fork makes 
a great curve through Sidney Township, "the space in the huge bend being covered with 
stately trees of oak, ash and black walnut; invaluable for fencing material, and 
manufacturing purposes." Regarding Urbana Township, Lothrop's Directory states, "The 
Big Grove, which lies mainly within this township, is one of the finest bodies of 
woodland in the West .... " 56 
The 1878 History of Champaign County paraphrases information that J.S. Lothrop 
published seven years earlier about the timber resources of Sidney, East Bend, and 
Newcomb Townships. Additionally the 1878 book characterizes land adjoining the 
Embarras River in Sadorus Township as "heavily timbered." The Salt Fork in Homer 
Township is said to have had "a splendid growth of valuable timber." 13 This volume 
describes Mink Grove, which lay partly in Rantoul Township: 
The only natural timber in the township is half of a grove of about 80 acres, 
consisting chiefly of black walnut, hackberry, thorn-apple, crab-apple, elm, 
locust and mulberry. The other half of the grove is in Ludlow.• The Indians 
called this grove "Neipswah" which it was said was their term for a locality 
where minks were plentiful. 13 
• That is, in Ludlow Township. 
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Neighboring Condit Township is described thus: 
The township is mostly prairie, and is mainly drained by two streams, Wild 
Cat Slough and Big Slough. These flow through the township in the general 
direction of from north-east to south-west, running nearly parallel. The largest 
and most easterly is the Big Slough which enters in section one, and leaves the 
township in section thirty. Wild Cat enters in section four and leaves in sec­
tion eighteen. The Sangamon river flows through the extreme north-western 
position, and its banks are heavily timbered, as are the lower portion of the 
other streams mentioned, while above, the open prairie descends to the 
streams. 13 
In Newcomb Township, the banks of the Sangamon are said to have been "in most places 
high and free from marsh." The editors of the volume went on to say, "But few marshes 
are found in the township, and they are small and insignificant." Yet "pure cold well 
water is procured by digging not usually to exceed thirty feet, and is generally found at 
a depth of about twenty feet." 13 
A large part of Raymond Township was once owned by cattle baron Michael Sullivant. 
According to the 1878 history of Champaign County, "For many years this section went 
by the name of the 'Red-root' district, but was changed by Sullivant to 'Broad-land,' 
which name it still retains." • 13 
CONTRIBUTING TO THE 1905 History of Champaign County, geographer De Ette Rolfe 
wrote, "The Sangamon is the largest stream in the county. It rises in Ford County, but 
for several miles its course is through a succession of sloughs and, consequently, it is 
very shallow." 2 
JUDGE J.O. CUNNINGHAM was the primary author and editor of the 1905 History of 
Champaign County. The following descriptions of the region are from his hand: 
A favorite resort of the Indians upon the Okaw was a place near that stream 
about half a mile north of the village of Sadorus, and upon the east bank of the 
stream. There they often camped in the autumn and awaited the coming of 
deer and other game, when driven by the prairie fires from the open country 
into the timber. ... Even after the settlement of the country, the Indians 
followed the practice of here awaiting the annual coming of their prey. 
. . . The writer remembers, about January, 1854, seeing a wild wolf, which 
had been hotly pursued by hunters on the prairie south of town, run the whole 
length of Market Street, in Urbana, from south to north, in his effort to reach 
safety in the Big Grove, then a dense thicket of brushwood a quarter of a mile 
north of Main Street. 2 
• Perhaps the name of the Red-root district commemorates an abundance of redroot, or New 
Jersey tea (Ceanothus americanus). The village of Broadlands is in neighboring Ayers Township. 
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Judge Cunningham described how the location of the Champaign County courthouse was 
selected in 1833.· About 70 years later he wrote, 
Two hickory trees, of the bitter variety, now standing on the Public Square, 
south of the court house, are the only remaining living witnesses of the loca­
tion of the county-seat, and also the only survivors of the forest that then 
covered the ground. 
At the time of this official act, which was destined to change the waste of 
hazel brush and rosin-weed into the city and county metropolis of today, there 
was little on the site save the aforesaid stake to give a hint of the future. Long 
use of the ground near the creek and along the line of Elm Street as a camping 
ground for Indians, had left it bare of underbrush, the only thing left being an 
occasional lone tree. Further to the east, about where Market Street is locat­
ed, the timber and hazel brush stretched southward two blocks. 
. . . Champaign County at its birth was an unoccupied and uncultivated 
expanse of prairie, and timber. Its roads were only trails and, as to the settled 
portion of the State, it was wholly an out of the way place, a trackless wilder­
ness of hazel brush and rosin-weed. 
. . . Wild fruits then, and for many years thereafter, were grown spontane­
ously in the greatest abundance. The margins of all the timber belts and 
groves for some rods - and many isolated groves, where not interfered with by 
clearings or pasturage of stock - were taken up by plum thickets, where the 
wild plum grew in the greatest luxuriance and produced its fruits in an incredi­
ble abundance. There anyone-the freeholder or the landless-might freely 
forage upon this spontaneously grown and luscious fruit. The quality was not 
inferior to that of the same fruit now brought to our markets from the far-off 
southern fields, yet was allowed to rot upon the ground in immense quantities, 
unheeded. So, within the dense woods grew the juicy blackberry, without 
care, culture or selection . 2 
De Witt County 
The Headwaters Area barely extends into Nixon Township. In 1882 it was said of this 
township, "It contains a prairie surface, with only now and then a few groves of timber 
of a very small growth." 80 
• Judge Cunningham related that a grand celebration was held on the Fourth of July after the 
county seat was selected: "Accordingly the hazel brush was cleared away from a plat about where 
the northeast comer of Race and Water streets, in Urbana, now is ...." 2 Fountain Busey was 
there; he reminisced that "a large floor was laid, the fiddler was called and they danced, sang and 
had a merry time, you may be sure." 61 
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Douglas County 
THE 1884 "History of Douglas County" portrays the former natural landscape of Garrett 
Township: 
The great body of timber in Garrett is on the south side, • but the Okaw in its 
entire length is fringed, as it were, with woods which, in the upper part, will 
average a mile wide. This varies, as, between Sections 12 and 13 in the 
northeast comer, there is what has been generally called the "cut-off," which 
is, as it were, a break in the timber, long known to old settlers. On the west 
side, and in the neighborhood of Lake Fork, many small but attractive natural 
groves occur, notably on the land of Nathan Garrett and others; and in the 
heart of the woods, near the south center of the township, a large "glade" 
occurs; the original surveyors called it a "draught." Goodson's Grove is 
situated at the northeast corner of Section 33, Township 16, Range 7, and is a 
nice little piece of woods. All of these glades, cut-offs and groves, were duly 
noted and mapped by the original surveyors, who did their Government sur­
veying in this region in 1821. 6 
With reference to Camargo Township, this volume states, "One-third of the area of the 
township is within the original timber limit, which grew adjacent to the river, as is usual 
here. Many fine tracts of timber yet remain, but also, many clearings." 6 
Ford County 
JANE PATTON MOVED with her husband to Button Township in 1854. In her Remem­
brances ofa Pioneer (1904), "Grandma" Patton recalled of her new home, "Deer were 
plenty then, for you could see them almost every morning going from the timber out on 
the prairie, but they could see you about as soon as you would see them." 68 
The following year (1855), "John Adamson that lived at Covington, brought two hundred 
and over of four-year-old steers to be herded on the prairie, and they were so large and 
got so fat on the grass without any expense except to pay the herder and for salt, the 
prairie grass was so fine." 68 
1856: "That summer everything was com. . .. Com would grow then if you planted 
it, without any trouble. The weeds had not got a start then, only the tumbleweeds, and 
they would roll over the field and lodge against the fences as high as the fence." 68 
1858: "That spring the creeks were very high. We could not cross the middle fork of 
the Vermillion for six weeks, there was so much rain, and no bridges then." When Mr. 
• The Embarras River flows through Garrett Township from north to south. The text should 
say that the majority of the timber is on the east side of the stream. 
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Patton rode east to see his dying father, "The east fork of the Vermillion' was very 
high. He went horseback, and had to swim his horse to get over the creek." 68 
Mrs. Patton concluded her autobiography with an essay, "Illinois in 1854, and some of 
the changes in the country since that time, and the neighborhood in which I have lived 
since that time." She began her discourse, 
It was not a barren waste; it was a bleak cold place in the winter time. The 
snow went the way the wind took it as far as it wanted to go, and the tumble­
weeds also; but in the summer time it was all grass and flowers, and you 
could see as far as the strength of your eyes would let you see, and the tall 
grass, when the wind blew, was like the waves of the sea, beautiful to behold. 
If you knew where you wanted to go you had nothing to do but to start out 
and go, but look out for the ponds of water or you would be right in one if 
you did not, for the grass in the ponds would be higher than your head, and it 
would be lots more trouble to get out than it was to get into a pond. They 
were just like getting into trouble about other things, it was easier to get in 
than to get out. Now you have the hedge fence and the straight roads and the 
square comers and the groves, and you can't see a wagon five miles on the 
prairie, as you could then. 68 
FOR THE Geological Survey ofIllinois (1870), Frank Bradley wrote a section about Ford 
and Champaign Counties. He stated that the wetlands in these two counties sometimes 
have marl t deposits: "Along the sloughs and ponds, the subsoil is a tough brown to yel­
low clay, with numerous small fresh water shells of the genera Physa, Limnea, Plan­
orbis, Cyclas, etc. These are often so numerous as to give a whitish cast to the whole 
mass." 11 
SULLIVANT TOWNSHIP WAS THE HOME of Michael Sullivant, who lived on a farm of 
about 40,000 acres in Ford and Livingston Counties. On September 23, 1871, Harper's 
Weekly issued a supplement titled "Farming in the Great West," which enumerates some 
of the assets of Mr. Sullivant's Burr Oak Farm: 150 steel plows, 75 breaking plows, 
142 cultivators, 45 com planters, 25 gang harrows, 300 miles of hedges, 150 miles of 
ditches, 350 mules, 50 horses, 100 cattle, and perhaps 1,000 to 1,200 hogs. The farm's 
ditching plow was 18 feet long and was pulled by 68 oxen; it could make "three to three 
and a half miles of excellent ditch each day of work." The farm had 2,500 acres of tame 
grass, and "besides this much wild grass is cut. " 76 
The Harper's article describes efforts to limit the loss of grain to waterfowl at Burr Oak 
Farm: 
• East fork of the Vermillion = North Fork of the Vermilion River. 
t Marl is a soft mineral comprised principally of calcium carbonate. It often consists of car­
bonates precipitated from groundwater that is supersaturated with dissolved minerals. Marl can 
also be made of ancient accumulations of mollusk shells. 
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In the fall of the year Mr. Sullivant finds it necessary to detail a certain 
number of men as gunners to kill or drive away the innumerable flocks of wild 
geese and ducks which would otherwise destroy thousands of bushels of grain. 
In speaking of this, he says: "I tried at first to equalize the thing by planting a 
few hundred more acres, but my feathered boarders forced me to drain some 
of the lakes and ponds before I could get them to come in more reasonable 
force." 76 
PROFESSIONAL HUNTER ADAM BoGARDUS visited Burr Oak Farm about 1873. He told 
of his visit in a classic book titled Field, Cover, and Trap Shooting. 
On Mr. Sullivant's great farm in Ford County there are many ponds and many 
extensive corn-fields, and I found last spring that the shooting of geese, ducks, 
and crane there was very good - so good that I mentally resolved to go there 
again next season. In two days' shooting, mornings and evenings, not over 
decoys, but as the wild fowl came to and went out of the corn-fields, I killed 
sixty-five mallards and pintails, mostly mallards, five brant geese, twenty 
sand-hill crane, and three large white crane. Yet I was told that the ducks and 
brant had mostly all gone north before I was there, and that they had been 
much more abundant than they were in the two days I shot. Mr. Sullivant's 
foreman saw my ducks and cranes at the station, and made his remarks to this 
effect: "They said that as you were a pigeon-shooter, you would not be 
successful in the field. I have, however, seen no such lot as that at any time 
this season, and yet the ducks are now scarce to what they have been. " 
This farm of Mr. Michael Sullivant's is the largest in l1linois, I think, and I 
am convinced that it is one of the best neighborhoods in the State for game. 
From what I saw, pinnated grouse· abound, there are lots of quail, and in the 
migratory seasons great flocks of ducks, geese, brant, and cranes. The estate 
was purchased by Mr. Sullivant some years ago, when it was mostly unbroken 
prairie. It is eight miles square, contains about forty-four thousand acres, and 
twenty-six thousand acres of it have already been brought under cultivation. 
Twenty thousand acres of it were in corn last year, and I dare say more will 
be this year, while three thousand acres were in smaller grain, and three 
thousand in meadow-grass. 
. . . Upon this l1linois farm there are three hundred miles of Osage orange 
hedges, which are yet young. Let the sportsmen remember what has been said 
of the hedges as affording nesting-places for game-birds, protection against 
hawks, and facilities for shooters, and they may conceive what these three 
hundred miles of hedges will do when they have grown tall and thick. 
... On Mr. Sullivant's tract, in Ford County, before they are much shot at, 
the wild geese roost about the ponds in the prairie; but when they have been 
• Pinnated grouse = greater prairie-chicken. 
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disturbed there a few times, they go further off to wild places in the extensive 
swamps. 10 . 
GIBSON CITY WAS FOUNDED in 1872. Even at that relatively recent date, the wet prairie 
environment persisted in this part of the Headwaters Area: 
When building in the village began the slough grass, a particularly tough, 
strong grass grew several feet high; often it would grow as high as a horse. 
Weeds flourished in the swampy ground. For many years there was trouble 
with water and mud and in the western part of the village it was necessary in 
flood times to rescue people with horses. 
. . . Of course, there were plenty of discouragements too, as the ague was 
bad, rattlesnakes plentiful, flies simply fierce, especially which was known as 
the "green heads," that set the horse frantic, yet, with all this these settlers 
persevered, always looking on the bright side. 35 
Livingston County 
PATRICK MONAHAN, the first white farmer in Charlotte Township, arrived in 1857. This 
rather late date is explained by the fact that the township was almost all prairie. 
As he could obtain neither wood nor coal, for the first few months his family 
gathered dried resin weeds, which were used as fuel. The fires for cooking 
were built on the open prairie. . .. In breaking prairie, the "red roots" were 
carefully preserved for fuel. This was a kind of prairie shrub, somewhat 
similar to hazel or willow, except that it had larger roots. • 84 
THE PREMIER NATURAL LANDMARK of the Chatsworth area was Oliver's Grove. In his 
History ofChatsworth, long-time resident L.J. Haberkorn stated that Oliver's Grove had 
been a "fine tract of timber, mostly walnut and other hard woods," with "a large swamp 
which extended through the timber. " 44 
IN Field, Cover, and Trap Shooting (1874), Captain Adam H. Bogardus told of an excur­
sion to Chatsworth, "intending to hunt turkeys at Oliver's Grove. " 
But of all the sights I have seen on the prairies, the finest, the most striking 
and glorious, have been on bright, frosty mornings in December, or later on in 
the winter sometimes. On such a morning, while the frost still hangs on the 
grass, the prairie looks like a wide sea covered with sprays of diamonds. The 
most beautiful sight I ever saw in my life was on a prairie at Oliver's Grove, 
• The red roots were from New Jersey tea (Ceanothus americanus), which pioneers usually 
called redroot. 
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near Chatsworth, Iroquois County, • Illinois. .., It was a bright, clear 
morning in December, and the sun, just risen, lit up all the prairie with its 
horizontal, glancing rays. Every blade of grass on the prairie, every tree in 
distant grove, glistened and sparkled like diamonds in strong light. Away in 
the distance, five hundred yards out upon the prairie, there stood two deer, 
motionless and beautiful, we might almost have thought lifeless, they looked 
so strange in that wonderful scene; only we could see the breath streaming 
from their nostrils into the cold, frosty air. For dazzling radiance and strange 
beauty, I never before saw such a prospect, and may perhaps never see quite 
the like again. After a while the deer walked leisurely off into the long grass 
and brush near the slough to lie down in cover. t 10 
CHATSWORTH TOWNSHIP was typical of many townships amid the Grand Prairie-with 
morainic ridges, wet intermorainic lowlands, and groves isolated in a sea of grass. The 
1909 History of Livingston County describes the natural features of Chatsworth Town­
ship: 
The only natural timber in Chatsworth Township is Oliver's Grove, in the 
southern part. The south half of the township was quite wet, many large 
ponds and sloughs being located there. It has only been in recent years that 
these have been drained by means of a large dredge ditch. 5 
The one sizable natural pond remaining in this township-or anywhere in the vicinity­
is Turtle Pond. This lakelet has been a natural landmark and scenic attraction for many 
years. Mr. A. Sites, a State Fish Warden, visited Turtle Pond on August 22, 1908. His 
work log for the day reads, "Went to Chatsworth to answer complaint from there in 
regards to the fish perishing in Turtle lake, five miles from Chatsworth. Found the lake 
or pond nearly dry, so I took what fish were alive and put them in deep water in a 
dredge ditch." 51 
McLean County 
GEORGE SPAWR AND FAMILY emigrated from Pennsylvania to the Mackinaw River valley 
in 1827, crossing the Headwaters Area in the process: 
After they crossed the Wabash River and came to the prairie they mired down 
in the first slough; but they soon learned the nature of the sloughs and drove 
through them quickly without stopping long enough to become fast in the mire. 
• Chatsworth is in Livingston County. 
t Captain Bogardus related the outcome of the day's hunt: "The game we came for were not 
to be found, and when we discovered this we turned to leave. I said to my partner, 'We have 
been disappointed in our hunt, but in coming on it we got a glorious and beautiful sight-one not 
to be forgotten as long as we may live.' He was a very practical sort of man, and replied, 'I had 
a good deal sooner have got a dozen fat turkeys.''' 10 
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They found the worst slough at Cheney's Grove. But by good management 
and quick driving the Spawr family came safely through without assistance. v 
CHENEY'S GROVE, where the Spawrs' wagon almost bogged down, was on the Sangamon 
River a few miles west of the McLean County line. Cheney's Grove blanketed hilly 
terrain where the Sangamon River cut through the Bloomington Moraine. The other 
large grove in the Headwaters Area of McLean County was the Old Town Timber. This 
woodland extended along the crest of the Bloomington Moraine on the divide between 
the headwaters of the Sangamon River and Salt Creek. 
Professor E. Duis' Good Old Times in McLean County (1874) introduces Cheney's 
Grove: 
Cheney's Grove in a state of nature must have been a beautiful place. It 
contained 3,090 acres of remarkably fine woodland with many fine white-oak 
trees and a large proportion of sugar maples. The head waters of the Sanga­
mon River meandered through the charming grove on a gravelly and pebbly 
bed. The living springs which fed this stream and the timber of the grove 
made the location so desirable, that one wonders why it was not chosen by 
settlers the first of any spot in McLean County. 27 
The fumily of Jonathan Cheney pioneered at the grove in 1825. The Newcoms arrived 
10 years later. 
The Newcoms were in the habit of making maple sugar, as that was the only 
sugar used. During one spring they made two thousand pounds of sugar and a 
barrel of syrup. They made eleven hundred pounds in seven days and nights 
with eight kettles, and could have made a third more if all the sap had been 
saved. The Cheneys made about fifteen hundred pounds. The sugar sold for 
ten cents per pound. v 
In the early 1830s Robert Cunningham constructed "the first and only water grist-mill 
ever built on the Sangamon River in McLean County." 62 The mill was at Cheney's 
Grove, and the millstones "were the common prairie bowlders, cut down to get about 
two-feet face on them." 62 The 1879 "History of McLean County" describes Mr. Cun­
ningham's operations: 
There was sufficient water to run about six months in the year, and, in 1838, 
he built a saw-mill, with the old-fashioned gate-saw, which, in flush times of 
water, would go up one minute and down the next. .,. Mr. Cunningham 
continued to run these mills for about fifteen years, and until Mr. Blakesley 
built the old steam-mill. 62 
In his depiction of Cheneys Grove Township, Professor C.P. Merriman stated, "The 
Sangamon River, here large enough to be of good value for watering stock the year 
around, ran directly through it, and the timber was of good strong growth for lumber." 62 
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The water-powered sawmill at Cheney's Grove was replaced about 1858 with a steam­
powered mill: "For a while, a good deal of black walnut was sawed into silling and 
lumber for the finishing-off of houses; but latterly, it was only made into merchant lum­
ber. A large amount of black-walnut logs have been shipped away to Indianapolis, to 
be sawed up there for Eastern market." 62 
IN 1953 A 90-YEAR-OLD Le Roy resident recalled nut-gathering during the 1870s: "After 
school began in the fall, the hazelnuts, hickory nuts and walnuts were ready to harvest. 
Say, did we not have some fun cracking nuts for the crowd?" 53 
THE 1908 History of McLean Counry discusses the potential for soil erosion on the 
rolling terrain where the Sangamon River bisects the Bloomington Moraine in Cheneys 
Grove Township: 
A part of this township, a part in the northern and a part in the southwestern 
section, has rather a thin soil and is too rolling to be called first class; and, of 
course, much of the 3,000 acres of original timber land is not very rich, but 
fully two-thirds of the township is first-class land. The rolling land suffers 
from washing of the soil during heavy rains, and this may be a good place to 
mention that, wherever the prairie land in McLean County is inclined to be 
hilly or rolling, it naturally suffers quite severely from washing. Wherever 
this land has been cultivated for sixty or seventy years it is already consider­
ably deteriorated. These washings will go on in the progress of time until 
there will be a very great difference between the value of our level black -soils, 
and the value of rolling prairie land, which is lighter in color and seems likely 
to grow lighter every year. Careful farmers will use every endeavor to 
prevent this washing of the soil, but unless they commence speedily, the 
rolling land will be depreciating in value so as to render it necessary for every 
quarter-section of land to be sold on its own merits, instead of selling at the 
average price of land in this vicinity. 3 
THE OLD TOWN TIMBER received its name because it was the site of a Grand Village of 
the Kickapoo. The timber stretched westward for miles from this town, which was close 
to the source of the Sangamon River. In 1908 it was said, 
The large grove named Old Town Timber is about eighteen miles long from 
east to west, and perhaps an average of three miles wide from north to south. 
. . . Very much of this has now been cleared, and, in some cases, the country 
has almost the appearance of a prairie, though there are still left enough 
wooded tracts to indicate the outline of the grove. 3 
THE SITE OF AN INDIAN FORT lies in the headwaters of the Sangamon River in Arrow­
smith Township. The 1908 history of McLean County provides a few indications of the 
natural character of this locale: 
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Here was a very small grove of perhaps fifteen acres, a few acres of which are 
still in existence. There is a small hill or elevation, perhaps nearly twenty feet 
in height, near the creek called the headwaters of the Sangamon River. This 
creek was formerly a grassy slough or swampy morass, but since the creek has 
excavated for itself a good channel, the surrounding ground is dry land and 
seldom overflowed. 3 
Historians who visited the site some time before 1908 observed shallow depressions­
possibly the remains of rifle-pits, "... but in the course of time the pits and their edges 
had grown up with grass and with shrubs, such as hazel bushes, wild plum and crab­
apple trees." 3 
Macon County 
G.C. BROADHEAD CONTRIBUTED these two paragraphs to the 1875 volume of the Geo­
logical Survey of Illinois: 
Prairies. - In many places the prairies still preserve their native beauty, 
covered with tall grass and adorned with Flora's bright gifts, among which are 
found the delicately beautiful Physostegia Virginiana, Gerardia tenuifolia, 
Gentiana puberula, with the coarser plants Silphium laciniatum and S. terebin­
thinaceum, Liatris (2 or 3 species) Helianthus, Solidago, etc.• 
. . . On the flat prairies there are many small marshy tracts, fresh plowing of 
one of them disclosed to view remains of old shells of the genus Planorbis and 
Lymnea. t It is not improbable that in a few years most of these ponds or 
marshes will be drained and cultivated, and the calcareous material of the shell 
remains will be found a useful addition to the productiveness of the soil. 15 
Mr. Broadhead described a wetland maintained by calcareous seepage along a tributary 
of the Sangamon River: 
On Big creek, in sec. 4, T. 15 N., R. 3 E., *the drift appears thus: 
1. Thirty feet of drift clays with loose pebbles, sand and clay; at lower part 
comminuted sand and clay. On the lower slope of this is an abundant growth 
• Physostegia Virginiana = false dragonhead or obedient plant; Gerardia tenuifolia = slender 
false foxglove; Gentiana puberula = G. puberulenta (prairie gentian); Silphium laciniatum = 
compass plant; Silphiuin terebinthinaceum = prairie dock; Liatris = gayfeather or blazing star; 
Helianthus = sunflower; Solidago = goldenrod. 
t Pianorbis and Lymnea are pond snails. 
*The site is near Mt. Zion. Big Creek does not flow through section 4 as stated by 
Broadhead, but it does cross section 3, immediately east of section 4. 
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of Equisetum or scouring rush, associated with Gentiana alba and Pedicularis 
lanceolata.• 
2. Eight feet. The upper part dark brownish black; lower part black and 
apparently of vegetable origin, no pebbles seen; when struck a hollow sound is 
produced. Debris from above falling over unites with this, forms a marshy 
talus, on which were growing Lobelia syphilitica, Sagitraria variabilis and 
several other marsh plants. t 15 
Three of the plants listed at this site-Gentiana, Pedicularis, and Lobelia-are indicators 
of calcareous wetland conditions, created where mineral-laden groundwater discharges 
onto the surface. This seepage area developed where Big Creek cuts deeply into the 
Shelbyville Moraine. The situation is typical of sites in the Headwaters Area where a 
stream valley incises a high moraine and intercepts the water table. 
THE 1880 History ofMacon County tells a fish story: 
A rather remarkable circumstance connected with the recent draining of some 
of the lakes in this county is the fact that in these bodies of water, which are 
several miles distant from any permanent stream, and which, during the dry 
season a year ago, entirely disappeared, their beds becoming dried and baked, 
great numbers of fish embracing most of the common varieties, and large 
enough for table use, have been captured. The most plausible theory respect­
ing their presence is that during the intervening freshets these fish, like 
mountain trout, have made their way up the numerous little brooks, that, in the 
rainy season, flow down the valleys from the lakes into the Sangamon River 
and other adjacent streams. 14 
IN HIS B.S. THESIS at the University of Illinois, Henry Allan Gleason related, 
The writer's personal knowledge of unbroken prairie is limited to that gained 
from a short visit to a two acre tract in Macon county in August, 1899. It was 
left unbroken originally because a small creek expanded there into a slough, 
preventing cultivation, and it had remained in its original state for about thirty 
years since. The creek had been replaced by a tile, but the character of the 
plants showed that the soil was still wet. 
It was thickly covered to a height of four feet with grasses of which there were 
noticed four species, Spartina cynosuroides, Panicum virgatum, Andropogon 
• Gentiana alba = G. flavida (yellowish gentian); Pedicularis lanceolata = swamp betony. 
t Lobelia syphilitica = great blue lobelia; Sagittaria variahilis = S. latifolia (broad-leaved 
arrowhead) . 
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furcatus, and Chrysopogon avenaceus. • All were in bloom at the time. 
Mingled with these grasses and overtopping them were Solidago rigida, S. 
Canadensis, and S. serotina, t about equally abundant, and underneath an 
abundance of Lythrum alatum. * Polygonum Pennsylvanicum, Lacinaria 
cylindracea, and Cassia Chamaechrista were common. ' A willow about 
three feet high, with silky leaves was also noticed. 36 
Moultrie County 
G.C. BROADHEAD PROVIDED these facts for the Geological Survey of Illinois (1875): 
There is an extensive tract of nearly flat prairie west of the West fork of 
Kaskaskia; the north-east quarter of the county is nearly all a very gently 
undulating or flat prairie, still, in great part, preserving its native state, and we 
here find tall grasses, Liatris (two species), Solidago, coreopsis, Monorda 
(horsemint), resin weed (two species), Veronica Virginica, several species of 
aster, Vernonia Noveboracensis, Dipteracanthus ciliosus and Eryngium yuccae­
folium. § 
The above imperfect list of species evidently indicates a transition from a wild 
state. Occasionally swampy depressions are found, or marshy ponds with 
Physa, etc., and such plants as Vernoniafasciculata, Lythrum alatum, •• etc. 
On the dry, low elevations are occasional clumps of hazel and low willow. 15 
• Spanina cynosuroides = S. pectinata (prairie cord grass); Panicum virgatum = switch 
grass; AndropogonfUrcarus = A. gerardii (big bluestem); Chrysopogon avenaceus = Sorghasrrum 
nurans (Indian grass). 
t Solidago rigida = prairie goldenrod or stiff goldenrod; S. Canadensis = Canada golden­
rod; S. serorina = S. giganrea (late goldenrod). 
*Lyrhrum alatum = winged loosestrife. 
, Polygonum Pennsylvanicum = P. pensylvanicum (common smartweed); Lacinaria cylin­
dracea = Liarris cylindracea (blazing star); Cassia Chamaechrisra = C. fasciculata (partridge 
pea). 
§ Liarris = blazing star or gayfeather; Solidago = goldenrod; coreopsis = tickseed; Monarda 
= horsemint or wild bergamot; resin weed = Silphium; Veronica Virginica = Veronicasrrum 
virginicum (Culver's root or candelabra plant); Vernonia Noveboracensis = V. missurica (Mis­
souri ironweed); Dipreracanrhus ciliosus = Ruellia humilus (wild petunia); Eryngium yuccaefolium 
= rattlesnake master. 
•• Physa is a pond snail. Vernonia fasciculata = common ironweed; Lyrhrum alarum = 
winged loosestrife. 
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Piatt County 
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN HARRIs, who came to the Sangamon valley of Piatt County in the 
spring of 1835, later recalled, "I remember the first year after 1 settled on the Sangamon 
River, there was no fruit, neither apples, peaches nor any other fruits on the wild or 
natural fruits of the county." 83 
W.R. EVANS WAS A FOUNDING CITIZEN of Hammond. He arrived in 1875 and remin­
isced 56 years later, 
Yes, we had the swamps, slough grass, green head flies, mosquitoes, winding 
paths for roads . . . . 
· . . While we were waiting for the drainage of these prairies most everyone in 
the town who had a team, and the most of us had, were doing a little farming 
on our own hook, going out on the prairie where ever we could find a little 
knoll high enough to be out of water, and breaking the sod, or having it done, 
and planting the little patch in corn in an attempt to raise feed for our teams 
and in those days a team was an essential if one desired to get away from the 
town at all. 
· . . At the time of which we have been writing, the country was in sore need 
of a more adequate system of drainage. Some of the main outlet ditches had 
been made, but they were neither large, nor deep enough to carry the water 
that poured them and the outlet to these ditches were not sufficient to take 
their waters fast enough. During the summer of 1876 1 think it was Jim Todd 
and A. Patrick bought a V shaped ditcher that was pulled by six or eight yoke 
of oxen and began an effort to make some lateral ditches to drain off some of 
the surface water. 
· .. Well notwithstanding these efforts at draining these Prairies there would 
be certain seasons of the year a lake of water a quarter of a mile wide extend­
ing from the railroad bridge east of town to the wagon bridge north. 45 
G.C. BROADHEAD PROVIDED this description of the prairies, streams, woodlands, and 
groundwater resources of Piatt County for the 1875 Geological Survey ofIllinois: 
The prairies of this county are very rich and in a great measure still preserve 
their native wildness, are beautiful in the summer season, covered with tall 
grass adorned with many beautiful flowers, among which are the rose, Liatris, 
(2 sp.) Plrysostegia Virginiano, Phlox pilosa, gerardia temuifolia, Lobelia 
spicata, Lythrum alatum, Echinacea, Gentiana puberula, Veronica Virginica, 
Aster sericeus, and several other species of aster; together with coarser plants, 
including Monarda (horsemint), Solidago (several species), Silphium or rosin 
weed (3 species), Pedicularis lanceolata, Eryngium yuccaefolium, Nabalus 
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asper, Helianthus (several sp.), Ceanothus, etc.• Marshy spots and ponds 
are often seen, even on the highest prairies, some of them containing living 
shells of the genus Physa, Lymnea and Planorbis, t and having on their 
margin a growth of Lobelia cardinalis, Vernoniafasciculata and Aster car­
neus. * 
... The West Fork' takes its rise in the south-west and runs southwardly, 
soon entering Moultrie; there is but little timber near it, only first a fringe of 
willows with a few crab apple bushes beyond; lower down, the thorn (Cratae­
gus) appears, then plum and cherry; next cherry, plum, pin oak, laurel oak, § 
elm; still further down, elm, red and white oak, hickory and bur oak. 
The largest stream in this county is the North Fork of the Sangamon river, " 
which traverses the county from north-east to south-west, and along its margin 
are many springs which afford a constant supply of pure water. In the river 
we found many very pretty mollusks similar to those already enumerated in the 
adjoining counties. tt 
. . . The prairies are bordered with a growth of laurel oak, pin oak, hickory, 
cherry, plum and crab apple, with sometimes bur oak and black walnut. 
, Liatris (2 sp.) = two species of gayfeather or blazing star; Physostegia Virginiana = false 
dragonhead or obedient plant; Phlox pilosa = prairie phlox; gerardia ternuifolia = G. tenuifolia 
(slender false foxglove); Lobelia spicata = pale spiked lobelia; Lythrum alatum = winged loose­
strife; Echinacea = coneflower; Gentiana puberula = G. puberulenta (prairie gentian); Veronica 
Virginica = Veronicastrum virginicum (candelabra plant or Culver's root); Aster sericeus = silky 
aster; Monarda c= horsemint or wild bergamot; Solidago = goldenrod; Silphium = rosin weed 
(including compass plant and prairie dock); Pedicularis lanceolata = swamp betony; Eryngium 
yuccatifolium = rattlesnake master; Nabalus asper = Prenanthes aspera (rough wild lettuce); 
Helianthus = sunflower; Ceanothus = redroot or New Jersey tea. 
t Physa, Lymnea and Planorbis are three genera of pond snails. 
*Lobelia cardinalis = cardinal flower; Vernoniafasciculata = common ironweed; Aster 
cameus = A. praealtus (willow aster). 
, West Fork = West Fork of the Kaskaskia River, or West Okaw River. 
§ Laurel oak = shingle oak (Quercus imbricaria) . 
.. North Fork of the Sangamon river = Sangamon River. 
tt For his accompanying discussion of the Sangamon River in Macon County, Mr. Broadhead 
enumerated some of the river's mussels: "On the gravelly shoals many small shells are often 
found, belonging to the genera Paludina, Melania, Cyclas and Unio; where the water is more 
sluggish Anodontas are common." 's In his description of the Kaskaskia drainage in Moultrie 
County, Broadhead reported, "On the bars we found many pretty mollusks, including Unio zigzag, 
U. dilatata, Alasmodonta truncata, Melania, Paludina, eye/as, etc." IS 
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Between the prairies and the Sangamon bluffs we found white oak, sassafras, 
shellbark hickory, • black oak and hazel; on the sloping bluffs, white oak, 
black oak, service berry, iron wood, black haw, [red tree], sugar tree, linden, 
ash, red oak, walnut, red elm and poison oak. Good timber abounds on the 
bottoms, including black walnut, bur oak, ash, maple, hickory, honey locust, 
hackberry, mulberry, red oak, linden, sycamore, and a few blue ash trees 
were observed. 
. . . In the timbered land wells have to be dug deeper than on the prairies and 
on the higher rolling prairie deeper than on the flat prairie. In the northern 
part of the county plenty of water is reached at twelve to twenty feet; on high 
prairie north-east of Bement, fifteen to thirty feet; on high prairie, near 
Monticello, twenty to thirty feet; in the south-west, eighteen to thirty feet. 
In sec. 26, T. 16 N., R. 5 E., Mr. Love has a well ten feet deep, passing 
through clay to sand, but the water sunk in the sand; a half mile west, plenty 
of water is obtained at five feet depth. At the Monticello hotel the well is 
fifty-five feet deep, the water generally standing at twelve feet from the 
surface, but in the summer of 1867 it sunk to forty seven feet from the top. 
At Centreville a well was dug on the hillside thirty-six feet deep, passing 
through six feet of yellow clay and sand at the top, then blue clay with 
occasional streaks of sand and some pebbles; a little quicksand near the 
bottom, and at the bottom a stratum of dark clay and sand, with a weak 
stream of water. The bottom of this well is near the horizon of the bottom of 
Sangamon. river. One hundred feet distant, and at an elevation of twenty feet 
higher, a well was dug twenty-six feet deep and a good stream of water 
procured. 
. . . The prairie consists of dark, rich, loose loam, sometimes containing a 
little gravel; after the first sod plowing, if left thus for one season, a species of 
Helianthus t grows up very thick over it to the almost entire exclusion of all 
other plants. 
The southern prairies, I was informed, could be plowed within two days after 
very heavy rains. 15 
EMMA PIATT'S History ofPiatt County describes the slow drainage in the headwaters of 
the Kaskaskia around the time her book was published in 1883: 
The southern and southeastern part of the county drains into the Kaskaskia 
through the West Okaw and Lake Fork of the Okaw. It is in the southeastern 
part of the county that the drainage is most inefficient. The fall of the country 
• Shellbark hickory = shagbark hickory (Carya ovata). 
t Helianthus = sunflower. 
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along the Lake Fork is very slight, and during the rainy season of the year 
acres of rich and valuable land are submerged. A movement is under foot 
now which we hope will be successful. It is proposed to deepen the channel 
of the Lake Fork in eastern Bement township and southern Monticello, or in 
other words dig a big ditch which will be of size sufficient to drain all the 
swamp lands in that section of the county. This is a want long felt and we 
trust the wished for result is near at hand. 70 
Miss Piatt elaborated about the drainage situation along the Lake Fork: 
The fall in the stream is very slight. After the rainy season the banks are soon 
overrun, and then for days and weeks the stream, through miles of its course, 
has the appearance of a lake or swamp; and because of this slowness in 
discharging its waters, we suppose, the stream has been called Lake Fork. 
The land traversed by the Lake Fork is very rich indeed, and when the channel 
of the stream is once deepened so that the' surplus water can be turned from 
off the farming land, we anticipate that the finest crops in the country can be 
raised on what is now untillable land. 70 
Piatt mentioned that, when Piatt County pioneer John Gray began "improving his farm" 
in the 1850s, "it was overrun with hazel-brush and willows. " 70 
WHEN SHE PUBLISHED HER History of Piatt County in 1883, Emma Piatt included a 
chapter on the flora by A.B. Seymour. • His floral list gives scientific names, common 
names, and brief habitat descriptions for about 470 native and naturalized flowering 
plants and ferns in Piatt County. The following species are listed among the 48 kinds 
of grasses that Seymour found in the county: 
Zizania. - Aquatica, L. (Indiail rice; water oats). Sloughs and margins of 
ponds and slow streams. 
Stipa. - Spartea, Trin. (porcupine grass). Prairies. 
Spartina. -Cynosuroides, Willd (fresh-water cord-grass). Wet places. t 
Poa. - Compressa, L. (wire grass). Dry soil. Pratensis, L. (green or com­
mon meadow-grass; Kentucky bluegrass). Common everywhere. 
Gymnostichium. - Hystrix, Schreb. (bottle-brush grass). Rich woods. * 
Setaria. - Glauca, Beauv. Cultivated grounds. Viridis, Beauv. With the 
preceding. ' 
• Authorship of the chapter is given as A.B.S. This is Arthur Bliss Seymour, who was a 
botany student at the University of Illinois from 1878 to 1886. 
t Spartina cynosuroides = S. peetinata (prairie cord grass). 
*Gymnostichium Hystrix = Elymus hystrix or Hystrix patula. 
, Setaria glauca = S. luteseens (yellow foxtail); S. viridis = green foxtail. 
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Andropogon (beard-grass). - Furcatus, Muhl. Dry grounds. Scoparius, 
Michx. Dry grounds. • 70 
Of particular note is Mr. Seymour's listing of a "Black Ash swamp" as habitat for three 
species in Piatt County: black ash (Fraxinus sambucifolia), trumpet creeper (Tecoma 
radicans), and marsh fern (Aspidium Thelypteris). t The existence of black ash in Piatt 
County has not been accepted in the scientific literature; if this species was correctly 
identified by Seymour, the presence of black ash indicates that Piatt County had an 
unusual wetland habitat. Black ash is rare in Illinois, and it grows only in mucky or 
peaty swamps that are kept wet by continual seepage of groundwater. 
Four other kinds of woody plants on the list give an indication of the richness and 
diversity of the flora along the Sangamon River: nine-bark (Spiraea opulifolia, *"Banks 
of the Sangamon; a fine shrub"), witch hazel (Hamamelis Virginica, , "Collected by 
John Marquiss" f), red cedar (or savin, Juniperus virginiana, "Reported to grow at 
Cedar Bluff, on the Sangamon"), and black-jack oak (or barren oak, Quercus nigra, .. 
"Barren lands; collected by John Marquiss"). 70 
AN 1891 BIOGRAPHY OF William Davies, one of Piatt County's pioneer farmers, says of 
the Bement vicinity, 
The prairie then contained immense ponds of water or sloughs which did not 
go dry for years at a time, and often contained quite large fish, and from the 
borders of which farmers cut the tall slough grass with which to cover their 
stables and other outbuildings. All that is now changed. Immense ditches fed 
by the drains have changed the ponds to luxuriant cornfields, in many in­
stances yielding one hundred bushels per acre. 17 
REGARDING WILLOW BRANCH TOWNSHIP, the 1917 History of Piatt County observes, 
Rolling, prairie and timber land make up this township, although the growth 
from the last named has long ago been cut, so that but little remains of the 
• Andropogon furcatus ~ A. gerardii (big bluestem); A. scoparius = Schizachyrium 
scoparium (little bluestem). 
t Fraxinus sambucifollo = F. nigra; TecorrUl radicans = Campsis radicans; Aspidium 
Thelypteris = Thelypteris palustris. 
*Spiraea opulifollo = Physocarpus opulifolius. 
, Hamamelis Virginica = H. virginiana. 
§ John ·Marquiss was a member of a pioneer family at Monticello. 
.. Quercus nigra = Q. rrUlrilondica. 
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groves which once made this portion of Piatt County so desirable a place to 
the pioneers. 
. . . Willow Branch is the main tributary from the south, and it received its 
name from a large willow tree that for years was a familiar sight on its bank 
near the fording place. 4 
THE History ofMahomet quotes a long-time resident who recalled, 
Mahomet used to be heavily wooded. One fellow went to church in the winter 
time and his team got loose. They searched for his team in the heavy timbers 
and never found them until the next spring. The team had got caught with 
their sled and could not get loose and had starved to death and only the 
carcasses were found in the timber just south of the railroad tracks on the 
west side of Route 47 . . . . 72 
This volume also reports, "The last of the original timber to be cut down in Mahomet 
was that of a thirty-acre tract joining the corporate limits of the village on the north and 
later known as the Dowell or Grand View Farm. In the spring of 1879 this ground was 
plowed and sown to wheat. ... Harvesting by hand was necessary because of the 
stumps." 72 
Vermilion County 
THE 1870 Geological Survey of Illinois describes the natural environment of Vermilion 
County: 
The surface of the county presents considerable variety. The northern and 
southern portions are high rolling prairies, the eastern arms of Grand Prairie, 
more or less broken by the sloughs and small streams which gather from their 
surface the main supply of the water which fills the Big and Little Vermilion 
rivers. Through its center, Salt Fork, which drains a considerable portion of 
Champaign county, runs in a general easterly direction, until, by its union with 
Middle and North Forks, it becomes the Big Vermilion, and, near Danville, 
turns southeastwardly to join the Wabash below Eugene, Indiana. In its entire 
length within this county, it runs through a belt of timber varying from two to 
four miles in width. Through the western third of the county, the Little 
Vermilion is little more than a prairie drain; but becomes of more importance 
in the lower part of its course, where it is lined with from one to three miles 
of timber. Both Middle and North Forks have considerable timber along their 
banks for ten or twelve miles above their junctions with Salt Fork, but only 
scattering groves farther up. Below the points where they enter the timber, all 
of these streams have high bluffy banks, with noticeably wider bottoms where 
they have cut through the softer beds of rock, and narrower ones where they 
have encountered the harder sandstones. The prairies have a dense, black 
mucky soil of variable depth, underlaid in most cases by a tough, brown clay 
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subsoil. Along the streams the 
soil, and in many places, the 
subsoil, has been removed by 
drainage, and the underlying 
more porous clays and gravels 
have allowed of a heavy growth 
of timber. Upon the higher 
grounds, this consists principal­
ly of white and black oak and 
hickories, with only a small 
proportion, though a consider­
able variety, of other species. 
The bottoms support a dense 
growth of oaks, white and 
black walnut, mulberry, elm, 
hackberry, etc., with not unfre­
quent groves of sugar-maple. 
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. . . The only shell-bearing clay 
observed, though it is doubtless common in the prairie sloughs, is about two 
miles southeast of Fairmount. The black soil is here from one to two feet 
thick, and is underlaid by a light brown, tenacious clay, filled with the calcare­
ous shells of Lymnea, Physa, Planorbis, Sphaerium, etc.• In some portions, 
these have decomposed, and we have white, marly lumps and streaks which 
are characteristic of beds of this formation. 12 
NOAH HUBBARD, WHO CAME TO Vermilion County as a child in the early 1820s, recalled 
in 1885, "The country was grown up with plum brush, and hazel brush, and sumach, and 
grapes, and prairie grass." 67 
A BIOGRAPIDCAL SKETCH OF David Dickson, an 1828 immigrant to Carroll Township, 
depicts the landscape as having been . . . 
. . . exceedingly beautiful, diversified with prairie and timber, the meadows 
and marshes thriving with a luxurious growth of prairie grass and wild flow­
ers. .,. Wild animals of all kinds abounded, deer, wolves, etc., while 
poisonous reptiles - the rattlesnake, the blue racer, the black and the garter 
snake-kept the traveler on the look-out. There were also great quantities of 
wild birds - geese, ducks and pheasants, besides turkeys and pigeons. t 18 
I.H. OAKWOOD CAME TO the area as a young boy in 1833. At the Old Settlers Meeting 
in Catlin in 1885, Mr. Oakwood reminisced, 
• Lymnea, Physa, Planorbis, and Sphaerium are pond snails. 
t Pheasant = ruffed grouse; pigeon = passenger pigeon. 
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Coming from a heavily timbered country, as all early settlers did, the vast 
stretch of treeless prairie seemed as unbounded as the sky above our heads. 
Not a tree nor house nor fence to break the monotony of the vast expanse. 
The gentle swells and ridges of the prairie, covered with its mantle of green, 
or of brown grass, according to season; together with the roving herds of wild 
deer, the prowling wolf, the vast number of wild geese, ducks, cranes, and 
prairie chickens, and the troupe of the no less wild Indians on horseback and 
on foot, was all there was to break the monotony or add animation to the 
scene. 
· . . The streams were full of fish, and these and the wild game furnished meat 
for the Indians and early settlers in great abundance. 67 
Mr. Oakwood also reviewed the health disadvantages of wet ground. He implicated 
plowing, ditching, and pasturage as causes of improved drainage and a healthier envi­
ronment: 
The flat prairies were full of sloughs and ponds, and in the spring of the year 
were almost half covered with water. These ponds were a resort for wild 
geese, cranes and ducks, and were numbered almost by the million. 
· . . After the Indians had removed from the country, and after a few farms 
had been improved in various localities, the prairie grass was not so universal­
ly burned off, and much of it was left to decay upon the ground. This, with 
the rotting sod of the fresh plowed land, and the numerous ponds and sloughs 
of stagnant water, created a vast amount of malaria. • Attacks of bilious 
fever, and chills and fever in the autumn months, were expected by every one, 
and in their expectations were seldom disappointed. 
· . . This annual period of sickness continued with decreasing effect until about 
1850, when a large portion of the country had been brought into cultivation, 
and a very large portion of the remainder was grazed off by the thousands of 
cattle that roamed over the prairie, eating the grass close to the ground, and 
the tramping of the ground by the stock, together with some ditches made by 
plowing or otherwise, so drained off the surface water that the country became 
more healthy than when first settled. 
· . . The deep, tough prairie sod was broken or plowed with a very large 
plow, with a beam ten feet long, and very heavy; the bar of the plow was 
about four feet long, and turned a furrow twenty to twenty-four inches wide. 
The iron portion of this immense plow was made by the country blacksmith, 
and the wood work was made by the farmer himself, or by some more 
ingenious neighbor. The mould-board was of wood, and made from a twisting 
• In Mr. Oakwood's time, malaria was thought to be an ill effect of decaying vegetation, 
stagnant water, and a dank atmosphere. 
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tree, to give the mould-board the proper shape to turn the sod. This immense 
plow was drawn by six or eight yoke of oxen. Most of the ditches first made 
to drain the ponds and sloughs were made by these plows and teams. A few 
furrows were thrown out each way, making a ditch four or five feet wide, and 
six or eight inches deep, thus killing the grass, and carrying off a vast amount 
of water. 
The prairie thus broken in May and June was planted in corn ... most of the 
corn would grow up through the seams of the sod. . .. The sod broken after 
the first of July was usually sown in wheat. '" Wheat thus sown never 
failed to make a good crop. The roots of grass in the sod prevented the frost 
from heaving the plants out of the ground. 67 
HIRAM BECKWITH, Vermilion County's premier historian, described the site of Danville 
at the time of its founding: 
The thought of making a town at Danville was not original with Messrs. 
Morgan, Peter and Kirkpatrick. The chiefs and head men of the "Miami­
Piankeshaws" had, about a hundred years before, selected it as the place of 
one of their principal villages, giving it the name of Piankeshaw. It is highly 
probable - indeed, the writer has but little doubt, after consulting many 
authorities, and making a personal examination of the country on the Ver­
milion River below and above Danville-that the old village of Piankeshaw, 
referred to in French documents as far back as 1719, and in the subsequent 
accounts of English and early American writers, was strung along the north 
fork from the northwestern city limits to Main street, thence along the 
Vermilion River as far as the extreme of east Danville, and extending back, in 
an irregular line a half a mile or more, from the bluffs of the two streams. 
The old corn hills, grown over with blue-grass, heaps of stone where fires had 
been made, the absence of forest, excepting a few large oak trees, and other 
appearances scattered over the area of ground we have described, clearly 
indicated its former occupation to the early white visitants. In fact, the 
Pottawatomie Indians told Col. Guerdon S. Hubbard in 1819 or 1820 that it 
used to be "the big Piankashaw town." ... You see a line of stalwart oaks 
upon the river bluffs, and others, like solitary sentinels, scattered at wide 
intervals over an open plain. Westward of Stony Creek, and extending from 
east Danville northwest, in the direction of the woollen factory, are patches of 
hazel and jack oak, • both of recent growth. In the vicinity of the high 
school, extending north and west well toward the bluffs, and embracing nearly 
all of Tinchertown, is a broad meadow, set in with blue-grass, and having the 
marks of old corn hills plainly visible over many acres of it. Under the hill, 
west of Mill street, and in the other bottom extending from the mouth of the 
North Fork below the red bridge, are other ancient corn fields, also overrun 
• The term jack oak was applied to shrubby growths of oak sprouts. 
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with blue-grass. Along the bluffs of the North Fork and Vermilion, at a 
convenient distance from some of the numerous springs that bubble out of the 
hillsides, are scattering wigwams formed of bark, or the naked lodge poles of 
other huts. These are only the temporary abode of roving bands of Kickapoos 
or Pottawatomies while on their hunting rounds. Eastward of Vermilion street 
is, seemingly, a prairie, with a few stunted bushes that grow for a single 
season, only to be burned to the ground by the autumnal fires. 8 
One year earlier Judge Beckwith had more succinctly described the site of nascent 
Danville as "an open plain, or prairie rather, with a few scattered trees." 25 
Beckwith depicted ecological features of several townships in his 1879 History of Ver­
milion County. In his chapter about Catlin Township, he wrote, 
The Salt Fork runs along its northern border, having along its banks a belt of 
excellent timber, varying from a mile to a mile and a half in width. The 
"points" made by these elbows of timber extending out into the prairie, chief 
among which was Butler's Point, were a principal attraction to the early 
settlers. 8 
He reviewed three streams that pass through Ross Township, then continued . . . 
Numerous small streams and rivulets, fed by living springs, feed these 
streams, making Ross one of the best watered regions in the county. Along all 
these streams a splendid growth of native forests grew, a portion of which has, 
of course, been cut off, the land being made into farms; while in many places 
where there was only a scant growth, kept down by frequent fires, now a 
strong, heavy growth shows the rapid increase of western forests. 8 
Oakwood Township: 
The western border is particularly flat in some places, so that the music of the 
cheerless frog may often be heard as he boasts of his broad domain. Beside 
the flat surface, there is little else to complain of in regard to Nature's gifts to 
Oakwood. This defect is largely overcome by draining. In fact, the level land 
is said to be superior to any other, when well drained. 8 
Blount Township: 
Its surface is higher in the middle and north, where the prairie lies, and was 
principally covered in its southern half and along its eastern and western 
boundaries with a stalwart growth of forest trees of oak, walnut, maples, and 
here and there a beech, which is, so far as the writer knows, the most norther­
ly appearance of this forest tree in this state. 8 
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... Mr. Oxley, about the year 1832, made a tannery east of Higginsville. He 
had abut eighteen vats, using the oak bark, which was very plenty on the 
trees, but difficult to obtain. This may seem strange, but the reasons for it are 
plain. Bark will peel only during the summer months, commencing about the 
time of corn-planting, and sticking fast by about the middle of September. A 
sudden change in the temperature, such as occurs in September, will stop bark 
peeling in an hour. The months of the year in which nature allows bark­
peeling were the only ones that laboring men here had enough to do, and it 
was an industrious man who could find time between corn-plowing and 
harvest, or between harvest and threshing, to peel a few cords of bark. 
Tanners had in those times not sufficient capital to buy sections of timber land, 
cut off the oak for the bark, and let the land go back. 8 
Pilot Township: 
In some places it is necessary to drain in order to secure good results, but 
there is a greater portion of this township that will yield good crops without 
draining than of any other, perhaps, in the county. 8 
Newell Township: 
Customers bought leather at Moss' and Taylor's tanneries .... The tanneries 
furnished a considerable business to the people in peeling and hauling bark, 
which increased either their available funds or their stock of leather. 
... The more valuable timber-growth is found in the southern portion, and 
consists of the common varieties, including some beech. Great quantities of 
black walnut abound. 8 
Vance Township: 
The Salt Fork of the Vermilion river runs through its northern part nearly the 
whole length, which is skirted by timber on an average of about one mile on 
either bank. .,. Abundance of building-stone is found along and in the bed 
of the stream, and ledges of calcareo-silicious stone crop out on the prairie 
near the center of the town, which is the best known material for making 
roads, and makes an excellent quality of lime for building purposes, and for 
dressing for wheat lands. This stone is hard enough to withstand natural 
destruction from the elements, and soft enough to wear smooth under wagon­
wheels, giving just the quality suitable for McAdam roads. It is being spar­
ingly used here as yet, but in other places in this state where it has been used 
for years its value has been thoroughly tested and abundantly .proved. There is 
a mine of wealth in these ledges of stone, such as crop out on the Big Spring 
farm of LC. Sandusky. 8 
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Butler Township: 
The land was originally entirely prairie, and, although embracing some of the 
finest land in the county, did not come into cultivation till 1855, and as late as 
1872 broad strips of its rich prairie had not been vexed with the plow; indeed, 
as late as this present writing some of the beautiful high rolling prairie along 
the line separating towns 23 and 22 is yet in prairie-grass, and scores of the 
farms south and southeast of Rankin are guiltless of either fence or hedge to 
mark their boundary lines. 8 
Sidell Township: 
It was all originally prairie, except six small groves, aggregating less than two 
square miles of timber land. For this reason alone it failed to attract attention 
for the first twenty years of the county's history. The little groves had been 
taken, but the broad expanse of prairie, which forms the real wealth of this 
prairie township, was inhabited only by those pestiferous things which are 
disastrous alike to the peace of man and beast. Perhaps there never was, in 
the same range of country, so many inhuman flies as only a few years ago 
lived and made day noxious in the limits of this prairie basin of the Little 
Vermilion, now known as Sidell. "Flies till you couldn't rest" is a mild way 
of putting it. During the month of August people found it necessary to travel 
by night to save their horses from being almost eaten up. 
. . . At that time people supposed it took six or eight yoke of oxen to break 
prairie, and did not know that the red root could be destroyed by hitting it 
with the sharp edge of a plow, even without cutting it off. A person who 
could not command a "breaking team," or pay two dollars and a half per acre 
for "breaking," must get along without. A gentleman who decided in his own 
mind that he could break prairie with a horse team, by dodging around the 
"red roots" • as he would around stumps or stones, aroused so much ridicule 
(this was about 1853) that men went miles to see the trial, and to laugh at the 
new-fangled notions of a book-farmer. t 8 
A 160-acre tract in Carroll Township is said to have had "the most beautiful growth of 
black walnut timber in this section" in 1835. But "the Sullivants cut it off and made it 
• Red root = New Jersey tea (Ceanothus americanus). 
t Judge Beckwith: "This was Hon. W.T. Stackpole, who has recently given to the world a 
system for the permanent improvement of rivers, which is destined to work a revolution in the 
navigation of the western rivers." 8 Professor Merriman elaborated: "Mr. S. has, of late years, 
given much attention to the study of opening the water-ways of the country, and has invented a 
plan by which the bars which accumulate at the mouths of our great rivers can be removed and 
communication kept open for the largest class of vessels." 62 
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into rails to fence 'broad lands. '" 8 The village of Broadlands is several miles west of 
Carroll Township. 
IN "AN EcOLOGICAL SURVEY of the Prairie Vegetation of Illinois" (1921), Mr. Homer 
Sampson related the recollections of a pioneer farmer: 
Mr. L. Wiles ... , who plowed some of the virgin prairie in Vermilion 
county before artificial drainage was established, says that the only tillable soil 
between the rivers and sloughs was that covered by tall bluestem (Andropogon 
fureatus), • and that usually the farmers were not able to plow quite all of the 
Andropogon prairie but had to leave a narrow strip of it surrounding other 
grasses bordering the sloughs in the depressions. 
. . . Mr. Wiles estimated that from 70 to 90 per cent. of the area of the 
isolated prairie tracts separated by streams near his home in Vermilion county 
was dominated by an almost pure stand of Andropogon furcatus, the remainder 
by slough grasses, sedges, and rushes. He stated, however, that more abun­
dant and extensive sloughs were present in the prairie tracts northwest of 
Vermilion county. Farmers who helped drain Douglas county say that the area 
formerly covered by sloughs and shallow lakes greatly exceeded the area of 
tillable land in that county. 75 
IN 1903 THE PUBLISHING HOUSE of S.J. Clarke said of the early Danville area, "Remem­
ber, too, that this plateau, level as a floor, was free from underbrush until long after the 
advent of the whites. A beautiful forest of sugar maple was in the southeastern part, 
while oaks, walnuts, elms and other varieties of deciduous trees clothed the northern 
portion." 74 
IN 1911 LoTTIE JoNES repeated Beckwith's accounting of the woodland resources of 
Blount Township (page 37), and then added, "These trees are almost all destroyed. 
There has been a wicked destruction of the forest trees in Vermilion county during the 
past thirty years." She also noted that the first school house in Danville was "built of 
huge burr-oaks fully two feet in diameter." 52 
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• Tall bluestern (Andropogon furcatus) = big bluestern (Andropogon gerardil). 
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ADDITIONAL NOTES ON THE FLORA
 
Height of Prairie Grasses 
PIONEER NARRATIVES commonly portray prairie grass as tall as a man on horseback. An 
anecdote about Lawson Downs of Downs Township gives a sense of the stature of the 
vegetation: 
The prairie grass in the early days was as high as a man's head while riding 
on horseback. While hunting for game, the dogs, being down on the ground, 
could not see far. Mr. Downs hunted with a greyhound . . . . Downs would 
look ahead and see the wolf or deer running through the grass, and would tell 
the hound to jump on the horse. It would do so, and Downs would point out 
the game. The dog would immediately take after it, and was sure to bring it 
down. 'J:I 
The great height of grass in sloughs or lowlands was often emphasized, but sometimes 
the upland grasses were depicted as low-growing. For instance Chester Loomis, who 
was one of the first persons to visit and write about the Headwaters Area, commented 
in his journal, 
This wild grass in the dry prairie grows thick at the bottom, but not more than 
two feet high; but in the wet prairies the grass and weeds grow to the height of 
seven or eight feet, and so thick and close as to impede the progress of a 
horse, and thus rendering traveling slow and disagreeable. 55 
Adam Bogardus, a professional hunter, mentioned the different heights of prairie grass 
when he advised where to seek pinnated grouse, or prairie chickens: 
In the morning they will be found on the ridges and knolls where the grass is 
short. In the heat of the day they retire into the long grass which abounds in 
low, moist places. 10 
Hiram Beckwith emphasized that the tall grass in Vermilion County grew not only in the 
sloughs, but also on well-drained, arable soil. Yet he noted that the high, rolling prairies 
were clothed with much shorter vegetation: 
Since . . . 1823 . . . on the level prairie between the present sites of Danville 
and Georgetown, the grass grew so high that it was a source of amusement to 
tie the tops over the withers of a horse, and in places the height of the grass 
would nearly obscure both horse and rider from view. This was not a slough, 
but on arable land, where some of the first farms in Vermillion county were 
broken out. On the high rolling prairies the vegetation was very much shorter, 
though thick and compact; its average height being about two feet. 8 
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The lower stature of prairie on some areas of high ground may have stemmed from two 
principal reasons: (a) lower productivity on some relatively dry or infertile upland sites, 
or (b) dominance by low-growing species such as prairie dropseed (Sporobolus hetero­
lepis). 
Although they did not comment on the height of grass, the editors of the 1908 History 
ofMcLean County noted that prairie sod was relatively easy to plow in one quarter: 
In the extreme southeastern portion of the county the natural sod seemed to be 
more easily broken, and a team of two horses was often used, while in the 
other parts of the county four, or even six, yoke of oxen were required. 3 
This corner of McLean County consists of a high, rolling moraine. Perhaps the prairie 
sod was easy to break in this area because the grass had relatively low productivity and 
vigor on this kind of terrain. 
Blue Grass 
WHEN PIONEER FARMERS referred to "blue grass," they were speaking of Kentucky blue­
grass, a species with highly favored properties for pasturage. Although Kentucky blue­
grass (Poa pratensis) is not native to North America, it had already become established 
at Indian villages in central Illinois by the time white settlers arrived in the 1820s. 
The 1879 History of Vermilion County presents Hiram Beckwith's ideas about the role 
of disturbance in the establishment of bluegrass at Blue Grass Grove - on Bluegrass 
Creek, which joins the Middle Fork of the Vermilion River at Potomac: 
The Blue Grass tract, which lay around and through the Blue Grass Grove, 
covered several thousand acres, and has been the subject of much speculation. 
It was originally supposed by some to have been the growth of seeds brought 
here in some way by the Indians. This view, however, has been pretty 
generally abandoned, as the history and phenomena of grasses have become 
better known. One of the most singular things about these great prairies is, 
that the native grass which was found growing everywhere when man came 
here, and which for ages has maintained itself against all the natural elements 
of extinction, has neither seed nor any other organs of propagation. • When 
once killed or circumscribed in any way, it could not by any process again 
spread. It was not merely comparatively, but positively impossible to spread 
it. So far as the writer's knowledge goes, it was in this respect anomalous. 
Nature does not seem to have furnished another case of actual absence of the 
quality of propagation. Wherever this was destroyed nature supplied its place 
with another grass, and in this part of the state that natural growth was blue­
• Beckwith's theory is based on the incorrect premise that native prairie grasses have no 
means of reproduction. 
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grass, which was, and is, just as much a natural growth as was the prairie 
grass. The Pottawatomie and Kickapoo Indians had long had a home in this 
grove. They had cultivated in their own rude way a small patch of corn, 
which had destroyed the prairie grass not only where they had actually plant­
ed, but all around where they lived and where their horses stayed. Blue-grass 
"run in," as the saying is, or more correctly, was furnished by nature accord­
ing to a not well understood natural law. And this is all the mystery there is 
in regard to the great blue-grass pasture that was found here. 
The first settlers found corn growing here. Their method of planting and 
cultivating differed somewhat from that in vogue since Brown invented his 
corn~planter, and can be easily described. No plow was known to Indian 
farming. The corn was planted in hills, little less distant than now, and was 
hoed by the women, and hilled up about as we do potatoes. The next year the 
hills were planted between the rows of last year's stalks, and the earth which 
had been hilled up around the former was removed, as needed, to the growing 
hills, to "hill them up." The only variety of corn they were known to use here 
was the peculiarly spotted ears, red and white. 8 
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The Blue Grass Tract encompassed Courtney's Grove as well as Blue Grass Grove. 
Hiram Beckwith described the scene that greeted the Courtneys when they first arrived 
there: 
Richard Courtney was born and grew up to early manhood in Franklin county, 
Ohio. The family came on here in 1835, and it was so rainy, and the streams 
so swollen, that they could not get farther, so they concluded to enter land 
here on the famous blue-grass tract, which the Indians had just abandoned. 
There were then standing, where his pasture now is, the stalks of a former 
year's crop of corn. g 
The Honorable Mr. Beckwith concluded with a few further observations: 
The theory in regard to pastures is, that they grow better with age. More 
particularly is this true of blue-grass. Its roots penetrate farther into the 
ground, thicken up the growth, and make two blades of grass grow where only 
one grew before. When white folks came to live in those points of timber 
where the Indians had made their little villages, and had, by killing out the 
prairie grass, caused nature to supply its place with the more nutritious and 
valuable blue-grass, they found a rich and luxuriant growth, which spread all 
through the edge of the scattering timber. In their ignorance, they did not 
know that these patches of pasture were the richest legacy left us by the 
aborigines, but went to work and plowed it up, thereby destroying at least half 
its value. g 
J.H. Burnham agreed with Judge Beck­
with that patches of Kentucky bluegrass 
appeared on the prairie where the native 
grass had been heavily disturbed, but 
Burnham did not go so far as to assert 
that prairie grasses have no means of 
propagating themselves. Captain Burn­
ham expounded about the subject in the 
1908 History ofMcLean County: 
How many of our young people are there who realize that our blue grass is not 
native to McLean County? Our older residents are aware that, before 1834, 
there were but few spots in the county where blue grass was growing. It was 
to be found at Indian Old Town, at the east end of Old Town Timber, and it 
had recently taken root in a few other places, especially on the sites of Indian 
cornfields and villages. 
. . . The seed of blue grass was generally believed to have been brought from 
the Kentucky blue-grass region by the ponies of the Indians on returning from 
some of the bloody Indian forays in that region, where our wild Kickapoos 
massacred many whites in the years between 1775 and 1810, after which time 
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few, if any, such barbarous raids were made by the Indians of Central Illinois 
into Southern Illinois, Southern Indiana or Kentucky. It is now well known 
that, after the wild prairie grasses have been partially killed off by pasturing, 
blue grass will take a start voluntarily and crowd out the native grasses, 
though it is almost impossible for this grass to start itself where the native 
grasses are flourishing with their natural luxuriance. But this fact was not 
known to our pioneers for quite a number of years after the first settlement of 
the county. The Indian settlement at Old Town was formerly so important that 
large numbers of ponies were kept there during a portion of the year, and the 
pasturage of the surrounding prairie must have partly destroyed the native 
grasses, and the tramping of these ponies in wet weather must have partially 
disturbed the prairie soil. This, with the gathering here of large numbers of 
Indian ponies at times, in all probability prepared the way for the many acres 
of blue grass found by our early settlers, provided it is a fact that the seed in 
some manner was brought here from Kentucky. This blue grass was so 
coveted by our new comers, who had generally known of its value in their old 
homes, that people from Cheney's Grove, Blooming Grove, and other groves 
resorted thither in the summer time at an early day, to gather grass seed for 
beginning its cultivation in their dooryards or other places at their homes. The 
result was that, in a few years, this grass made itself visible at many different 
points in this county at or near the same period, and people began to hope 
that, in time, it would become of some considerable value. The progress of its 
growth, however, appeared very slow until about 1865, from which time blue 
grass began to show itself almost spontaneously nearly allover the county, 
excepting perhaps in a few townships which were then mostly in their natural 
condition. It had before this become common in the oldest settled portions, 
especially in the western part of McLean, but it soon grew almost everywhere. 
After 1865, however, cattle had so grazed our wild prairies which were still 
unbroken, that blue grass was even found on the new prairies, before they 
were broken up for cultivation. It also took possession of all places in the 
timber where trees were cut down, provided there was sufficient sunshine to 
enable it to grow. 3 
Legumes 
IN SEPTEMBER 1832 THREE MEN moved to Indian Grove in Livingston County. They 
brought little to eat because their families were to follow soon with food. But the 
families were a week late, and the men had to subsist on "honey and hog potatoes." The 
hog potatoes were described thus: 
These potatoes grew wild on the creek bottoms and along the sloughs. They 
were little black things about the size of an egg, and could be boiled or 
roasted, but had a flavor very different from Irish potatoes. They were tubers, 
grew from three to six inches apart, and had two or three potatoes to a stem. 7:7 
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This description fits the leguminous vine known as the groundnut or potato bean (Apios 
americana). A pioneer at Funk's Grove recalled another legume and other kinds of 
plants: 
He remembers the wild pea-vines, which once grew in the timber and bore a 
fruit, which he liked to eat, and which furnished food for horses and cattle in 
early spring time. The nettles were then thick, the grass on the prairie was 
high and its roots were strong and fibrous, making it very hard work indeed to 
break the ground. This difficulty was then far greater than it would be now, 
as the settlers were then obliged to use the old bar-shear plow, which was not 
a convenient implement to turn the sod. The vegetation has changed with the 
coming of civilization, even where the ground has been left uncultivated. The 
horseweed, which the horses liked so well, is now never seen. The prairie 
grass is gone, and the fine blue grass takes its place. rJ 
This wild pea-vine may have been the groundnut (Apios americana) or perhaps one of 
several other legumes. The identity of horseweed is uncertain: giant ragweed (Ambrosia 
trifida), mare's tail (Conyza calUldensis), and several other members of the composite 
or aster family are sometimes called horseweed, but they generally are not very palatable 
to horses. 
Rosin Weeds 
IF ANY ONE GROUP of flowering plants is to be chosen as a symbol of the Illinois prairie, 
the genus Silphium might win the most votes. Three species are common and con­
spicuous in prairies of the Headwaters region: prairie dock (Silphium terebinthinaceum), 
compass plant (S. laciniatum), and rosin weed (S. integrifolium). Pioneer writers rarely 
mentioned prairie plants by name, but one of the most often named plants was "rosin 
weed" or "resin weed." Silphium plants were generally known by these names because 
they exude a resinous sap when wounded. 
Nineteenth-century non-scientists rarely distinguished the different species of rosin weed. 
But one species of rosin weed was identified far more often than the others: this was 
Silphium laciniatum, the species now called compass plant. For instance as William 
Ferguson rode the Illinois Central Railroad from Chicago to Urbana on June 4, 1855, he 
noted, 
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The most prominent plant is the resin-weed. It has a palmated leaf, and grows 
to a considerable height; but is not come to maturity yet. It exudes a resin, 
and is aromatic to the taste. Horses select it from among hay in winter. It 
seems to act as a sort of tonic. It has a large, thick root, which affords food 
to the gophers. These are little burrowing animals, not unlike a gray squirrel 
in appearance, but possessed of a pouch under their throats. 30 
Mr. Ferguson mentioned that this resin-weed has a palmate leaf, which identifies it as 
Silphium laciniatum. Botanists currently apply the name "resin weed" to S. integrifolium 
rather than to S. laciniatum. Today S. laciniatum is almost universally known as the 
compass plant - a name that it sometimes also bore in the 19th century. For example 
Nick Woods made note of the "compass weeds" in the Livingston County prairie during 
an excursion in 1860: 
The inexperienced person, however, must be very careful how he ventures on 
these luxuriant steppes alone. Let him but lose sight of his faint landmarks, 
and make one or two incautious turns, and he will instantly find himself 
engaged in a game of blindman's buff on a most extensive and unpleasant 
scale, and must catch what way he can back again. . .. Fortunately, none go 
on the prairie for the first time without being shown, in case of such mishaps, 
the groups of compass weed, which abound allover the plains, and the broad 
flat leaves of which point due north and south with an accuracy as unvarying 
as that of the magnetic needle itself. And thus with the aid of these useful 
little weeds and the sun's course, you may make tracks across the broadest 
prairie with the most unerring certainty. 88 
Linn 
EAsTERN BASSWOOD (Tilia americana) - or, as pioneers knew it, linn or lynn - was an 
especially valuable tree during the pioneer era because its inner bark was a flexible 
building material and a source of strong fibers. In addition basswood twigs are palatable 
to livestock. 
When the Benson family arrived at Blooming Grove in 1823, "They first moved into a 
linn bark camp, which had three sides closed up and the fourth side open. The floor and 
roof were linn bark." 27 An early Champaign County history describes how the ceiling 
of a pioneer dwelling was sometimes insulated with "the soft inner bark of the bass 
wood." 13 Joseph Cunningham of Urbana explained, 
In summer time the bark of the linden tree readily cleaves from the trunk in 
sheets as long as the ordinary cabin, and of a width equal to the circumference 
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of the log from which it is taken. Enough of this to furnish the ceiling of an 
ordinary cabin could be peeled in an hour or so. 2 
One early McLean County farmer was "not rich enough to afford a strap for a line with 
which to guide his horses, but used linn bark." 1:1 While William Beeler was trying to 
keep his livestock alive during the Deep Snow of 1830-31, he bedded his pigs in "a lot 
of shavings from a Linn rail." 27 
Linn trees provided forage during the winter. According to Professor Duis, when the 
Cheney family first came to Cheney's Grove, "... their cattle lived on the twigs of 
trees, principally Linn brush; but the milch cows received a little corn in addition." 1:1 
During the severe winter of 1830-31, a Livingston County family found that "all hope 
for stock to live was cut off, unless they could find sufficient bass or linwood to cut 
down for their cattle to browse upon." 5 
White Walnut 
WHITE WALNUT is an old name for butternut (Jug/am cinerea), which is a close relative 
of black walnut. About half of the early references to walnuts in central Illinois refer 
to either white walnut alone, or to both white walnut and black walnut. 
White walnut was used for lumber and veneer in the 1800s. Professor Duis' 1874 
history of McLean County states, "At one time, in a race, George Price and a negro 
sawed two hundred feet of white walnut lumber in five hours and seventeen minutes." 27 
An 1879 account says of the Butternut, "It is now being used for veneering." 20 
Such statements are remarkable because white walnut trees are quite scarce today. The 
species has been decimated by disease, and it is very difficult to find a healthy white 
walnut tree - much less one suitable for lumber or veneer. 
Lone Trees 
SINGLE LARGE TREES sometimes survived far out in the prairie. As Hiram Beckwith 
pointed out, these landmarks had "bid defiance to the annual prairie fire." 8 In 1878 
Judge Beckwith recalled "a large oak tree that stood alone on the edge of the prairie 
beyond the farthest line of timber, which skirted Butler's branch" north of Catlin. He 
further remarked, "It was called, 'Butler's lone tree;' and the point of timber behind it 
was called, 'Butler's Point. '" 25 
Another singular tree was the namesake of Lone Tree Prairie in Vermilion County. The 
tree was a hackberry, about four feet in diameter and 60 feet tall, and it was approxi­
mately four and one-half miles southeast of Alvin. 79 
According to "Factors Influencing the Distribution of Tree Vegetation in Champaign 
County, lllinois," 
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Large elms were observed on the prairie at some distance from the for­
ests . . .. Two large bur oaks were seen near Black Slough, and several large 
oaks, which were probably white oaks, were found near the prairie border 
north of Urbana. . .. A large hackberry was seen at some distance from the 
nearest forest. 87 
The 1879 history of McLean County says of Bellflower Township, "It was originally 
entirely destitute of timber, except one poor lone tree which stood on Section 19, near 
the ford of Salt Creek, and for years seemed to stand as sentinel to that important 
crossing." 62 
BOULDERS 
EARLY WRITERS REMARKED about big rocks that were scattered across the Illinois prairie. 
These boulders were the object of much conjecture about their origin and how they came 
to rest on the plains. The great majority of these rocks were igneous or metamorphic; 
because the native bedrock of Illinois is sedimentary, the source of the boulders was 
recognized as being farther north, around the upper Great Lakes and in Canada. 
Igneous and metamorphic boulders obviously were "out of place" in Illinois, so they 
were commonly referred to as lost rocks. They were also called primitive rocks because 
they lacked the fossils of sedimentary rocks. Sometimes they received the name hard­
head. Now geologists call them glacial boulders or glacial erratics in recognition of 
their origin and the fact that their mineral composition is not the same as native rocks. 
THE 1905 History of Champaign County reviews several large glacial erratics: 
Boulders from many different ledges in the far north, and of every size, from 
the pebble found in the gravel-pit to the large boulder of many tons, are found 
scattered over the surface of the prairie or are dug from the ground where 
excavations are made. It is not uncommon to find boulders of considerable 
size upon the prairie, but the pebble is rarely found except in layers of gravel 
and sand, underlying some land swell, in the prairie or timber land, generally 
the latter, and near some stream, the position and form of the deposits showing 
unmistakably the agency of the floods of the past in shaping the deposit, as 
well as in preparing the material for it. The largest of these strange visitors 
seen by the writer are two immense boulders one in the north part of the 
county, lying upon the lawn in front of the home of John Roughton in Ludlow 
Township, and the other in the sugar camp of the late William Sadorus, near 
the Okaw River in Sadorus Township. Either of these rocks would probably 
weigh not less than ten tons. Another stone, less in size but of immense pro­
portions, was dug up and removed from the cellar of the Kerr residence, just 
beyond the northern limits of Urbana, in Section 8. Another stone, said to be 
larger than either of those above mentioned, is to be seen upon the northeast 
quarter of Section 28, in Philo Township, where Dr. Bartholow, who once 
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owned the farm, dug deeply about the monster, enough to learn that it was 
much larger below than above the surface, and altogether too large to be 
removed or sunk out of the way of the plow. 2 
J.O. Cunningham wrote the above paragraph. In an 1891 essay about the "stranger 
rocks" of the upper Okaw valley, he focused on the big rock near Sadorus: 
. . . along the margin of the stream and throughout its entire valley, are or 
were in early times numerous boulders of granite, gneiss and limestone .... 
In no part of this county are these stranger rocks so plentiful as in the vicinity 
of this stream. One of these rocks lying a short distance southwest of the 
village, near Wm. Sadorus' sugar camp, measures seven steps around at the 
ground and five feet above the ground. How far the monster extends below 
the surface of the ground has never been ascertained. It must weigh many 
tons and challenges our admiration for the mighty force which bore it from its 
native ledge in the far away north and finally dropped it here at our doors and 
for our admiration. 61 
EVEN DoUGLAS COUNTY -one of the flattest in the state- has a few glacial erratics, as 
pointed out by John Gresham in 1900: 
Bowlders of granite or other rock are rarely found of any great dimensions; in 
many parts of the county, whether prairie or timber, they are unknown, while 
in other sections there are enough of small bulk, weighing from one hundred 
to five hundred pounds, to obstruct to some extent the tilling of the soil; but 
these are few. The largest granite rock in the county, visible above the soil, is 
in the southeast corner of section 8, township 16, range 7, upon the farm once 
owned by Judge Mullen, in this township. • It stands above the ground about 
twelve feet, and is about as much in thickness. All of these surface rocks have 
been rounded by the action of water, and have evidently been transported by 
natural agencies from their natural beds. 42 
From the farm of Mr. Blaase in Bourbon Township comes this story: 
On the . . . farm, what was supposed to be a large flat rock, some twelve feet 
square, was found and supposed to cover interesting matter. A relative of Mr. 
Blaase dug around it on all sides to a depth of about eight feet, but he came to 
the conclusion that the bottom was in China, and the work was abandoned. 6 
IN AN 1875 REPORT about the geology of Moultrie County, G.C. Broadhead reported, 
"Drift bowlders of various kinds of metamorphic rocks are often found alone on the 
prairies, especially in the northern part of the county. Four miles north-east of Sullivan 
there is a bowlder of granite 10+5 +8 feet, surrounded only by the black prairie soil; 
• The location is in Garrett Township. Elsewhere in his book, Mr. Gresham correctly gave 
the location of the boulder as the southeast comer of section 28 rather than section 8. 
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how deep it lies beneath is not known." 15 Mr. Broadhead's companion report about 
Piatt County states, "On the prairies there are bowlders of granite of various colors, 
generally gray, red and grey sienite and sienitic granite, quartzite and altered sandstone, 
gneiss and greenstone; and in the altered drift we found Devonian fossils and fragments 
of Coal Measure rocks." 15 
THE LARGEST BOULDERS in the Headwaters Area were not the rounded igneous or meta­
morphic specimens discussed in the preceding paragraphs. George Hubbard wrote an 
article about the region's "large glacial bowlders" for a 1911 issue of the Journal of 
Geology. He reported that the most massive boulders were dolomite. A glacier had tom 
dolomite blocks from the underlying bedrock and carried them south. These big frag­
ments of sedimentary rock had not been not transported as far as igneous boulders that 
originated north of the Great Lakes. Often the dolomite boulders were more angular 
because they had not been smoothed and rounded very much by glacial action. Here are 
excerpts from Hubbard's report: 
Limestone bowlders, often large masses, are quite common in parts of Illinois, 
specifically in western Livingston County, in northern McLean, and in parts of 
Champaign, Ford, and Vermilion counties. Following is a detailed description 
of several masses or "pockets" of this rock which have been studied. 
On the south side of the Champaign-Ford county line one and one-half miles 
east of the northwest comer of Ludlow township are the remains of a large 
"pocket." H.H. Atwood of Paxton who owns the farm says several loads of 
the rock have been drawn away for building purposes, but enough remains to 
mark the place distinctly. 
Near Saybrook, McLean County, are a number of localities where limestone is 
found at the surface. On the farm of Mr. Riggs, one mile north and one and 
one-half miles west of Saybrook, lime was burned forty or fifty years ago. A 
small kiln was built and operated several years with rock from this deposit. A 
half-mile east of this kiln, past the schoolhouse, another "pocket" was opened 
and several loads drawn some thirty-five years ago. At present but few know 
of these limestone pits, for they have been entirely dug out and the holes are 
plowed over. Portions of the kilns and fragments of waste alone remain. 
Two miles north and one mile west from Saybrook are a number of slabs 
resembling flagging. These are quite numerous on one farm. On a farm ten 
miles west of Saybrook lime was burned for the local market, but at present 
the rock is apparently exhausted. In this locality, a good many loads for 
foundations and well curbs have also been drawn away. . .. A well digger 
here in conversation said that in digging wells he frequently encountered 
limestone bowlders of various sizes, and noted several localities where the 
bowlder weighed from ten to twenty tons. A number of wells in the vicinity 
have been walled with the rock taken out in digging, supplemented with more 
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found near by. "In fact," he says, "there is lots of limestone scattered allover 
the country. " 
... Usually these large masses are along morainal ridges. Sometimes they 
are found along stream beds where they have been exposed by erosion. They 
cover areas varying from a few rods to over a hundred acres in extent, and 
differ in thickness from six or eight feet to eighteen or twenty feet. They are 
always in a shattered condition; often very much broken up, but sometimes 
requiring some blasting to get out the rock. What seems the most surprising 
thing is that there is rarely much dip. The bedding in all the larger masses is 
almost horizontal. During early days when transportation was expensive, these 
masses of limestone were much used by the settlers, who made lime from 
some of them, and from others drew building material. The rock was more 
workable, and hence more desirable, than the granite bowlders. 
Their presence in the drift, and their distribution mostly in the large reces­
sional moraines, seems to point to a glacial origin for them. Since most if not 
all the masses mentioned are of Carboniferous rock, as shown by their fossils, 
the sources could not have been more than fifty to seventy-five miles north, 
for beyond that limit there is no Carboniferous rock, from which they could 
have come. While no specific places have been found from which it is thought 
these large bowlders were plucked, it is believed that they may have come 
readily from the bluffs of a valley, or from hills a moderate distance to the 
north. 50 
FRANK BRADLEY PUBLISHED the following about sedimentary boulders in his 1870 report 
about the geology of Vermilion County: 
In connection with these upper beds of the Drift, and also with the Loess, we 
find, scattered over the surface of the county, many large masses of limestone 
and occasionally sandstone. In several cases, these are so large and so deeply 
imbedded as to have induced the belief that they were the outcropping edges of 
solid beds of rock. Some of these masses are composed of a beautiful, light, 
fawn colored limestone, of a homogenous, fine grained texture, and destitute 
of fossils, so far as noticed. Kilns of lime have been burned, from rock of 
this character, one or two miles north of Rossville, and also about one mile 
south of Mann's chapel, in section 36, town 22 north, range 12 west. One 
mile south of this latter locality, and also at about the same distance to the 
northwest, there were observed several large masses of a dark, semi-crystal­
line, bituminous limestone, with a few fossils. ... In the western part of this 
county, and in the adjoining part of Champaign, there are numerous scattered 
masses of a light drab, semi-erystalline or fragmentary to massive, sometimes 
shaly, limestone, highly fossiliferous .... 12 
Mr. Bradley had this to say about the subject in his report about Champaign and Ford 
Counties: 
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So far as is known, there is no outcrop of rock within the limits of these 
counties. Scattered over their area, there are many large drifted masses of 
Niagara group limestone, and Coal Measure limestone, and sandstone. These 
are, in some cases, of very large dimensions, and have yielded considerable 
quantities of stone for local use; so that some persons have supposed them to 
be solid beds of rock. The evidence is, however, as we have stated, that no 
solid bed reaches the surface. 11 
JUDGE JOSEPH CUNNINGHAM made note of the former use of these mineral resources: 
"The limestone boulders found on the surface well served the purpose of early settlers 
in the manufacture of lime, for they were gathered up in early times and burned in 
extemporized kilns, for building purposes. One of these kilns existed in the bluff a few 
feet north of the Wabash depot in Urbana, fifty years since." 2 
·.Boulders served as <x>nstrllction materials during the pioneer era.. The foumlatio~ . 
oithe flrstjililin Danville consisted of "large river stones· supporting afloor of . 
· heWn logs.! On the opposite side of the Headwaters; the first Methodist church in· .. 
· Mahomet "rested upon ten hrrge boulders." 72 . 
.. According to Urbana historian Joseph CUnningham, ~fire-Place was made by . 
biiilding up a wall against one end a/the cabin, o/mud cement and boulders, six .. . 
or eightfeo wide and aboUt the same height. from which the chimneY was· ..biiitt . ... 2 ... . ... .. .. . .. .. .. 
Early coun~·historieSfrequently rnentioiltheuse of glaCi~bOulderSformillstones:..••. 
·j:::m::i:e~~~7::~~;red son o/mills, with millsto~es.eut from the lostrocks .. 
· ·1hefirst udlized rocks were the /rairi~bb~k1ers i~the ~~~~ction of~ill-ston~s• .......
 
a iise long since abOndonedbe.tore the introduction 0/superior burr-stonerock from . 
· otherseCtlons of the cOuritry. ao .... .. . ... 
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SPRINGS
 
BRIEF NOTICES OF SPRINGS occur throughout these pages - such as Chester Loomis' 
report that "fine springs of durable water are common, even in the prairies" in the 
Vennilion River valley 55; Judge Cunningham's mention of "a spring situated one or two 
rods south of the Main street bridge in Urbana, which in early times afforded an 
abundance of water" 23; and Dr. Duis' reference to "living springs" that made Cheney's 
Grove such an attractive place to live. 27 More detailed discussions of springs in the 
Headwaters Area appear in the following paragraphs. 
Champaign County 
IN 1871 M.L. DUNLAP might have admitted to no springs in Champaign County, but he 
saw this condition as a consequence of the beneficial topography: "If we have no 
springs, we have an abundance of good well-water, and are saved from any loss by 
broken land, that more or less abounds in a country of natural springs; as springs imply 
a broken, hilly country." 56 
Five years later Joseph Cunningham went so far as to say, "Springs, except in the beds 
of creeks, are very few." 23 Mr. Cunningham also mentioned an Indian camp near a big 
spring "about two miles north of Urbana." 2 The 1878 History of Champaign County 
states, "In portions of the county good water is afforded by copious springs; along the 
banks of the Middle Fork they are especially numerous." 13 Furthennore, the Kaskaskia 
River "takes its rise in a spring in section 28 of Hensley township." 13 
Douglas County 
ACCORDING TO THE 1884 "History of Douglas County," 
Upon Section 33, Township 16, Range 9, in Camargo Township, is a fine 
fountain of living water, widely known as "Patterson's Spring;" a similar one 
near the Okawon Section 14, Township 16, Range 7, • is called the "Sulphur 
Spring," and another is in Hackett's Grove, Section 31, Township 16, Range 
9, the overflow of which finally reaches the Embarrass, through Scattering 
Fork. 6 
• The location is in Garrett Township. Later in this volume, the author stated that the spring 
was owned by Thomas Brian, and he called it "a fine fountain of living water and a favorite resort 
for old settlers, West End annual meetings and for picnics and parties ad libitum." Furthermore, 
"This spring and farm were carefully examined and reported upon by Dr. J.L. Reat and others in 
1877, when bids were in order for the location of the Eastern Insane Asylum, which was finally 
located at Kankakee." 6 
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Piatt County 
IN THE 1875 Geological Survey of Illinois, G.C. Broadhead noted, 
Willow Branch heads in several large springs N.W. of Bement; one of these 
on Thomas Davis' land is said to contain sulphur, but if so, the quantity must 
be very minute, for I could not detect its presence. This spring spreads out 
into a large grassy marsh. 
. . . Springs highly colored with oxyd of iron are often found issuing from the 
drift sands. On Willow Branch, in sec. 29, T. 19 N., R. 5 E., • there are 
many such springs, some of them strongly chalybeate. In one of them gas 
arises and a quantity of brown sediment is deposited on its sides; the ground in 
front is very marshy for the space of two acres. The bluff at this place is 
about thirty feet high and composed of brown sand and small rounded pebbles. 
Three-quarters of a mile up the Sangamon river there is a similar marsh. 15 
THE 1883 History of Piatt County informs readers of two springs at Monticello: 
There are a few living springs in the county. Probably the most noted of these 
is Coon's spring, on the south bank of the Sangamon, a little above the 
Marquiss ford. This is quite a resort, and serves alternately for camp-meeting 
and picnic grounds. Another spring near the Wabash railroad bridge, has also 
attracted pleasure seekers. From the bluff above this spring, probably the 
most beautiful view of the Sangamon in the county can be seen. 70 
Vermilion County 
LoTTIE E. JONES MENTIONED a big spring in the Middle Fork valley northwest of Dan­
ville in 1911: 
There is a famous spring in Blount township where there has been an effort to 
establish a health resort under the name of Henrietta Springs. It was at this 
spring that the Indians spent much of their time when the white men came to 
this section. t 52 
• The correct location is sec. 29, T. 18 N., R. 5 E. This springy area and the one mentioned 
upstream on the Sangamon River are in Allerton Park. 
t Hiram Beckwith gave the location of the spring as "on the present farm of Cyrus Crawford, 
on or near section 8." 8 
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A MAJOR SALT SPRING AREA was known in the Vermilion River valley from an early 
date. • In his history of Vermilion County, Hiram Beckwith described the site of these 
springs as Captain Truman Blackman found it on October 31, 1819: 
Capt. Blackman pointed out a smooth spot of low ground from twenty to thirty 
rods across where he said there was salt water. t There was no vegetation 
growing upon the surface, and no traces of people ever having been there, 
"except," - says Peter Allen in his affidavit, - "in some few places where the 
Indians had sunk curbs of bark into the soil for the purpose of procuring salt 
water." 
... The well-worn trails of buffalo and other wild animals were found 
converging to this brakish ooze from many directions, and the abundance of 
game that collected there to eat the salty earth is proven by the quantity of 
broken arrow-heads which have been found in this locality ever since the 
settlement of the country. 8 
Governor Edward Coles discussed the future use of these salt springs in an 1823 letter 
which begins . . . 
Gentlemen, - In the year 1819 a Saline was discovered on the Vermilion River 
in this State, which was examined the ensuing year, in conformity to the 
instructions received from the commissioner of the General Land Office, by 
Col. Th. Cox . . . . Since Col. Cox made his examination and report, the 
Lands in that district of the country have been surveyed and the Saline has 
been found to be in Section Sixteen in Township 19 N. of Range 12 W. of the 
2d principal Meridian. 41 
The section with the Vermilion Salines encompassed the juncture of the Salt Fork and 
the Middle Fork of the Vermilion River. The location of this confluence was subse­
quently moved when the land was stripmined to remove coal. The mining also destroyed 
the salt springs. 
F.H. Bradley documented some of the history of these springs in Volume IV of the Geo­
logical Survey of Illinois (1870): 
Springs feebly impregnated with salt are known at several points in this 
region. The most notable is near the junction of Middle and Salt Forks, in 
section 16, township 19 north, range 12 west, where, during the early settle­
• In addition to the following descriptions of the Vermilion Salines, see Chester Loomis' 
narrative on page 4. 
t In a lecture at the Old Settlers meeting in Danville in 1878, Judge Beckwith described the 
bare area as covering two or three acres. " 
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ment of the country, a well was bored to a considerable depth, and salt made 
in large quantities. 
. . . The first digging only passed through the fire clay, and a brine yielding 
one bushel of salt to one hundred and seventy gallons of water was boiled at 
such a rate as to yield from forty to fifty bushels per week, with eighty 
kettles. 12 
MR. BRADLEY ALSO PROVIDED a glimpse at tufa deposits that built up at seeps and 
springs in the valleys of the Vermilion River system: 
Both these beds • and the lower member of the Drift formation give rise to 
numerous springs, some of which have taken up so much lime from the 
limestone pebbles which fill the gravel, that, upon coming to the surface, they 
make abundant deposits of tufa, as along the bank of the Big Vermilion, at 
Danville, and especially at the "Moss Bank" on North Fork, about one mile 
northwest of that city. Some of the deposits are light and porous, and take 
beautiful impressions of the mosses, twigs and leaves which become imbedded 
in them. Recent snail-shells, thus fossilized, are not rare. In other cases, the 
deposition has gone on more slowly, and without the introduction of extrane­
ous matter, and we find as the result some very solid masses with a radiating 
semi-crystalline structure, which approximates more nearly the ordinary 
stalagmitic formations. 12 
IN 1912 CHARLES DECKER published "A Tufa Deposit near Danville, Illinois," in which 
he described a massive deposit of calcium carbonate at a spring one-half mile northeast 
of the junction of the Middle Fork and the Salt Fork of the Vermilion River. Here are 
some selections from his article: 
The upper part of the tufa borders on the lower edge of a spring basin . . . in 
which the spring issues sixty feet back from this edge. 
. . . In form the deposit resembles an alluvial fan. It extends down the hill 
about 150 feet and widens from a few feet across at the top to about 150 feet 
in width at the base. Accordingly, its approximate areal extent is 10,000 
square feet. The thickness may be seen along its eastern edge, where it is 
exposed in the side of a gully throughout its entire length. Here the thickness 
varies from two to four feet. If an average thickness of three feet be taken for 
the entire deposit, it comprises about 30,000 cubic feet. 
The composition is almost pure calcium carbonate (CaC03). It contains little 
extraneous material except along the base, where it filled in the spaces in the 
underlying glacial gravels, thus including some of them in its lower part. 
• That is, the upper beds of the Drift formation. 
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The included fossils comprise leaves and shells. The leaves are large with 
open venation and resemble those of the Sycamore or Sugar Maple, which are 
the oldest trees now growing in the vicinity. Locally, the leaves are so 
abundant that a rude cleavage is developed in the tufa parallel to their flat 
faces. The shells are all gastropods with a spire of medium height. Those of 
a single species, Polygyra elevata, Say, • were scattered in great numbers 
over the surface of the deposit, and a single specimen was found within it. 
. . . The surface of the tufa is mostly covered by a fine calcareous dust, 
though some larger fragments of the material lie scattered about. As indicated 
by the dust, the surface is devoid of smaller vegetation, but it is sparsely 
covered with bushy trees of Black Locust, Hawthorn, Elm, Willow and 
Apple. 26 
Photos accompanying Decker's article show that the spring basin was in a barren bamlot, 
and the tufa deposit was deeply gullied. 
• Polygyra elevata is a land snail. 
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Insects 
GREEN-HEAD FLIES (deer flies) and other biting insects sometimes made life miserable 
and even dangerous in the Headwaters wilderness. Livestock as well as humans 
suffered, as the Abraham Henline family learned when they established a farm north of 
Monticello in 1824: 
After fifteen or twenty acres were cleared, and after the crop was laid by, a 
misfortune came to these new settlers. All but one of the five horses they 
brought with them died from the effects of fly and mosquito bites. Everything 
that could be thought of was resorted to during the season to destroy or keep 
off these dreaded insects. Fires were built near the horses with the hopes that 
the smoke would keep them away, and the horses were sometimes seen to roll 
in the very midst of the coals of fire. After the loss of the horses, oxen were 
used instead. 70 
Farther upstream on the Sangamon River, the Newcom family endured a similar fate: 
While the Newcoms lived at Newcom's Ford the flies were very bad on the 
horses and cattle. For about six weeks in the year the large green-head flies 
prevented all travel by day. Everybody was obliged to travel by night, and 
even then they were troubled with the flies at moonlight. The flies were so 
thick and so bad that they would kill a young horse if it were turned loose. 
They would drive it nearly crazy and suck its blood; but now they are com­
paratively rare even in the worst part of fly time. The long prairie grass on 
which they used to breed has been eaten off and has become almost a rarity. 
Joseph Newcom says he has many times been obliged to travel by night, and 
would bend forward and sleep with his arms around his horse's neck. 27 
The 1878 history of Champaign County asserts, "It is impossible to now conceive of the 
great annoyance of the flies. In certain seasons of the year traveling had to be done at 
night, and, if the moon shone brightly, they would still annoy. Instances were numerous 
of stock being so depleted of blood, and tom by their exertions in fighting them that 
death resulted." This tome reports that early farmers in Sadorus Township had to go 
nearly a hundred miles to Attica, Indiana, to mill their grain, and "the flies were so bad 
that traveling was mostly done at night." 13 
The 1917 history of Piatt County summarizes the situation in this way: "Green flies tor­
mented not only the cattle and horses, but people as well, there being well authenticated 
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cases where death resulted from the effects of the sting of these pestiferous insects. To 
avoid these pests, during the late summer, nearly all traveling was done at night." • 4 
THE MOST FAVORED INSECT during the pioneer era was the honey bee. There are many 
early tales of obtaining honey by cutting down a hollow "bee tree." William Stansberry 
of Saybrook was a champion bee-hunter. His 1874 biography states, "Year before last 
he found thirty bee-trees from which he took three hundred pounds of honey. Last year 
he found twenty-one bee-trees." Tl 
Fishes 
EARLy WRITERS GENERALLY MADE scant mention of aquatic life, and the Headwaters 
Area is no exception. One of the most sophisticated of the early accounts is in the 1878 
History of Champaign County, under the heading "Piscatorial." 
The more important fish in our streams are the bass, black and white. 
The black is considered the best, weighing sometimes as much as ten pounds. 
Next comes the troppy, weighing seven to nine pounds when full grown. Very 
flat. t 
The pike is almost extinct. 
The buffalo will weigh as much as ten to twelve pounds. 
We have the redhorse and black and white suckers. The white are very bony. 
The sunfish. 
The gargle-eye is rePorted very nice. There are a few others of the smaller 
finny tribes that are hardly worth mention. 
The above, I believe, comprises the whole, except the mussels, which I don't 
pretend to name. 13 
The following was penned for the 1883 History ofPiatt County: "The fishes are repre­
sented by two species of cat-fish, buffalo-fish, one or two sun-fish, bass, pike, perch, 
and gar-pike. It is very probable that many times this number may be found, but little 
has been done with them." 70 
Snakes 
PROFESSOR E. DUIS, biographer of McLean County pioneers, asserted that "the old set­
tlers tell very few snake stories." He went on to state that Ephraim Myers of Cheney's 
Grove had a reliable story: "In 1871, in harvest time, his sons killed thirty-two rattle­
• In addition to the above accounts of tormenting flies, see the narrative of Chester Loomis 
(pages 3 to 6) and Hiram Beckwith's description of Sidell Township (page 39). 
t This would appear to be a misprint of croppie, which is a common 19th-century name for 
the fish now known as the crappie - but seven to nine ounces is a more likely weight for a mature 
croppie. 
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snakes in a meadow within one hour." 27 Dr. Duis also related this story about snakes 
when the virgin prairie was broken in Downs Township: 
The snakes were sometimes very thick, and they continually retreated from the 
furrow as the sod was turned over, and collected together in the unplowed 
center. When the latter part of the patch was plowed the snakes became so 
thick that the grass would fairly wriggle with them. The rattlesnakes were 
very thick. Mr. Peasley has killed fifteen in one day. 27 
The initial sale of lots in Danville was on April 10, 1827, but the proceeding was inter­
rupted to accommodate a serpent slaughter: 
The day of the sale was pleasant, and the warm sun invited a large number of 
rattlesnakes out of their den in the limestone crevices on the river side at the 
foot of Clark street. In the afternoon the bidders at the sale amused them­
selves with a "snake hunt," killing seventy-five or eighty, some of them over 
six feet long, in the course of a short time. In this connection the writer will 
state that for years after the settlement at Danville the neighborhood was 
infested with great numbers of these serpents, not to mention black snakes, 
racers, moccasins, and like repulsive, though harmless, reptiles. The rattle­
snakes would rendezvous in their dens on the hillside through the winter, and 
spread themselves over the adjacent country during the summer months. 
Before the state quarried the stone with which the old abutments at the Wabash 
railway bridge are built, the rock ledges from which this material was taken 
stood out in bold relief along the river bluffs at and near Danville. The open 
seams in the ledges afforded a comfortable lodgment for the rattlesnakes. 8 
Thomas Buck, who grew up at Le Roy in the 1830s and 40s, reminisced in 1915, "There 
were lots of snakes here in the early days. The Dickerson boys killed a bull snake that 
measured eight feet in length. " 53 
In June 1855 William Ferguson, a British visitor to central Illinois, took an excursion 
east from Urbana to Decatur. Along the way he stopped near Mahomet at the farm of 
Frank Harris to inspect a herd of cattle "tended by a little lad, mounted on a fine high­
bred pony." 
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As we were walking about among them, one of our party called out, "There's 
a snake;" and sure enough there lay a rattle-snake, three or four feet long, 
coiled up, and with elevated head, hissing and shaking his rattling tail. Our 
herd-boy friend soon made an end of him, planting one heel upon him, he 
stamped him to death with the other. The rattle, which was carried off in 
triumph, had eight rings, betokening a serpent of ten years. The boy said, he 
had killed probably fifty of them. They sometimes bite the cattle, when 
whiskey and tobacco is applied, and this allays the inflammation. It is affirm­
ed, there is no authenticated instances of anyone in Illinois having ever died 
from the bite of one of these prairie rattle-snakes. 30 
Emma C. Piatt wrote in 1883 about John W.C. Gray's prowess as a snake killer in Piatt 
County: "He says that by actual count and record in the season of 1856 he killed 1,100 
rattlesnakes, and has killed as high as thirty-three in one day. " 70 
In an essay about early travel in Illinois, Alice Haven reported oral history regarding 
William Meharry, who herded cattle across the prairie from Rossville to Arcola: 
In those days rattlesnakes were more than common. .., He would ride along 
on horseback, snapping off the rattler's heads with his long cattle whip, often 
killing as many as twenty-five a day. Mr. Meharry's inseparable companion 
while herding was a brown dog, Old Shep, who would kill almost as many 
rattlers a day as his master did. 46 
Cornsilk and Chaff, a sesquicentennial history of Champaign County, informs the reader, 
"It was possible to kill forty snakes a day near Homer, with some specimens nine feet 
long. The low marshes south of Mahomet were also noted for the number of serpents, 
several of which were seen as late as 1910. The last rattler was reported in Riverside 
Cemetery in 1935." 66 
Other Reptiles and Amphibians 
IN 1953 FRANK HOWARD RECALLED his experiences eight decades earlier, catching 
turtles with a seine near Le Roy: 
The big turtles would bite the boys' boots and fingers while they took them out 
of the net. The boys all had sticks to club the turtles. What fun it was to 
lasso a big turtle and drag him out to a peg in the ground and have a big fight. 
Many were taken home for stew. Some turtles would weigh 20 pounds. 53 
We are indebted to J .E. Armstrong of the University of lllinois for the following infor­
mation regarding Piatt County's herpetofauna around 1883: 
There are at least three turtles - the snapping turtle, painted or mud turtle, and 
the soft-shelled turtle. 
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There are no lizards, but there is a lizard-like reptile called a salamander 
(Amblystomea punctatum), • and which is usually called a lizard by those not 
acquainted with it; but it is nearer related to the frogs than to the lizards. 70 
Armstrong enumerated one true lizard - the glass snake - as well as 10 or 11 kinds of 
true snakes, plus "two or three frogs, the toad and the mud puppy." 70 
Prairie Chickens 
MORE THAN ANY OTHER BIRD, the greater prairie-chicken was the hallmark species of 
the Headwaters Area during the era when the prairie was being transformed to farmland. 
This fowl was a mainstay for market hunters such as Adam H. Bogardus, who moved 
to central Illinois in 1857 to pursue his profession. After 17 years in central Illinois, 
Captain Bogardus published his autobiographical Field, Cover, and Trap Shooting. 10 
Bogardus devoted about 40 pages of his book to the pinnated grouse, or prairie chicken 
- from which the following paragraphs have been excerpted. 
After staying on the Sangamon about two years I moved to Elkhart, in Logan 
County, where I have lived ever since. ... It was then a grand place for 
game, and is very good now late in the fall, when the pinnated grouse pack 
and partially migrate. Fifteen years ago the prairies there were but sparsely 
settled, and not one acre in a thousand had been broken up. The grouse were 
in immense numbers . . . . 
. . . The pinnated grouse lie in the com and on the borders of it a good deal 
too. There was no trouble in killing a great number when I first went there. I 
have known sixty young ones to be killed in a morning in one field, not more 
than a quarter of a mile from Elkhart. ... At the present time the grouse are 
much more scarce about Elkhart, especially young grouse. The chief reason is 
the want of good nesting-places. . .. Although the pinnated grouse are 
trapped and netted by thousands, as well as shot in a sportsmanlike manner, it 
would not of itself reduce their numbers so as to be greatly perceptible. 
. . . Some are killed by coming in contact with the telegraph wires in their 
flight. But all these causes would be inadequate to reduce the stock much if 
the breeding birds had the nesting-places which they formerly used. The 
grouse used to breed in the prairies, commonly along the edges of the sloughs. 
In many parts the prairies are nearly all broken up and brought under cultiva­
tion. Many now make their nests in the fields of the farmer, and these nests 
are nearly all broken up and destroyed by the ploughing in the spring. Quail, 
whose nests are made in hedges and comers of fences and under bunches of 
brambles, escape, and we see them increase in numbers in the very places 
where the grouse diminish. A great source of destruction to the nests of the 
grouse might be easily prevented. In most places there are patches of prairie 
• Salamander (Amblystomea punctatum) = spotted salamander (Ambystoma maculatum). 
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left for pasture, and in these the birds build. Many farmers follow a practice 
of burning these patches over late in the spring, under a notion that it im­
proves the pasturage by causing the young grass to spring up fine and succu­
lent as soon as the weather gets warm. When these patches of prairie are 
burned over, there are commonly many nests in each, sometimes scores of 
them, and they are half-full of eggs. This cuts up the supply of grouse root 
and branch, and reduces the numbers to a serious extent every year. It is a 
great mistake on the part of the farmers, for the grouse, by consumption of 
grasshoppers and other destructive insects, is one of the agriculturist's best 
friends, and the grass would be just as good if the patches of prairie were 
burned over late in the fall, when there would be no nests destroyed. ... The 
men, such as myself, who go every fall to shoot in the great unbroken prairies 
which still exist in Ford County, Champagne County, and about there, bum 
the grass themselves late in the fall, and thus leave nothing to be burned the 
following spring in nesting-time. By this means the stock of grouse is fully 
kept up, and it is from thence the great packs migrate towards the last of 
October and in November. 
. . . In some parts of Illinois, Iowa, and other Western States there are very 
extensive ranges of pasture-land, on which great herds of cattle, many from 
Texas, are fattened. These lands have not been broken up by the plough at 
any time, but, being regularly depastured, have lost much of the prairie 
character. They remain, however, good resorts for grouse, and the shooting 
over them is some of the best to be had. The grouse bred on them probably 
never see a stubble-field, at least until after late in the fall of their first year. 
Their habits are the same as those of the birds which are found near the arable 
com, wheat, and oat lands. In the morning they will be found on the ridges 
and knolls where the grass is short. In the heat of the day they retire into the 
long grass which abounds in low, moist places. In the evening they return to 
the knolls and ridges again. These pastures are sometimes of the extent of two 
thousand acres or more, and the shooting on them is second to none in those 
States. . .. As a rule, it is believed the grouse are more abundant where the 
land is varied and stubbles, pieces of prairie, com-fields, and patches of beans 
are found in the immediate neighborhood of each other. . .. In 1872 Miles 
Johnson of New Jersey was shooting with me in McLean County, Illinois. 
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We camped near Bellflower, and had a man for camp-keeper while Miles and 
I shot. We were out ten days, and in that time bagged six hundred grouse, 
shooting only mornings and evenings. . .. The best day Miles Johnson and I 
had that time was in one of the great pastures I have alluded to above. It 
contained from five to ten thousand acres. We went into it early in the 
morning, and came out about eleven o'clock in the forenoon with eighty full­
grown grouse. That was a capital morning's sport, no doubt, but I have often 
had as good. 
It was then getting late in the fall, and we had excellent success. . .. I killed 
from ten brace to twenty brace a day, and averaged about fifteen brace. My 
companions together did not secure as many. ... In McLean County, Ford 
County, and the others of the tier on that line, there is as good grouse-shooting 
as any I know of anywhere in Illinois. ... As good places as any to get off 
the railroad at are Bellflower in McLean County, and Gibson • in Ford 
County. Twelve miles from Gibson is the great farm of Mr. Michael Sulli­
vant . . .. He has a tract of land containing forty-five thousand acres. It is a 
splendid place to shoot, and real sportsmen are made welcome by the owner. 
I was there last spring after brant and ducks, and made heavy bags. I saw at 
that time large numbers of grouse-a powerful breeding-stock. 
· .. When I first came to Illinois, the grouse in October and later were mostly 
found in the prairie-grass. There has now been a change in their habits, and 
they seem to like best to lie in com. I suppose the reason was that as prairies 
were much broken up, and the quantity of land in com rapidly increased, the 
grouse found out that the lying in the com was excellent, and the habit was 
soon formed. 
· .. The October shooting of grouse, good as that is, may be excelled, accord­
ing to my notions, by that in November. ... One of the best days I ever had 
was in November, near Farmer City, Champagne County, t Illinois. . .. I 
killed fifty-seven grouse and Mr. Doxie knocked over eighteen, making 
seventy-five fine fat birds in all. 
· . . Three times in the course of my experience in field-shooting I have killed 
ten grouse with two barrels. 
· . . At this time I hold the best place for sport of all sorts in the field to be in 
the tier of counties which includes Ford, Piatt, McLean, and Champagne 
Counties, as well as Christian County. . .. As I have stated, great numbers 
of grouse are bred in the wide prairies which are still unbroken, and late in the 
fall these grouse pack and distribute themselves over the other parts of the 
• That is, Gibson City. 
t Farmer City is in De Witt County. 
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State in vast numbers, feeding in com-fields and wheat, oat, and buckwheat 
stubbles. ... As long as the breeding-places remain it is safe to conclude that 
there will never be a scarcity of grouse in Illinois and the other prairie States. 
. . . The burning of pieces of prairie late in the spring should be avoided, and 
it can easily be done. Let the grass be burnt the preceding fall, or, which is 
perhaps still more desirable, early in the spring. In the latter case the grass 
would have sprung up in places high enough to hold the nests before the hen­
birds wanted to form them, besides which there are always many places 
untouched by the fire, and these spots would be chosen by the grouse to make 
their nests in. By leaving the grass unburnt through the winter the birds would 
be afforded a protection in that season against their enemies - the various sorts 
of hawks, which are very numerous in the prairie States. The great source of 
mischief is the burning of the grass after the nests are made. 
. . . It is necessary to remark for the information of Eastern readers that the 
com-fields of Illinois are commonly very large, and not like the small enclo­
sures of the Atlantic States. The former sometimes contain as much as a 
thousand acres without any intervening fence. Production on this great scale 
tends to keep game plentiful in two or three ways. The farm-houses are far 
apart, which is one thing. As long as the com-stalks are standing green these 
fields afford capital cover for pinnated grouse and quail, as remarked hereto­
fore. Another thing is that they afford abundance of food for grouse, quail, 
turkeys, geese, ducks, etc. Some parts of the summer the birds get a plentiful 
supply of insects in the com. In the fall of the year and winter, and in the 
following spring, the grouse, geese, and ducks feed largely on the com itself, 
there being always some scattered about, even in the fields from which the 
ears have been hauled off. 10 
Friends visiting the pioneer Piatt family at Monticello "saw the trees full of prairie­
chickens, " but they were told that prairie chickens "were not as good to eat as crows. " 70 
An 1884 history of Bourbon Township mentions an expert prairie-ehicken hunter who, 
"on more than one occasion, without a dog, shot more than he could carry." This 
account goes on to say, 
In 1859 to 1865, these birds were often so thick in the air as to almost darken 
it, and when half grown, in about July and August, walking across almost any 
field would insure a good bag to an indifferent marksman. In after years, as 
the birds became used to being killed, a good dog, a good gun and a good shot 
were absolutely required to give any sport. ... In a very few years longer, 
the prairie chicken in this region will only be seen in the mind's eye; he is 
nearly gone. 6 
J.O. Cunningham of Urbana remarked about prairie chickens that "their abundance can 
hardly be described" until about 1870, "when their ranges and breeding places were 
being taken up by farms. " 2 
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In 1904 the State Game Commissioner compiled information about the status of the 
greater prairie-chicken. Following are the commissioner's remarks for several counties 
in the Headwaters Area. Douglas: Not very abundant but more than last year. Edgar: 
Scarce. Ford: A few seen. McLean: Plentiful. Moultrie: Scarce. Piatt: Plentiful and 
on the increase. 33 Other Headwaters counties are not mentioned in the report. 
Cranes 
CRANES APPEAR THROUGHOUT the early annals of the Headwaters Area, usually as a 
brief mention in a list of game species. For instance according to the recollections of 
John Dodge, a resident of Ludlow Township beginning in 1855, "Wild game of different 
kinds was plenty. Prairie chickens, ducks, geese and sand hill cranes, the latter would 
gather together in an open space and perform a dance, keeping perfect time with their 
leader." 61 
The 1911 History of Vermilion County tells about crop depredations by sandhill cranes 
in Butler Township: 
Sand-hill cranes were very numerous, as they nested here in the ponds on this 
divide, • and, if undisturbed, would make havoc of the com in the spring, 
taking two rows at a time, as clean as any man could root it up, and in the fall 
would congregate in great numbers if not driven away. 52 
LH. Oakwood of Vermilion County recalled the era when "ponds were a resort for wild 
geese, cranes and ducks, ... numbered almost by the million." 
They were so numerous that whole fields of com, left standing during the 
winter, were almost entirely consumed by them and the millions of prairie 
chickens, and deer which roamed over the country in large herds. 
The greatest enemy of the wheat plant at that time, was the innumerable 
number of wild geese, ducks and cranes, that would often eat off every green 
blade during the winter and early spring. 67 
Adam Bogardus counciled, "There are two kinds of cranes plentiful in Illinois in the 
spring and fall of the year." In his 1874 book about shooting, he advised, "At Mr. Sulli­
vant's farm in Ford County, last spring, I shot twenty sand-hill cranes and three of the 
large white variety. " 
There were . . . large numbers of cranes, and I found out that they roosted 
near ponds in the neighboring prairie. ... The first evening I killed seven 
• The Butler Township divide is a high moraine that separates the headwaters of the Middle 
Fork of the Vermilion River from the headwaters of Sugar Creek, tributary to the Iroquois River 
in the Kankakee River basin. 
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sand-hill cranes and the three large white ones, and the next night thirteen of 
the sand-hills. The large white crane is bigger than the sand-hill, and some­
times attains the enormous weight of thirty pounds; that is, he weighs as much 
as two good turkeys. It is pure white, except the ends of the wings, which are 
black. The largest of the three I killed was a magnificent specimen. He 
measured seven feet eight inches across the wings, stood five feet ten inches 
high, and weighed thirty pounds. I gave it to Mr. Gillott, of the great farm 
near Elkhart, and he had a description of it published in the Lincoln, Logan 
County, paper, headed, "Captain Bogardus's Mammoth Crane." 10 
Other Birds 
WILD TURKEYS WERE A STAPLE of the pioneer table in central Illinois. Henry Crum­
baugh, who came to Empire Township in 1830, "caught eleven turkeys with his hounds 
in about twenty minutes, on a wet winter's day." T1 William Stansberry of Cheney's 
Grove killed "great numbers of turkeys," including one that was 25 pounds dressed. T1 
The date of extinction of wild turkeys in the Headwaters Area went without documen­
tation; Emma Piatt simply stated in 1883 that the wild turkey "was once an inhabitant" 
of Piatt County. 70 
Although there are detailed accounts of passenger pigeons in the regions surrounding the 
Headwaters Area, there are few remarks about the species within the area delimited in 
Figure 1. The 1882 history of De Witt County includes the "wild or passenger pigeon 
(Ectopistes migratoria)" in its faunal list without further comment. 80 The 1878 history 
of Champaign County says that passenger pigeons "are not plenty" and "only pass 
through the county on their trips north or south." 13 The species is mentioned in gener­
alizations such as the following from the Ridge Farm vicinity: "Wild game of all kinds 
was to be had in abundance, such as turkeys, pigeons and prairie chickens . . . ." 74 In 
neighboring Carroll Township, "There were also great quantities of wild birds - geese, 
ducks and pheasants, • besides turkeys and pigeons." 18 See also B.F. Harris' tale of 
wild pigeons on page 116. 
Like the passenger pigeon, the Carolina paroquet or parakeet is extinct. This bird was 
primarily a denizen of heavy timber along major rivers, and it was hardly mentioned in 
the Headwaters Area. The 1882 History ofDe Witt County simply cites the Carolina 
paroquet among birds "indigenous to this county." 80 According to the 1883 History of 
Piatt County, "As early as 1833 there disappeared a beautiful bird of the parrot family, 
Carolina parroquet . . . ." 70 
Goose Creek, the southernmost tributary of the Sangamon in the Headwaters Area, 
"derived its name from the fact that two wild geese had their nests in the tops of trees 
which were on the banks of the stream. These geese had their nests here for a number 
of successive seasons." 70 
• Pheasant = ruffed grouse. 
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In The Birds ofWisconsin and Illinois, author Charles Cory reported, "Mr. Isaac E. Hess 
informs me he has a Golden Eagle in his collection taken near Philo, Champaign Co., 
Illinois, May 13, 1899; he also states that two others have been taken in that vicinity 
during the last seven years." Regarding the turkey vulture, Charles Cory wrote, "Mr. 
Isaac E. Hess informs me he has taken eleven sets of eggs of this species in May and 
June near Philo, Champaign Co., Illinois." Isaac Hess also reported breeding by Bell's 
vireos, hooded warblers, and Carolina wrens near Philo during or close to the last decade 
of the 19th century. 22 
Beaver 
BEAVER APPEAR TO HAVE BEEN virtually eliminated from east-central Illinois by the time 
the first white settlers arrived. It is said that "a family of beaver was located in a creek 
in the western part of Oliver's Grove" when Franklin Oliver pioneered immediately north 
of the Headwaters Area near Chatsworth in 1832. According to a local historian, "This 
was called 'Beaver dam.' A few years later they were exterminated by a party of 
trappers passing through. " 44 
The region's county histories generally have little if anything to say about beaver. For 
instance the 1882 History ofDe Witt County dismisses the topic of beaver with "it is very 
doubtful whether it at any time had permanent habitat in this county." 80 
The 1905 History of Champaign County has one of the most extensive discussions of 
beaver in any local history volume in Illinois: 
Another physical feature, not to be omitted in this meager description of 
Champaign County, is the presence, here and there upon the smaller water­
courses, of what was known to the early comers as "beaver dams." By this 
term it will be understood reference is had to those obstructions to the flow of 
the water, in early times, which were created by the wild beavers, once very 
numerous throughout the temperate zone of North America, and a fruitful 
source of revenue to the early hunter and trapper on account of the value of 
their furs. 
One of these dams was found by the earliest comers constructed across the 
western branch of the Salt Fork, about four miles north of Urbana. As 
described by those who saw the work for many years, it fully met the descrip­
tions written and published by observers of these works elsewhere. At first 
the animals were killed and their possession and work interfered with. As fast 
as any damage was done by curious intruders, they repaired the same, until, 
their numbers being lessened by the hunters, the home was abandoned and 
finally the last of this interesting and intelligent animal, with his contemporary, 
the wild Indian, moved westward. This dam has been perpetuated in memory 
by giving its name to a drainage district organized upon the ground for the 
recovery of the adjacent lands. 2 
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Frank Wood, writing for the Illinois State Laboratory of Natural History in 1910, also 
mentioned beaver dams in Champaign County: "The beaver seems to have been prac­
tically exterminated in this part of the state before the first permanent settlers came. 
There was an extensive dam on the South Fork a few miles above Urbana, • and several 
others, less generally known, on the lower part of the Salt Fork." He also noted, 
"Beaver were seen, according to Mr. Parsons, of Homer, so late as 1860 in the vicinity 
of Broadlands. There were but few left, however, in 1835." 86 
Wolves 
WOLVES IN THE HEADWATERS AREA were of two kinds. The 1882 History ofDe Witt 
County distinguishes the species: 
The most ferocious animal of the carnivorous order, common to this country, 
is the wolf, which belongs to the dog family (Canidae). There were formerly 
two species of this animal in De Witt county, viz.: the prairie wolf (Canis 
latrans), and the common American, or gray wolf (Canis occidentalis). The 
former is small, with long body, elongated, sharp muzzle, smooth tongue, and 
like all the dog family, has five-toed fore-feet and four-toed hind ones. It 
formerly inhabited, in large numbers, the wild prairie regions, but latterly has 
disappeared from this part of the state. The latter is large, with long, slim 
body, long, sharp muzzle, smooth tongue, and straight, bushy tail. .. , A few 
of this species are still found in dense woodlands and unfrequented thickets on 
the prairies. 
. . . The dogs could manage the prairie-wolves, but the big gray fellows from 
the timber were too much for them. In the language of one of the pioneers, 
"If one of their best and most conceity dogs tackled one of the timber wolves, 
he would be wooled allover and come out of the fracas looking as though he 
had passed through a flint-mill." 80 
The prairie wolf is now called the coyote. The gray wolf or timber wolf was sometimes 
called the black wolf during pioneer times. One of the first white farmers in Empire 
Township (1828) said that he had often seen black wolves "play on the snow where 
Leroy now stands." r7 
Cheneys Grove Township near the source of the Sangamon River is the setting for these 
incidents around 1840: 
Mr. Newcom was a great hunter after wolves and coons. During one fall he 
and his father killed twenty-five wolves and twenty-eight coons. Ethan 
Newcom killed the wolves, and Joseph and his dog, Ring, killed the coons. 
• Frank Wood was referring to the Saline Branch of the Salt Fork of the Vermilion River. 
The Salt Fork has sometimes been called the South Fork. 
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During the spring of the year, when Harrison was elected President, a snow 
carne two feet deep and stayed on for eight days, and during that time every­
body hunted for wolves. Every grove in the country was alive with hunters, 
but Cheney's Grove beat them all, for the hunters there killed sixty-eight 
wolves. T1 
A biography of Robert Rutledge, who came to Randolph Township in 1824, preserves 
this record of his wolf-hunting days: 
Mr. Rutledge, at one time during the fall of 1826, was traveling in an ox-cart 
a short distance west of where Heyworth now is, and there saw within forty 
yards of him twenty-eight large gray wolves and one prairie wolf. ... Mr. 
Rutledge's last wolf hunt was in the month of June in about the year 1838. 
He started out one rainy morning with John Weedman. They went not more 
than a mile and a-half before starting three large black wolves. Weedman shot 
one through the shoulder, and Rutledge, while riding at full speed, shot 
another. 27 
John Price of Downs Township killed a wolf "of the large gray variety, and not one of 
the little prairie wolves." The beast "was so large and powerful that it would carry off 
grown up hogs from the pen, and it was so audacious that it became the terror of the 
neighborhood. . .. It was so large that, when standing up, a common sized dog could 
walk under it without touching." The neighborhood farmers raised a bounty of more 
than a thousand bushels of com for killing this wolf. 27 
Thomas Buckles, who came to Empire Township in 1827, was said to have killed per­
haps more wolves than any other man in McLean County. "He usually took a wolf hunt 
every spring and generally killed five or six." T1 
An 1878 history of Crittenden Township states that "two travelers were devoured by the 
wolves as late as 1850." 13 Yet relentless shooting, poisoning, and trapping forced the 
wolf population down. At Cheney's Grove" ... in the year 1850 the people all turned 
out for a grand hunt, and went after the wolves in their dens, before the little wolf 
puppies were large enough to come out, and killed thirty in two days, and after that they 
were never so troublesome." 27 A Mr. Daggott of Big Grove went to work live-trapping 
wolves with the anticipation of profit if the State passed a bounty on wolves: "At one 
time Mr. Daggott had as many as ten or twelve wolves in a rail pen in his dooryard." 70 
There is no certain date when - if ever - wolves were eradicated from the Headwaters 
Area. The 1878 History ofLivingston County avers, "... the wolf, the natural foe of 
the settler, is almost if not wholly exterminated." 84 Yet the 1909 History ofLivingston 
County states, "An occasional stray wolf is found now or then .... " 5 In 1910 Frank 
Wood wrote, "During the years 1883 to 1905 inclusive, bounties were paid on 159 
wolves killed in Champaign county." Apparently referring specifically to the timber 
wolf, Mr. Wood averred, "Wolves have been reported within the county since that date, 
and it is not at all unlikely that a few still exist in the heavy timber along the Sangamon 
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River and the Vermilion." 86 Regarding the coyote in Champaign County, Frank Wood 
stated, "The early settlers declare that prairie-wolves were still common in this county 
about 1850, and that they were seen ten years later." 86 
Cats 
EARLY mSTORIES OF EAST-CENTRAL Illinois counties include a few stories of pioneer 
encounters with cougars (or "panthers"). For instance from the annals of Vermilion 
County comes the story of Marquis Snow, who was "making sugar at the camp near the 
salt works" on the Salt Fork about 1823. A panther stalked Mr. Snow at close range 
until he scared it away with a yell for help. "No more sugar was made at that camp until 
the next year." 8 
Despite such pioneer narratives, the 1882 History of De Witt County concludes, ..It is 
extremely doubtful whether the panther (Felis pardus), ever inhabited these regions. A 
few individual members of this genus may have been seen here during their migrations 
from one place to another; but that this animal ever had any permanent habitation in this 
prairie country is highly improbable... 80 Frank Wood, who interviewed elderly residents 
to prepare a 1910 report on the mammals of Champaign County, wrote, "... I find a 
general impression that panthers were sometimes seen here, but I have been unable to 
obtain any definitive data." 86 
Aside from cougars, early accounts tell of two other kinds of native cats in the region. 
The History ofDe Witt County distinguishes them: 
Of the Cat family (Felidae), the only two indigenous representatives are the 
American wild-cat (Lynx rufUs), and the Canadian lynx (Lynx canadensis). 
The former was very common during the early history of this country. It was 
about thirty inches long, of a pale rufous color, dappled with gray, ears black 
on the outside, tail short, with black patch above the end. It was very destruc­
tive to lambs, kids, poultry, etc. It has, within the last few years, almost 
disappeared. The lynx was never common in Illinois, though it was occasion­
ally seen thirty years ago, and even later. It is about forty inches long, of a 
grayish color, streaked with black; ears tipped with a bunch of black hairs, 
and tail very short. It is further distinguished by having one molar less than 
the true cat, in each side of the upper jaw. 80 
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The wild-cat described above is now generally known as the bobcat. Modem zoological 
works do not list the lynx among the historic fauna of lllinois. Because the names "lynx" 
and "bobcat" have sometimes been used synonymously, some statements about lynx in 
Illinois must refer to bobcats.· The preceding paragraph from the History ofDe Witt 
County distinguishes the American wild-eat from the Canadian lynx, but this does not 
prove that both species occurred in the county. Much of the chapter on fauna in this De 
Witt County volume is an example of "boiler-plate" editorial policy, in which many 
passages were used repeatedly - with little or no modification - in history books for 
several different counties. 
Although testimonies about lynx such as the one in the History ofDe Witt County may 
rightly be considered suspect, the writings of Dr. E. Duis merit more consideration. 
Professor Duis was an assiduous historian who interviewed more than 260 elderly 
McLean County men and women for his 1874 book, The Good Old Times. Duis gather­
ed recollections about the slaying of three or four lynx in the county, including the 
following: 
The old settlers, of course, have a lively recollection of those animals, which 
destroyed their property. Mr. Wheeler remembers a particularly destructive 
lynx, for which a reward of thirty dollars was offered. An Indian succeeded 
in killing it and claimed the reward, which was refused; but the settlers took 
the Indian's part and insisted that the reward should be paid, and the Indian at 
last received it. v 
Professor Duis took pains to emphasize that a lynx was larger and more powerful than 
a regular wildcat: "These animals are of the wildcat species and are very large. 
. . . They are not considered dangerous to human beings, but are strong, and would be 
very unpleasant animals to fight with." And ... "The paws of the lynx were round and 
fully as large as a good sized fist; its nails resembled the claws of a timber hawk, and 
were an inch and a half in length; its legs were enormous in size, large, and with the 
heavy fur seemed fully as large as the leg of a stout man. n One lynx was described as 
"... an immensely long-bodied animal, with spots or short stripes, and with legs which 
are short, thick and powerful. . . . It measured six feet from tip to tip, but its tail was 
short. Its nails were two inches in length." t V 
• Frank Wood, writing about the prospect of lynx (versus bobcats) in Champaign County: 
"Owing to the common confusion of the two species it is perhaps impossible to tell now to what 
extent, if at all, this species was present within the state. It is not likely that it was ever seen by a 
white man within this county." .. 
t Although a lynx is bigger than a bobcat, this report of a six-foot lynx does more than 
stretch the limits of credibility. Professor Duis recognized the propensity of hunters to exaggerate 
the size of their quarry. He related the tale of "the once celebrated Clem Oatman," who clubbed 
a lynx to death and carried it home on his horse, "which was a very tall one." According to the 
story, "this lynx dragged its head in the snow on one side and its hindquarters in the snow on the 
other." Dr. Duis concluded with some advice for the reader: "If he wishes to cultivate his faith, 
this story is a good one to practice on." 21 
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Whether wildcat or lynx, when were they eradicated from the region? Referring to the 
Kaskaskia River near Sadorus, J.O. Cunningham attested, "As late as 1839 a lynx was 
killed by John Cook on the creek." 61 In her history of Piatt County, Emma Piatt related 
the story of a pioneer trapper, Nathan Henline, who was attacked by a wild cat along the 
Sangamon River. She went on to state that "the Canada lynx and wild cat were found 
up ti111860." 70 In Champaign County Frank Wood reported, "The early settlers of the 
county declare that wildcats were found in the county between 1835 and 1840, but I can 
get no proof of their being found later." 86 
Deer 
THE FORMER ABUNDANCE of white-tailed deer in the Headwaters Area can be assessed 
by reading pioneer chronicles. Albert Stringfield, the first white farmer in Randolph 
Township (1823), reported seeing "gangs of seventy or eighty deer going out from the 
timber to the prairie." 27 Robert Rutledge, who settled nearby in 1824, recalled that he 
saw "more than a hundred deer walking one after the other" as he stood at his cabin door 
in 1826. His father "killed three deer in the morning before breakfast" during the 
autumn of that year. n Between 1836 and 1845 William Stansberry of Cheney's Grove 
"scarcely ever killed less than fifty deer per annum. " n 
A biographical sketch of a man who came to Ludlow Township in 1855 states, "... the 
first year deer were seen in herds, passing from Buck grove to the Sangamon timber in 
a regular line, once sixty were counted in a single line, and often 15 or 20 were seen." 61 
Samuel Adams, who pioneered in Newell Township in 1825, recalled seeing as many as 
18 or 20 deer in a herd on his farm. 74 John Brown, one of the first white residents of 
Wapella Township, reported seeing as many as 15 or 20 deer at one time crossing his 
farm. 17 A biography of pioneer William Davies of Bement Township mentions that the 
wildlife included "a few deer, sometimes as many as seven or eight in a drove." 17 
Samuel McKee, who came to the Headwaters Area of Piatt County in 1842, recalled 
counting 130 deer "in one gang." 70 
John Price relocated from Kentucky to Downs Township in 1834. According to Pro­
fessor Duis, 
During the first four years of his western life he killed twenty-five deer per 
annum on an average. They were then very numerous; he has seen more than 
two hundred deer in one day, has counted thirty go out of the timber to the 
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prairie in one flock. A good deer was then worth a dollar. He once killed a 
very fine one, which, when dressed, weighed one hundred and ninety-five 
pounds, and was enabled to sell the hams for a dollar or a dollar and a half. TI 
A record of the life of Segler Lester, one of the first white farmers in Garrett Township, 
recalls, "When the coming of winter closed the season's work on the farm, Mr. Lester 
turned his skill as a hunter to good account, in one winter earning enough from the sale 
of deers' hind-quarters to discharge a debt for his rifle, for which he had contracted to 
pay $25." 6 
Deer were not only sources of venison and hides; they were agricultural pests. "So 
numerous were the deer, that they would enter the farmers' fields by hundreds during 
the winter months, and eat and destroy great quantities of com that still remained 
ungathered in the field." 5 Dennis Rouse, who came to Vermilion County as a child in 
the 1830s, recalled "being sent out frequently in early spring to drive deer from the 
wheat field." 19 H.M. Russell saw "a drove of sixty or seventy of these animals in the 
winter of 1848, a short distance west of Sidney." He recalled that these deer "had nearly 
cleaned up a field of com of a citizen there, and the neighbors, as a matter of protection 
to their crops, turned out en masse and destroyed them." 2 
The number of deer may have temporarily increased during the years shortly after the 
arrival of white farmers. Coyotes, wolves, and cougars that preyed on deer were being 
eliminated. In 1910 mammalogist Frank Wood wrote regarding Champaign County, "As 
the wolves were killed or driven off, the deer became more plentiful, reaching their 
greatest abundance between 1845 and 1855," and "... all accounts agree that there was 
a period of greatest abundance of deer about 1850." 86 
Hunting pressure by Indians may have kept deer population levels low before occupation 
of the country by white immigrants. John Johnson, who came to Livingston County in 
1833, recalled late in life, "Deer were not so plenty at first as after a few years. The 
Kickapoo Indians had hunted a good deal around here, and had driven them away. They 
killed more does than bucks, and hence put a check on their increase." Deer increased 
rapidly within a few years of Johnson's arrival: "... Mr. Johnson and other pioneers 
tell how they could go out on the prairie any time and see from fifty to one hundred." 84 
A few early writers have given an indication of the date by which deer were extirpated 
from the region. Judge Cunningham of Urbana said that deer "might be seen upon the 
prairies at almost any time" as late as 1854, but they "gradually decreased until about 
1860, when they had become nearly or quite extinct." • 2 In a study of Champaign 
County mammals, Frank Wood stated, "They were common in parts of the county bor­
• Completion of the Illinois Central Railroad between Chicago and Urbana in 1854 brought 
rapid changes. Judge Cunningham wrote that deer were still plentiful as late as 1854, but were 
"nearly or quite extinct" about 1860. Even though large numbers of deer were eliminated within 
a period of about six years, Cunningham characterized their decrease as gradual. 
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dering the larger rivers till 1865, and it seems certain that they still bred within the 
county limits several years after that date. One was seen near Homer as late as 1880." 86 
The 1883 history of Piatt County reports, "The Virginia deer· were not all exterminated 
until a few years ago. In 1869 a deer was run through the public square of Monti­
cello." 70 From the same 1883 vOlume: "The deer remained long after settlements 
began, and, in fact, some were seen in the county not over sixteen years ago." In 
Livingston County, "There were deer in this county up to 1865." 5 Another Livingston 
County historian observed in 1878, "In portions of Oliver's Grove, there are still deer 
to be occasionally seen, but they are becoming very scarce, and will soon all be 
gone .... " 84 
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Buffaloes 
As FAR AS RECORDED HISTORY tells us, no white person has ever seen free-ranging 
American bison in the Headwaters Area. The species had been killed off and driven 
from the region before white settlers arrived in the early 18oos. Dr. E. Duis, who 
interviewed more than 260 McLean County pioneers, concluded, "... no living settler 
has ever seen buffalo or elk in McLean County, so far as the author can learn." 'J:I 
Although living buffaloes were never reported from the Headwaters Area in the 19th 
century, pioneers found evidence of the former presence of bison in the form of bones, 
horns, wallows, and trails. 
History books frequently contain generalizations about bison bones being found by the 
region's first white settlers, but few first-hand testimonies on the topic have been pre­
served. One of the most direct statements comes from the pen of a compiler of the 1882 
History ofDe Witt County: "Mr. Jacob Walters informed the writer that when he came 
in 1834, there were many buffalo skeletons scattered over the prairies and through the 
timbers . . . ." 80 A biographical sketch of William Stackpole of Anchor Township 
recalls, "The skeleton of a buffalo (an American bison) was found by Mr. S. on the 
farm, and his neighbors at Cheney's Grove also found some." 62 
The 1883 History of Piatt County relates, 
The buffaloes disappeared ere the coming of the whites, leaving as evidence of 
their habitation here some decaying bones, and a portion of some of their trails 
• The white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) has sometimes been called the Virginia deer. 
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to the water-courses. A small part of one of these trails can yet be seen about 
half a mile west of Mr. McIntosh's mill on the Sangamon river. 70 
1.0. Cunningham reviewed evidence of bison in a discussion of Sadorus Township: 
Before the Sadorus family came here the Buffalo and the larger game had 
disappeared from the country, leaving only the bones of deceased members of 
the race and their wallowing holes, as evidences of their former occupancy. 
The bones have disappeared and the sink holes in the prairie where they took 
their recreations, we are now engaged in tilling out • and reclaiming for 
agricultural purposes. 61 
The Honorable Mr. Cunningham went into more depth about the topic in his history of 
Champaign County: 
A feature of many landscapes of the county, quite noticeable before the 
prairies were broken and drained, were the many sink holes found, even upon 
the highest grounds. These holes varied in size from a square rod to an acre 
or more. They were sometimes several feet in depth below the level of the 
surrounding prairie, and, in the early times, afforded water for the greater part 
of the year, thus becoming useful to the early stock raiser and traveller. 
Various causes for the existence of these holes have been advanced, but it is 
thought that none are more reasonable than the claim put forth in favor of the 
wild buffalo which, for ages, roamed over these plains before the coming of 
the white man. The same variety of ponds are, in the remote West, to this 
day called "buffalo wallows," which name, originating when the habits of the 
animal were well known in those regions and upon the grounds where the 
work of excavation was going on, may well be received as authoritative. 2 
The 1882 History ofDe Witt County contains a discourse about purported bison wallows: 
Another peculiarity of the surface near some of the creek bottoms should not 
be neglected or passed by in this connection. These are certain depressions of 
a rotund shape, and from two to three feet in depth. In an early day, herds of 
thousands of buffaloes roamed wild over this part of the Mississippi Valley. 
Their main stamping ground was near the river or creek bottoms. Here they 
would seek the shade to rest and recreate. The theory is, and a very plausible 
one, that in their numerous stampings and wallowings these hollows or depres­
sions were formed. To the student of history and the scientist these formations 
are familiarly known as Buffalo Wallows. Years and ages may glide by, yet 
they will exist, like the mounds of the unknown race, to inform the historian 
that other beings and other animals once inhabited this part of the globe. 80 
• Judge Cunningham repeated this sentence in his 1905 volume, and the phrase was rendered 
as "tiling out. " 2 
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The alignments of some of the oldest roads in TIlinois have been thought to follow bison 
trails. This opinion is preserved in remarks such as this one from Champaign County 
(1878): "When the first settlers came into the county it is needless to say that no roads 
existed. Along the trail which was first marked out by the footsteps of the buffalo, the 
wily Indian pursued his aimless wanderings." 13 Judge Cunningham mused about the 
matter, 
The earliest comers found paths and traces leading across the country which, 
in a measure, aided them in finding the shortest cuts from timber grove to 
timber grove, but such were not of human origin. Before even the Indian 
came to hunt the wild animals, these animals, in search of water or pasturage, 
made their traces or paths, always choosing the best lines of travel and, so far 
as possible, the shortest lines of communication. 
. . . When the white man first came here, he . . . found . . . trails which 
served to guide the traveler from timber to timber. .,. The location of these 
trodden paths over high ridges, connecting important timber groves, suggests a 
like origin to that attributed above to other early trails-namely, to the buffalo 
herd. Over them, doubtless, in remote ages these wild roamers of the prairie, 
in great masses thronged from water-course to timber belt, in search of water 
and food, leaving no other souvenirs of their presence than their bleaching 
bones beside their worn paths, or near by their watering and resting places. 
Man, either as a savage with his ponies, or as a civilized denizen of the 
country with his wagon, gladly accepted and long made use of these trails, 
until the improvement and fencing into farms of the country forced the roads 
. l' 2upon section mes . . . . 
Mr. Cunningham speculated about such an origin for a segment of the road that con­
nected the Vermilion Salines with Fort Clark at Peoria: 
The Board of County Commissioners of Vermilion County, at its September 
session in 1828, entered an order appointing Runnel Fielder "Supervisor of the 
Fort Clark Road, from the Salt Fork (Prather's Ford) to the western line of 
Vermilion County. " 
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· . . What its real origin was will never be known, but it is fair to believe, 
from its location and the points connected, that it was first a buffalo path, 
leading from river and grove in the east to the like objects in the west; after­
wards an Indian trail, where the buffalo was hunted and trapped .... 2 
The idea that buffalo trails were the precursors of human pathways and later roadways 
for wheeled vehicles is doubtful. Archaeological and palaeontological evidence shows 
that bison arrived in Illinois long after humans began treading the soil of the Prairie 
State. 43, 71 
The demise of bison in Illinois has often been blamed on a severe winter rather than 
over-hunting. J.O. Cunningham's discussion of buffaloes in Champaign County is typi­
cal of this lore: 
Indian traditions, given the early settlers of this county, tell of a very deep 
snow which fell here, and which, on account of the length of time which it 
kept the wild animals from access to the ground, caused the death of many. 
Immense herds of the buffalo and elk, then roaming over the prairies, were 
destroyed, and their bones were pointed out as evidence of the truth of the 
traditions thus told. When this occurred was, of course, uncertain, as the 
wild men made no records, but from accounts given it was thought to have 
been from fifty to seventy-five years before any white occupation. 2 
Mr. Cunningham recounted the testimony of Chief Shemauger, who said that the 
abundance of bones along Boneyard Creek in Urbana was partly the product of a die-off 
of animals during a severe winter many years before white men came to the region (see 
page 13). Although many county histories repeat the legend of a terrible winter in the 
late 1700s that entirely killed off bison, this must not have been the case. Buffaloes were 
hunted in the state throughout the historic period from the 1600s into the early 1800s. 
Swine 
DOMESTIC HOGS WERE ALLOWED to run wild in the old days. Lawson Downs, who 
became the first white farmer in Downs Township in 1829, raised pork this way: "He 
was accustomed to raise pigs in the timber, which were so wild, that when he fattened 
them, he threw down corn and went away, or they would never eat it. When they were 
fat he hunted them with his rifle and shot them in the timber. n 27 
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Edward Stansberry's family came to the Sangamon headwaters in 1833. "During the fall 
after they came to Cheney's Grove, Edward Stansberry went with a party of men after 
wild hogs, and they killed twenty-five or thirty, and Mr. Stansberry's share of the pork 
amounted to five or six hundred pounds." 27 
In 1885 reminiscences that reached back half a century, J.H. Oakwood of Vermilion 
County remarked, "I never did know where the first hogs introduced came from, but I 
do know they were a hard 10t- 'Elm-peelers' and 'Hazel-splitters. '" 67 The pigs ate the 
bark from elms. Mr. Oakwood's colleague Hiram Beckwith explained, "... 'hazel 
splitters,' called so from a very general belief that they were so thin, and had such sharp 
noses, that they could go through a hazel bush or any like substance which stood in their 
way." S Pigs were also called "prairie rooters." S 
Other Mammals 
ABRAHAM HENLINE, WHO CAME TO the Sangamon valley near Monticello in the early 
1820s, is said to have "caught many an otter by trapping." 70 He set his traps in otter 
slides on streambanks. The record of the life of a Cheney's Grove man reports, "Mr. 
Stansberry occasionally did a little trapping. In February, 1842, he caught in the Sanga­
mon River, in a steel-trap, the largest otter he ever heard of. . .. It measured nine feet 
from the tip of its tail to its nose. The skin was sold for ten dollars." TI 
A Randolph Township resident occupied his time during the winter season by killing 
furbearers: 
During the winter of the deep snow, • John Rust amused himself by hunting 
coons. In the winter season he often hunted muskrats and tore open their 
houses and killed them with hoes. He first knocked on the houses, and if any 
muskrats were within they would jump into the water and their plash t could 
be heard. TI 
• The Winter of the Deep Snow was in 1830-31. 
t Plash is an old way of saying splash. Shallow wetlands in the Illinois prairie sometimes 
were called plashes, splashes, or slashes. 
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The 1878 History oj Champaign County did not admit to there having been any bears in 
the county, but, "The county on the east was at one time the habitat of the bear, and but 
a short distance off the eastern line of this county." 13 To the west in De Witt County, 
"There is no evidence at hand that the Bear family (Ursidae) ever had any representatives 
in this county." 80 In a study of Champaign County mammals, Frank Wood concluded, 
"I have not been able to find anyone among the early settlers who could vouch for a 
bear's being seen in the county. They were common in the river bottoms in the southern 
part of the state, and it is more than likely that they sometimes followed up the rivers to 
the borders of this county. " 86 
Circle Hunts 
To ORGANIZE AND CARRY OUT a "circle 
hunt," a flagpole was erected on a pro­
minent point in the prairie. At an ap­
pointed time hunters arrayed themselves 
along the perimeter of a miles-wide 
circle that was centered around the pole. 
On signal the hunters advanced toward 
the center of the circle and drove wild­
life ahead of them. As the hunters and 
quarry neared the pole, slaughter com­
menced. 
William Payne, who came to Vermilion County in 1830, reminisced 55 years later, "We 
used to have wolf hunts in those days; would send out notice to different parts of the 
timber, and would stick a pole up at Blue Mound with a flag upon it, and every man 
would tum out and drive to that pole. We would kill, sometimes, ten or fifteen at a 
time. All those things have passed away." 67 
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Judge J.O. Cunningham wrote about circle hunting for his volume about the history of 
Champaign County: 
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One of the most popular and largely practiced sports in the matter of hunting 
all sorts of wild animals, was what was known, far and near among the early 
settlers, as the "Circle Hunt," from the manner of prosecuting the same. This 
kind of sport could only be practiced in a considerably settled country, because 
it needed men from a large area of country to organize and carry out the plan. 
As will be inferred from the name given it, the hunt was in a circular form; 
that is, beginning at the outsides of a given and agreed territory. The men, 
having taken their places, proceeded to a central point in unison, meantime 
driving ahead of them and towards the central goal all animals they might 
scare up in their course. Usually, as the center was approached, a miscel­
laneous gathering of wolves, deer and smaller game would be driven together, 
all heading towards the center pole - for it was usual to set up at the agreed 
center of the circle a long pole, upon which would be placed some kind of 
flag, to render the object more conspicuous and noticeable. The rules of this 
sport excluded all firearms and all dogs, that accidental injuries might not 
occur, and that a stampede of the enclosed game might be avoided. The men, 
either on foot or on horseback, as they chose, armed only with clubs, continu­
ously approached the center of the circle, keeping as nearly in touch with their 
neighbors on the right and left as possible, meantime permitting no game to 
tum back. As they neared the goal the work of destruction commenced and 
continued as they got within reach of the animals, until all game had been 
killed or had escaped by breaking through the circle. 
In well conducted hunts of this kind, where sufficient numbers were engaged 
and the weather favored the enterprise, the slaughter of game and of predatory 
animals was often quite considerable, and rarely ever did failures occur. 2 
Judge Cunningham recalled a hunt centered around a small grove near Ivesdale in which 
"the catch of game was very great and no one was hurt." According to an article in the 
Urbana Union, a hunt south of Urbana in mid-January 1855 was not so successful: 
Instead of returning laden with the trophies of the chase, and for weeks 
fattening on good venison, our hunters came in early in the afternoon with 
horses jaded, empty stomachs and frozen fingers; in short, with anything but 
plenty of game. It appears that detachments from other settlements, not so 
adventurous as our hunters, did not venture to brave the cold winds of the 
prairies that day, and the circle was not completed until they arrived upon the 
ground near the centre; therefore the game was comparatively scarce. A few 
deer and WOlves were headed, but from the few hunters on the ground, all 
escaped but one wolf. 2 
The Reverend R.D. Taylor, who pioneered in De Witt Township, told the editors of the 
History of De Witt County, 
I well remember in the summer of 1836, soon after coming to the country 
arrangements were made for a general deer hunt. The plan was to form a 
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circle of about ten miles in diameter. All hands turned out for miles around, 
men, boys and dogs. Within this circle there would be enclosed at least fifty 
or a hundred deer, and wolves too numerous to mention. No great excitement 
prevailed at first, only now and then the crack of a single rifle as some stray 
deer attempted to escape through the lines. But as the circle became smaller, 
and the huntsmen closer together, with the deer and wolves enclosed as it were 
within a wall of fire, then the excitement commenced which beggars descrip­
tion. The deer would run and leap from side to side, only to be shot down by 
the nearest marksman. Some would escape in the hurly burly excitement, but 
many a trophy would be left to the hunters on the field of battle. 80 
The record of a meeting of the Vermilion County old settlers' association-held at Catlin 
in 1885 -preserves the remarks of I.H. Oakwood: 
... wool, being so indispensable to the early settlers, it will be seen at once 
that the rearing of sheep was of the greatest importance, and yet most difficult 
to do, on account of the vast number of wolves that infested the country. The 
sheep had to be kept at night in pens, near the house, and guarded by dogs to 
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prevent them from being killed. Frequently they were killed in broad day­
light, in sight of the settler's cabin. Wolves were so detrimental to wool 
growing that the State offered a liberal premium for their scalps. Large wolf 
hunts were organized. A flag pole would be erected on some high ridge, for a 
center and meeting point. A circle of eight or ten miles in diameter formed, 
and all drove the wolves toward the flag pole, running them down with horses, 
and killing them when exhausted with clubs. Sometimes the wolf would run 
eight or ten miles. . .. At these organized hunts, fifteen or twenty wolves 
were often killed in a day. 67 
Market Hunting 
SOME MEN MADE A LIVING by hunting during the era when wildlife was still abundant 
and laws did not yet prohibit the sale of wild game. The region's most famous market 
hunter was Adam Bogardus, who lived at Elkhart and made forays into the Headwaters 
Area. Selections from Captain Bogardus' writings appear on pages 20, 21, 63 to 66, 
and 67. 
W.R. Evans recalled the years immediately after he came to Hammond in 1875, "This 
at the time was certainly a Hunter's Paradise and Lem Carter for several years hunted 
and shipped wild game to the Chicago and Indianapolis markets, in the early spring 
shipping Geese, Brants, Ducks, a little later in the spring Plover and Jack Snipe, in the 
fall Prairie Chickens, and du:rjng the winter season, Prairie Chickens and rabbits." 45 
Recalling the time around 1893, a local Champaign County historian reported, "Rabbits 
were plentiful. They were offered at forty cents a dozen. Two Chicago hunters came 
to Rantoul and in one week killed and shipped a car load of rabbits to Chicago. " 58 
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HYDROLOGIC CHANGES
 
Early Water Power 
THE UPPER REACHES OF RIVERS in the Headwaters Area appear to have had remarkably 
strong and steady flows when their watersheds were still wild. The Saline Branch of the 
Salt Fork had such a stable flow that the first water mill in Champaign County was sited 
there at Big Grove. "It ground com and sawed lumber. "61 Though this mill was high 
in the watershed of the Salt Fork drainage system, it received a dependable supply of 
water from an immense wetland that stretched from Urbana northward nearly to Rantoul. 
Several other early water-powered mills in Champaign County were in the Salt Fork 
drainage. One was built in 1834 on the Salt Fork at Homer; it was supplanted by a saw 
and grist mill some time before 1840, which "ran when the water was high." 13 Another 
mill was installed on the Salt Fork near Sidney about 1835. 13 A saw mill was placed 
on the Saline Branch of the Salt Fork, one mile below Urbana in 1836. 13 Another mill 
was constructed along "the creek on Col. Busey's land now within the limits of Urbana," 
perhaps as late as 1842. 13 
The first mill in the Headwaters Area on the Sangamon River was at Cheney's Grove. 
Although the watershed of the Sangamon River above this mill was only about 30 square 
miles, historian E. Duis noted, "The water at that time was usually high enough to run 
the mill all summer." 27 A later historian said, "There was sufficient water to run about 
six months in the year ...." 62 Water in the Sangamon River was sometimes 
inconveniently high not far downstream from Cheney's Grove: "People often had great 
difficulty in crossing at Newcom's Ford, and were frequently obliged to swim the creek 
with their teams." 27 
Farther down the river in Mahomet Township, "The Sangamon River ... is a stream 
of considerable size, with here and there along its banks good facilities for water­
power ...." 13 In 1837 J.M. Peck remarked that the Sangamon would furnish "good 
mill seats when the water is not too low." 69 The editors of the 1878 History of Cham­
paign County summed up, "It furnishes good water-power." 13 
The headwaters of the Embarras River may not have been suited for water-powered mills 
in Champaign County - either because there were no good mill seats (dam sites), or 
because the water flow was inadequate. There was a mill along the Embarras at Sadorus 
Grove beginning about 1830, but it was powered by animals. 13 In 1878 it was said of 
the Embarras, "With the exception of unusually wet seasons this stream is dry a part of 
the year." 13 In contrast the Middle Fork of the Vermilion River was characterized as 
"a never failing stream." 13 
To the east in Vermilion County in 1825, Chester Loomis foresaw the potential for 
water-powered industry, noting "some fine mill seats" on the three forks of the Vermilion 
River. The first water mill in the county - both a saw mill and "corn-cracker" - was 
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built on the North Fork at Danville in 1826. 8, 13 Another mill was installed along the 
Salt Fork during the same year, and it was rebuilt in 1837. This second mill was still 
operating in 1879, when Hiram Beckwith reported that it could be powered by either 
water or steam, but "the supply of water is so constant that the steam is seldom used." 8 
This mill on the Salt Fork was in Oakwood Township; in addition three mills operated 
on the Middle Fork in the same township. 8 Nearby on Stony Creek, a water-powered 
saw mill was built in 1835 and operated for several years. 8 
Early Conditions in the Uppermost Headwaters 
THE EYE-WITNESS NARRATNES of pioneers on pages 3 to 40 repeatedly emphasize the 
poorly drained character of the Headwaters Area, especially the prairie sloughs. In 1866 
Leo Lesquereux, who was intimately familiar with the virgin prairies of the region, wrote 
the following for an essay about the origin of prairies: 
I have followed, for whole days, the sloughs of the prairies, and have seen 
them constantly passing to lower and well marked channels, or to the beds of 
the rivers, by the most tortuous circuits, in a manner comparable to the mean­
derings of some creeks in nearly horizontal valleys. Indeed the only difference 
is, that in the high prairies there is not a definite bed, but a series of swamps, 
extending, narrowing, winding, in many ways. 
. . . As we have seen it, in considering the surface of the low and of the flat 
prairies, the drainage being insensible, water can not have any action in 
digging trenches. In the spring, or after heavy rains, its slow movements 
extend over the whole breadth of the low grounds, scarcely displacing and 
taking away the thinnest parcels of matter. 54 
Professor Lesquereux stressed that the uppermost prairie drainageways had no definite 
channels and discharged their waters slowly, so slowly that the water could not scour the 
sod and excavate a channel. Judge Beckwith wrote that similar conditions prevailed in 
the woodlands of Vermilion County: 
The streams through the pieces of timber were peculiar in one respect. When 
first found they seemed to have worn no channels for the water-courses. 
Every little rain spread them out into great ponds. Whether it was owing to 
the peculiar nature of the soil, or whatever may have been the cause or causes, 
they did not wear channels deep in the soil. Wherever there was an obstruc­
tion, as a fallen tree, the water poured over and made a deep pond-hole, which 
remained deep the year around. In these deep places large fish were caught. 
A gentleman, whose word is entitled to the utmost credit, says that he has 
known of the catching of a pike in the township fully four feet long. This 
might be set down by some as a "fish story," but the writer believes it to 
be true. 8 
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Echoing Mr. Beckwith, John Smith vouched for the fact that fish could once be found 
in the shallow prairie sloughs of Macon County: 
Our prairies, then undrained, resembled an immense lake, and fish were 
abundant in almost every locality. It may not be known to many, but it is a 
well attested fact, that the large ponds upon our prairies, in early days, 
contained fish, large enough for domestic purposes, almost every spring, and 
that, too, when the ponds would annually dry up entirely. How the presence 
of such fish was to be accounted for surpassed the comprehension of ye old 
settler, except that they were "rained down when small." 77 
Like so many other persons who lived in Illinois during the middle part of the 19th 
century, John Smith remarked about the way in which settlement affected the wetness of 
the prairie: 
. The sod was very much tougher then than it was in after years when the stock 
had pastured the prairies and killed out the grass to some extent. It would be 
astonishing to many of our present residents to see the immense crops of 
prairie grass that in early days grew upon their present fields. It grew in 
places to the height of from six to twelve feet, and was "almost as thick," 
some of the old settlers say, "as the hair on a dog's back." It was these 
immense crops of grass that furnished the fuel for the terrible fires that swept 
over the prairies during the fall season of the year, and were so often produc­
tive of loss of life and property. ... The fact is that there is much of the land 
of Macon county that is now considered high and dry, or at least sufficiently 
so for all practical farming purposes, that was so wet that during a greater 
portion of the year it was absolutely dangerous to ride over it on horseback, 
for fear of miring. 77 
Mr. Smith alluded to the viewpoints that the rank growth of native grass helped keep 
prairies wet, and that pasturage improved the drainage of prairies by killing the grass. 
Henry Engelmann enunciated these ideas more clearly in the 1865 volume of the Trans­
actions of the Illinois State Agricultural Society - although he implicated cultivation 
rather than grazing as the means of destroying the prairie sod and consequently improv­
ing the drainage: 
The character of our prairies is undergoing a gradual but very perceptible 
change in the progress of their cultivation. Their natural drainage is generally 
very imperfect, even in the high prairies, and formerly it was still more 
obstructed by the dense growth of the tall prairie grasses which year after year 
grew and died on the same spot, and covered the soil with their decaying 
remains. Besides impeding the rapid surface drainage, and thus causing the 
soil to absorb more of the falling rain, it attracted the night dews, and shielded 
the soil from the desiccating and warming rays of the sun. In consequence 
thereof, our prairies appear to have been formerly, without exception, wet. 
This has considerably changed, and continues changing under our eyes. The 
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surface drainage is facilitated, especially on the high and rolling prairies, the 
tall grasses have disappeared nearly everywhere, the soil is exposed to the sun 
and to the winds, the prairies have consequently become drier, some of them 
very markedly so; and although at some points the water still rises in the wells 
to their very rim, the water level has generally become deeper. The prairie 
lands are thus becoming more and more adapted, also, to the growth of the 
more deep-rooted of our ordinarily cultivated dry land plants, especially the 
fruit trees, for which many portions of the prairies would, however, seem to 
be still too wet. 28 
Observers such as John Smith and Henry Engelmann held that pasturage and cultivation 
alone - without ditching or tiling - began to improve the drainage of the prairies. For 
further testimony, see the statement of J.H. Oakwood on page 35 and the remarks of 
Emma Piatt and Hiram Beckwith on page 117. 
Changes in Groundwater 
HEADWATERS PIONEERS DID NOT NEED to dig deep wells. In the 1870s in northern Piatt 
County, groundwater was plentiful at 12 to 20 feet; in the southwestern part of the 
county, at 18 to 30 feet; on high prairie near Bement, 15 to 30 feet; on high prairie near 
Monticello, 20 to 30 feet. 15 In Newcomb Township, well water could generally be 
obtained at 20 feet, and usually at no more than 30 feet. 13 Most likely these depths are 
representative of the original groundwater levels on the prairie uplands throughout the 
Headwaters Area. The figures are on par with Illinois in 1837 & 8, an emigrant's guide­
book which states that "excellent water is procured at a depth of from not more than 15 
to 70 feet" on the prairies of Illinois. 64 
A few passing remarks indicate that some springs in the Headwaters Area began to go 
dry not long after the land was occupied by white farmers. Otherwise the early historical 
record of the Headwaters Area appears to be nearly mute on the matter of groundwater 
depletion. Generalizing about a much broader area, Henry Engelmann stated in 1865 
that"although at some points the water still rises in the wells to their very rim, the water 
level has generally become deeper." 28 
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Early workers at the Illinois State Water Survey took notice of the falling water table and 
a host of attendant hydrologic changes. Writing in the University of Illinois Bulletin in 
1908, I.A. Udden discussed "Recent Lowering of the Head of the Ground Water." 
It is clear that great changes in the run-off have taken place since the first 
settling of this country more than fifty years ago. The drainage is at the 
present time more perfect, and hence much more prompt, than it was at the 
time when the original vegetation still covered the native prairies. This 
vegetation retained the water of the heavy showers during summer. At the 
present time such showers more frequently than before cause the gullies and 
creeks to overrun their banks. The best evidence of this greater run-off at the 
present day is to be seen in the recent deepening of many channels of the 
smaller streams, and in the universal appearance of gullies on upland slopes, 
which were originally even and smooth. The same change is also to be noted 
in the disappearance of shallow surface ponds, which in the days of the early 
settlements seldom failed to form on the level uplands during the months of 
greatest rainfall in the spring and early summer. Another cause for this 
change is the construction of drained wagon roads and drainage ditches made 
for the reclamation of lowlands. Whether the loss of water by evaporation has 
been increased or diminished by this same change incident to the immigration 
of the present inhabitants, it is difficult to say. On the one hand the cover 
afforded the ground by the native vegetation would appear to have retarded 
evaporation, but on the other hand this protection may have been counter­
balanced by a still greater increase of evaporation from a luxurious foliage. 
On the whole, evaporation is probably greater now than before, and this 
increase is very likely greater in the southern part of the State than in the 
northern. 
With an undoubted augmentation of the run-off and with a probable increase in 
the amount of water evaporated, the general lowering of the level of the 
ground water is easily accounted for. A sinking of this level is everywhere 
conspicuous. The first settlers on the prairies invariably found a sufficient 
quantity of water in shallow surface wells. Springs were everywhere more 
common than at the present day. With the lowering of the level of the ground 
water many of these springs have run dry. The shallow wells have mostly 
either been deepened or they have become useless, and at the present time the 
average depth of the country wells will exceed that of the wells of the early 
days by at least twenty feet. 
In 1921 an ecologist concluded about the region in general, "Artificial drainage has not 
only reduced the swamps, but it has also caused a general lowering of the water-table, 
so that wells in this region must now be dug 5-10 feet deeper than formerly." 7; 
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Changes in Streamflow 
IN 1864 HENRY F. FRENCH published a landmark monograph titled Farm Drainage, 
which emphasizes the effects of agricultural practices on streamflow. Mr. French's 
missive says in part, 
The effect of drainage upon streams and rivers, has, perhaps, little to interest 
merely practical men, in this country, at present; but the time will soon arrive, 
when mill-owners and land-owners will be compelled to investigate the sub­
ject. Men unaccustomed to minute investigation, are slow to appreciate the 
great effects produced by apparently small causes; and it may seem to many, 
that the operations of drainage for agriculture, are too insignificant in their 
details, perceptibly to affect the flow of mill-streams and rivers. 
. . . If now, this surplus of water, this part which cannot be evaporated, and 
must therefore, sooner or later, enter the stream or pond, be, by artificial 
channels, carried directly to its destination, without the delay of filtration 
through swamps and clay-banks; the effect of rain to raise the streams and 
ponds, must be more sudden and immediate. Agricultural drains furnish those 
artificial channels. The flat and mossy swamp, which before retained the 
water until the Midsummer drought, and then slowly parted with it, by 
evaporation or gradual filtration, now, by thorough-drainage, in two or three 
days at most, sends all its surplus water onward to the natural stream. The 
stagnant clay-beds, which formerly, by slow degrees, allowed the water to 
filter through them to the wayside ditch, and then to the river, now, by 
drainage, contribute their proportion, in a few hours, to swell the stream. 
Thus, evaporation is lessened, and the amount of water which enters the 
natural channels largely increased; and, what is of more importance, the water 
which flows from the land is sent at once, after its fall from the heavens, into 
the streams. This produces upon the mi11-streams a two-fold effect; first, to 
raise sudden freshets to overflow the dams, and sweep away the mills; and, 
secondly, to dry up their supply in dry seasons, and to diminish their water­
power. 32 
Probably few residents of the Headwaters region took notice of Henry French's new 
book, but some local observers were noticing significant changes in the flow of streams. 
These persons published their observations during the 1870s and 80s, less than a quarter 
century after the wholesale conversion of the region's prairie to farmland, which began 
with the extension of the Illinois Central Railroad through the area in 1854. Hiram 
Beckwith, an authoritative historian from Danville, mused about the subject in his History 
of Wabash Valley (1880): 
An interesting topic connected with our rivers is the question of rainfall. 
The streams of the west, unlike those of mountainous districts, which are fed 
largely by springs and brooks issuing from the rocks, are supplied mostly from 
the clouds. It is within the observation of persons who lived long in the 
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valleys of the Wabash and Illinois, or along their tributaries, that these streams 
apparently carry a less volume of water than formerly. Indeed, the water­
courses seem to be gradually drying up, and the whole surface of the country 
drained by them has undergone the same change. In early days almost every 
land-owner on the prairies had upon his farm a pond that furnished an unfail­
ing supply of water for his live stock the year around. These never went dry, 
even in the driest seasons. 
Formerly the Wabash afforded reliable steamboat navigation as high up as La 
Fayette.• In 1831, between the 5th of March and the 16th of April, fifty-four 
steamboats arrived and departed from Vincennes. In the months of February, 
March and April of the same year, there were sixty arrivals and departures 
from La Fayette, then a village of only three or four hundred houses; many of 
these boats were large side-wheel steamers, built for navigating the Ohio and 
Mississippi, and known as New Orleans or lower river boats. t The writer 
has the concurrent evidence of scores of early settlers with whom he has con­
versed that formerly the Vermilion, at Danville, had to be ferried on an 
average six months during the year, and the river was considered low when it 
could be forded at this place without water running into the wagon bed. Now 
it is fordable at all times, except when swollen with freshets, which now 
subside in a very few days, and often within as many hours. Doubtless, the 
same facts can be affirmed of the many other tributaries of the Illinois and 
Wabash .... 
The early statutes of Illinois and Indiana are replete with special laws, passed 
between the years 1825 and 1840, when the people of these two states were 
crazed over the question of internal navigation, providing enactments and 
charters for the slack-water improvement of hundreds of streams whose 
insignificance have now only a dry bed, most of the year, to indicate that they 
were ever dignified with such legislation and invested with the promise of 
bearing upon their bosoms a portion of the future internal commerce of the 
country. 
It will not do to assume that the seeming decrease of water in the streams is 
caused by a diminution of rain. The probabilities are that the annual rainfall is 
greater in Indiana and Illinois than before their settlement with a permanent 
population. The "settling up" of a country, tilling its soil, planting trees, 
constructing railroads, and erecting telegraph lines, all tend to induce moisture 
and produce changes in the electric and atmospheric currents that invite the 
clouds to precipitate their showers. Such has been the effect produced by the 
hand of man upon the hitherto arid plains of Kansas and Nebraska. 
• La Fayette, Indiana, is about 45 miles northeast of Danville. 
t In a footnote Mr. Beckwith cited "Tanner's View of the Mississippi, published in 1832, 
p. 154." 
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· . . The apparent decrease in the volume of water carried by the Wabash and 
its tributaries is easily reconciled with the theory of an increased rainfall since 
the settlement of the country. These streams for the most part have their 
sources in ponds, marshes and low grounds. These basins, covering a great 
extent of the surface of the country, served as reservoirs; the earth was 
covered with a thick turf that prevented the water penetrating the ground; tall 
grasses in the valleys and about the margin of the ponds impeded the flow of 
water, and fed it out gradually to the rivers. In the timber the marshes were 
likewise protected from a rapid discharge of their contents by the trunks of 
fallen trees, limbs and leaves. 
Since the lands have been reduced to cultivation, millions of acres of sod have 
been broken by the plow, a spongy surface has been turned to the heavens and 
much of the rainfall is at once soaked into the ground. The ponds and low 
grounds have been drained. The tall grasses with their mat of penetrating 
roots have disappeared from the swales. The brooks and drains, from causes 
partially natural, or artificially aided by man, have cut through the ancient turf 
and made well defined ditches. The rivers themselves have worn a deeper 
passage in their beds. By these means the water is now soon collected from 
the earth's surface and carried off with increased velocity. Formerly the 
streams would sustain their volume continuously for weeks. Hence much of 
the rainfall is directly taken into the ground, and only a portion of it now finds 
its way to the rivers, and that which does has a speedier exit. Besides this, 
settlement of and particularly the growing of trees on the prairies and the 
clearing out of the excess of forests in the timbered districts, tends to distribute 
the rainfall more evenly throughout the year, and in a large degree prevents 
the recurrence of those extremes of drouth and flood with which this country 
was formerly visited. 9 
In 1876 John Smith of Decatur expressed sentiments about the Sangamon River that are 
similar to Hiram Beckwith's commentary about the Wabash River system: 
We are sometimes at a loss to know why ferries were established and licensed 
on the Sangamon; but it should be remembered the river "was up" a great deal 
longer in those days, when the land was not improved, and when there were 
no drains to carry the water off rapidly. The water then had to seek the 
natural drainage, and its course was retarded by many obstructions. n 
J.H. Battle reviewed changes in the flow in the upper reaches of the Kaskaskia River in 
his 1884 history of Douglas County. Mr. Battle made note of substantial and rapid 
fluctuations of the river in response to rainfall. In his discussion of Garrett Township, 
he attributed the river's rapid rise and fall to the effects of ditching in the headwaters. 
He concluded that ditches conveyed water downstream so quickly that the capacity of the 
main stem of the Kaskaskia was overtaxed: 
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The Kaskaskia River traverses the east tier of sections in this subdivision of 
the county, and, being here near the very source of this river, which rises in 
Champaign County, depends upon the rainfall for its waters. It is therefore 
about dry in the summer months, while immediately after heavy rains, it 
comes up in a hurry, and becomes a rapid stream of a width of from four to 
six rods, and in the north part, getting out of the banks, has an indefinite 
extent. The sudden rise of this and other streams in the county is owing 
materially to the improved system of farm drainage, which of late years has so 
much obtained. Every man who ditches his land at all in this region is 
contributing to the waters of the Okaw, the capacity of which to carry off the 
accumulated waters is comparatively less than of old, which naturally suggests 
improvement, and it is only a question of time when the improvement of our 
main streams will be considered the one thing needful in the proper drainage 
of the farms of the county. A water-course known as Dry Fork runs through 
the middle of the township in a north and south direction, and, falling into the 
Okaw at the south line of the township, is an important carrier for the prairie 
lands to the north. Lake Fork, which is born in Piatt County, comes into 
Garrett half a mile south of the village of Atwood, and is a contributor to the 
Okaw in Bourbon Township; like all prairie water-courses, it is wet and dry 
by turns and nothing long. 6 
Mr. Battle had much the same to say regarding the upper Embarras River: 
Camargo Township is traversed from north to south by the Embarrass River, 
the head of which is a few miles further north in Champaign County. This, 
like the head-waters of most prairie streams, and some citizens, is very often 
"very dry," and at the very first chance gets "very full," varying from 
"nothing at all, to a raging canawl," from four to six rods wide, coming up in 
a night and going down in a day, and sometimes, when feeling well, comes 
booming down stream with an irresistible armor of ice upon its bosom, to 
which the most of the heretofore constructed bridges have now and again 
yielded. . .. The river gives most excellent drainage to the greater part of 
the township. 6 
Water Resources ofIllilWis was published in 1914 by the Illinois Rivers and Lakes Com­
mission. 49 This 400-page report was based on extensive fieldwork from the beginning 
of 1908 through the end of 1911. By the time of this study, almost all of the prairie in 
the Headwaters Area had been plowed; ditching and tiling were well under way; streams 
had been impounded with many small dams; and woodlands were more heavily grazed 
than today. The landscape had been largely converted to farms, but less of the land was 
in row crops than now. There were more pastures, hayfields, small grain fields, hedge­
rows, and fences. The countryside had already been drastically altered, but it was not 
as "clean" as today's farming that emphasizes com and soybeans and affords little 
permanent vegetation along watercourses and in fencerows. 
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Under these conditions the author of Water Resources of Illinois, A.H. Horton, studied 
a landscape that was quite different from either the primeval situation or present-day 
circumstances. Horton's discussions of the Sangamon, Kaskaskia, and Embarras Rivers 
help provide an understanding of the way in which changes in land use have altered the 
flow of streams. Regarding the Sangamon River, Mr. Horton wrote, 
The basin contains many swamp areas and is so level and low that little ground 
storage is available. High water follows every heavy rain, floods are of 
frequent occurrence and considerable duration, and as the banks of the river 
are low large areas are flooded. The drainage of the swamps and the opening 
up of channels so that flood waters may have an opportunity of returning 
quickly to the main stream makes the study of flood control and drainage of 
considerable importance. In some places short sections of the main stream are 
being straightened in an effort to provide a better channel so that floods will 
quickly drain off the adjacent land. 49 
A.H. Horton asserted that the Sangamon River had many prolonged floods because the 
land was so wet and flat that it had little capacity to absorb rain. His observations may 
explain why big floods occurred in former times even though the land had not yet been 
so substantially converted to row crops and built-up areas. However, Mr. Horton's 
conclusions seem to be at odds with those of J .H. Battle (pages 92 and 93), who said that 
ditching and draining in the headwaters - rather than wetlands filled to capacity - were 
the cause of downstream flooding. 
Horton's observations about the Kaskaskia River are similar to his statements about the 
Sangamon River: 
Because of the lowness of its drainage area, the basin affords little ground 
storage. During wet weather the ground-water plane rises to the surface, and 
the rains run off into the streams very quickly, producing very sudden rises 
and floods; in dry weather, as there is little or no ground-water stored, the 
flow of the stream becomes very small and in some places dries up entirely. 
The banks of the river are low, and in times of floods large areas are covered 
with water, delaying the planting of crops and at times destroying growing 
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crops. Storage possibilities, land drainage, and flood control are subjects of 
considerable importance in this basin. 49 
Mr. Horton said that the Embarras River also flooded during wet seasons, and he pointed 
out that the river's flow was greatly diminished during extremely dry times: 
During periods of extreme drought there is little flow in the river, for there 
are no springs in the basin and the ground-water storage is insufficient to 
maintain the low-water flow. In wet seasons the ground becomes saturated, 
and heavy rains reach the river too rapidly for the streams to care for them. 
Large areas of bottom land throughout the entire length of the river are 
inundated by the floods, which cause a great amount of damage. Land 
drainage and flood control are therefore subjects of much importance and are 
now under investigation. 49 
A.H. Horton offered the following observations among the conclusions in his report: 
The purpose of drainage is to hurry the waters of excessive rain or melting 
snow from the land in question. But this act produces an artificial effect of 
our streams. Through the years of their natural formation the slope and 
capacity of our rivers have been adjusted by nature to accommodate the flow 
existing when our swamps were still undrained. These swamps acted as 
reservoirs, and stored the excessive waters for gradual distribution through the 
following months of little rain, thus maintaining a fairly uniform flow the year 
around. 
Under the new conditions, these reservoirs have been removed, and great 
quantities of drainage water are poured into the streams in a short space of 
time. Overflowing of the banks and flooding of the bottom lands result. Ex­
tremes of high and low water and frequency of flood formerly unknown are 
thus brought about. A county in this State whose river bottoms were flooded 
nine times in a single recent year furnishes an example. 49 
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PRAIRIE AND WOODLAND FIRES
 
THE HONORABLE H.W. BECKWITH described wildfires of the pioneer era during an 
address to the 1878 meeting of the Old Settlers' Association of Vermilion County: 
The prairie between Danville and Georgetown is flat and level, as those who 
are familiar with it know, and before it was used as a cattle range, or broken 
up in farms, the wild grass grew so high over most of it that it obscured the 
view of a man when mounted on a horse; and in the fall of the year when the 
grass would ripen, and take fire by accident or otherwise, the flames would 
leap like the waves of the ocean in a storm at sea, and under the force of the 
wind would sweep over the solitary plain at a rate of speed dangerous to the 
fleetest animals that might attempt, in terror, to escape before it. 25 
A year later Judge Beckwith published a longer but more moderate discourse on the 
topic: 
The prairie fires have been represented in exaggerated pictures of men and 
wild animals retreating at full speed, with every mark of terror, before the 
devouring element. Such pictures are overdrawn. Instances of loss of human 
life, or animals, may have sometimes occurred. The advance of the fire is 
rapid or slow, as the wind may be strong or light; the flames leaping high in 
the air in their progress over level ground, or burning lower over the uplands. 
When a fire starts under favorable causes, the horiwn gleams brighter and 
brighter until a fiery redness rises above its dark outline, while heavy, slow­
moving masses of dark clouds curve upward above it. In another moment the 
blaze itself shoots up, first at one spot then at another, advancing until the 
whole horizon extending across a wide prairie is clothed with flames, that roll 
and curve and dash onward and upward like waves of a burning ocean, 
lighting up the landscape with the brilliancy of noon-day. A roaring, crackling 
sound is heard like the rushing of a hurricane. The flame, which in general 
rises to the height of twenty feet, is seen rolling its waves against each other 
as the liquid, fiery mass moves forward, leaving behind it a blackened surface 
on the ground, and long trails of murky smoke floating above. A more terrific 
sight than the burning prairies in early days can scarcely be conceived. Woe 
to the farmer whose fields extended into the prairie, and who had suffered the 
tall grass to grow near his fences; the labor of the year would be swept away 
in a few hours. Such accidents occasionally occurred, although the preventive 
was simple. The usual remedy was to set fire against fire, or to bum off a 
strip of grass in the vicinity of the improved ground, a beaten road, the 
treading of domestic animals about the inclosure of the farmer, would general­
ly afford protection. In other cases a few furrows would be plowed around the 
field, or the grass closely mowed between the outside of the fence and the 
open prairie. 8 
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The Honorable J.O. Cunningham wrote for the History of Champaign County, 
Another season - the autumnal - with its invariable and terrific accompani­
ment, the prairie fire, should not be forgotten for the reason that the accom­
paniment no longer exists, and its place has been taken by the autumn harvest 
of abundant grain from the fields where fires swept all before it but a few 
years since. These prairie fires have been well described by authors, and 
possessed all of grandeur and beauty, or terror and devastation, claimed for 
them, according as the observer was only the witness of the fires or the 
victim. In Champaign County, and from the doors and windows of residents 
yet in life, the prairie fires of story have been seen, time and again, year after 
year, and presented the same scenes of beauty or terror to the beholder, 
according as he and his were safe from the devouring element, or being 
pursued by the hungry flames. 
As the prairie sod gave way, year after year, to the breaking plow, these 
phenomena grew less and less, and are now seen no more. 
. . . The author, in the autumn of 1862, with a party of friends was passing 
from the county-seat to Sadorus across the prairie, when a line of smoke 
appeared over the ridge to the west, betokening the coming fire. The country 
was then all open and covered by the summer's growth of grass, well seared 
and dry from the early frosts. The fire soon appeared over the ridge bearing 
down upon the party like a devouring army. Fortunately the line of the 
Wabash railroad was not far away and, by a rapid application of the whip to 
the team, it was reached and passed to safety when the terrific flame was but a 
few rods away. 2 
Judge Cunningham presented an extract from the Urbana Union published on November 
9, 1854. The newspaper described the scene in Champaign as seen from Race Street in 
Urbana: 
The other evening a sight presented itself to our citizens which was grand in 
the extreme. At dark, a mile to the southwest of town, on a high ridge of 
prairie, there appeared a small patch of fire which was by the south wind 
swept towards the north. As it ran along in a northerly direction on the ridge, 
it also spread slowly towards the summit, to the westward, the flames mount­
ing upwards in beautiful forms. At the end of about half an hour, the northern 
wing had spread two miles in that direction, when for a few moments the 
whole line danced for our amusement in the most appropriate manner, sending 
high up towards heaven its illumination and lightening up the varied landscape 
for miles around. At last the figure was finished and the scene closed by the 
flames becoming exhausted, when all again assumed, its accustomed quiet. 2 
The Good Old Times in McLean County recalls, 
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All old settlers have had great difficulty with prairie fires. ... In the fall of 
the year, when this grass became dry, any accident might set it on fire, and 
then it was a terrible sight indeed. The flames rolled along and gather force as 
currents of air were drawn in after them. It was impossible to escape by 
running before the fire; the swiftest horse would be overtaken by it. ... The 
prairie fires drove everything before them, the deer, wolves, rabbits, horses 
and cattle. The way to contend against fire is to make a back fire, but great 
care must be taken lest the back fire does not become as dangerous as the one 
to be headed off. A little water sprinkled on the grass in a line is sufficient to 
hold a back fire from doing damage, but after it once gets under headway 
nothing can check it. 27 
Pioneer narratives repeatedly give the fall of the year ("when the grass became dry" 27) 
as the season for prairie fires. One immigrant family arrived in Bloomington on October 
10, 1833, and "during the first night of their arrival they went to see a prairie fire, where 
the postoffice now stands." 'J:I A great fire swept across Downs Township in the autumn 
of the following year. 27 
A Ford County history quotes John Lewis' account of an exceptionally hot early-season 
wildfire: 
On or about September first 1856 a prairie fire started in the south part of 
what is now Ford County and the wind being from the south drove the fire 
over the country at a frightful speed, burning all the prairie lying west of the 
illinois Central to what was known as Indian Timber and as far north as the 
Kankakee River ... the low sloughs continued to burn for fully three months. 
. . . In some places the fire burned holes fully three feet deep, and these spots 
were barren for several years. Also before the fire herds of deer could be 
seen grazing quietly on the prairies but these beautiful animals were now 
driven to other localities and consequently deer meat was scarce. 31 
This book adds, "Some flat grassland sloughs became lakes and ponds, and much timber 
in Oliver's Grove was destroyed." 
The year 1854 has been widely reported as the onset of a severe drought in the Midwest. 
If the date in the above account by John Lewis is correct, the Ford County fire appears 
to have burned during a long dry period that began in 1854 and extended into 1856. The 
intervening year, 1855, has also been recorded as a time of drought. William Hodge of 
McLean County recalled the summer of 1855 as "the season of great drowth." 1:7 As told 
by Hodge's biographer, 
It was during this exceedingly dry season that the turf in the bottom land or 
swamps of Sugar Creek, near Mosquito Grove, caught fire and burned for a 
week or more, and the marks of the burning can be seen there to-day. The 
turf was burned out in spots of perhaps thirty by fifty feet; great holes were 
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burned in the ground, and very little vegetation has grown there since. (These 
spots were probably small peat beds). It was so dry in the barrens that the 
timber grass would catch fire and bum in the month of July, and also during 
that month he saw grass bum on the upland prairie. 27 
Both Lewis and Hodge reported similar phenomena during these fires that occurred 
during extreme drought: peat beds burning away to form lowland depressions, prairie 
burning during the summer months, and wooded areas catching fire. 
WOODLANDS WERE ABLE to persist in a predominantly prairie landscape wherever trees 
could escape the full impact of fire sweeping across the plains. Prevailing winds during 
the autumnal fire season were from the west and south. Consequently the groves of 
timber were most extensive on the east and north sides of streams and other firebreaks. 
In addition to bodies of water, fire was impeded by rough, broken topography along 
stream valleys. The 1905 History ofChampaign Coumy describes the distribution of the 
county's groves and the streamside timber belts in relation to firebreaks: 
The presence here and there allover the State of isolated groves and belts of 
timber land, with the well known tendency of all lands to revert to a forest 
condition, is not hard to understand and explain. It will be seen by obser­
vation that, wherever such a grove or belt of timber is found, there will also 
be found a protector or proximate cause in the presence of water, either in the 
form of ponds or of a running stream, generally situated upon the south or 
west side of such bodies of timber. The explanation is found in the well­
known fact that the autumnal winds of the country, which, before its settle­
ment and subjection, drove before them the prairie fires, came from the south 
and west, and if no obstruction was met in the way of a stream or wet marsh, 
drove the fires widespread and destructive, in advance of them. Thus, consult 
any of the groves or belts of timber in Champaign County, as the Mink Grove 
at Rantoul; the Linn Grove in Sidney Township; the Lost Grove in Ayers 
Township; the Big Grove at Urbana; the Bur Oak Grove or Hickory Grove in 
St. Joseph and Ogden Townships; or the belts of timber known as Salt Fork 
timber or the Sangamon timber, as they were found by the first comers, and it 
will be seen that all of these bodies of timber are protected upon the south or 
west side - or both, in the case of the isolated groves - by ponds of water or 
wet prairies, or in case of the timber belts, by the running streams. In the 
case of the Salt Fork, both from the head waters of the west branch, in Somer 
Township, to the bend to the eastward at Urbana, and from the junction of the 
two principal branches near the village of St. Joseph, south to near Sidney, the 
timber line is close to the stream on the west, while upon the opposite side, in 
both instances, for a mile or more, the timber, in the greatest luxuriance, 
stretches out to the east. The Big Grove owes its existence as clearly to the 
protection given on its western border by a stream of living water, as it does 
its destruction to the coming of the white settler. So, the fine body of timber 
along the east and north sides of the Salt Fork, from St. Joseph to the junction 
of the creek with its fellows in the formation of the Vermilion River, owes its 
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existence to the protection given against the attacks of the fire fiend driven 
from the south and west annually, since the growth of the prairie grass upon 
which it fed. These ponds and streams have said to the Fiend, for all these 
ages, "Thus far shalt thou come and no farther." So the county owes the 
presence of these groves, which did so much for it by the invitation to early 
settlement, to the streams and ponds near their margins, which ponds, in the 
fullness of time, yielded to the early settler their quota of fever and ague. 
. . . About one mile north of the village of Philo, in the early times, was a tuft 
or small patch of timber and brush-along the margin of a small pond, which 
protected it from the annual prairie fires - of less than one acre, which, from 
the earliest settlement of the country, was a noted landmark for travelers, and 
which was known far and near as the "Tow-Head," from its supposed resem­
blance to something bearing that name. Its position upon a very high piece of 
prairie made it visible for many miles around. It has long since yielded to the 
march of farm improvement, and its foster guardian, the pond, has likewise 
given way to the same enemy of the picturesque, and now yields each year 
fine crops of com. 2 
The position of the Tow-Head - on a rise above a pond - is typical of many isolated 
prairie groves. The hill and the pond served as firebreaks and allowed this small patch 
of woody plants to survive amid highly flammable grassland. 
THE OLD TOWN TIMBER stretched for about 18 miles along the Bloomington Moraine, 
extending westward from the head of the Sangamon River. This woodland owed its 
existence to two physiographic features that stopped or retarded the progress of prairie 
fires. (I) The hilly topography of the moraine halted or tempered the flames. (2) A big 
wetland stretched along the south side of the moraine; according to Professor Duis, this 
slough protected the timber from fires coming across the prairie from the south: 
The settlers in the southwestern edge of Old Town timber were protected by a 
wide slough, and could fight the fire successfully. 
. . . About a mile south of Old Town timber, and running parallel with it, was 
a broad marshy slough, which then afforded water the year round during the 
ordinary seasons. Between this slough and the timber were located the most 
of the farms of the early settlers, and as each succeeding year the autumnal 
fires swept over the prairies, stretching twenty miles away to the south, the 
settlers relied mainly upon this slough to save their farms from destruction. 27 
Prairie fires characteristically came from the south or west. The Old Town Timber was 
shielded from these fires by the slough on its south border and by Kickapoo Creek at its 
west end. Pioneer farmers in Downs Township, immediately south of the Old Town 
Timber, attested that "fires in that section of county nearly always came up from Salt 
Creek or Randolph Grove." T1 Salt Creek is south of Downs Township, and Randolph's 
Grove was to the west. One resident of Downs Township found that "fire had a large 
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sweep over the prairie as scarcely anything interposed to check it between Diamond and 
Randolph's Grove on the west and Buckle's Grove on the east." Tl 
Empire Township adjoins Downs Township and is immediately south of the Old Town 
Timber. The Good Old Times in McLean County recounts fires that were experienced 
by the earliest white settlers in the township. First we hear about Thomas Buckles, who 
came to Empire Township in 1827: 
Mr. Buckles has never had any very dangerous experience with fire on the 
prairie. He once was overtaken by a prairie fire and jumped into a creek to 
save himself and the flames leaped over him. When a prairie fire moves, the 
heat goes a hundred feet or more in front of the blaze, and this sometimes 
makes the fire jump enormous gaps when it is under full headway. The game 
on the prairie will seldom turn and face a fire, though Mr. Buckles once saw a 
buck turn and charge directly through the flame. He once made a ring of fire 
around a piece of bottom land, leaving a gap, where the frightened deer were 
shot, as they came out, by two hunters stationed there. 27 
Daniel Crumbaugh came to Empire Township in 1830: 
Mr. Crumbaugh has had great difficulty with fire, as every old settler' has. 
The grass grew taller than a man's head, and in the fall when it was dry the 
fires were terrible. Mr. Crumbaugh had a little grove of cherry trees burned 
up by the fire. 27 
James Bishop came to the township in 1831: 
At one time James Bishop and his brother Malon were obliged to get into a 
creek to escape from a fire that came rolling over the prairie. At another time 
he was driving some cattle across the prairie when a fire overtook him. He 
drove his horse directly through it, and came out safe, though somewhat burnt. 
His cattle tried to run away from the fire, but it swept over them and left them 
scattered and crazy, with their eyebrows and hair and the brushes of their tails 
burnt off. He collected them together, and none were lost. Tl 
Abram Buckles arrived the next year: 
Mr. Buckles has often had trouble with prairie fires which burned stacks and 
fences. His brother Peter once had a lively time while crossing the prairie 
with an ox-team and wagon, in which was his wife. He saw the blaze coming 
at a great distance, and immediately jumped from his wagon and fired his gun 
through the dry grass. It blazed up quickly and soon a burnt place was made 
upon which he drove his oxen, and he managed to hold them until the fire 
passed on. The heat was terrible, and seemed almost unbearable, for the hot 
air passes ahead of the fire for some distance. His wife covered herself up in 
the blankets and suffered little. Abram Buckles tells of a party of bee-hunters 
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who came up from Sangamon County in search of honey. They were quite 
successful and started on their return. When they had gone a few miles south 
of where Bloomington now stands, one of the hunters started a fire for the fun 
of seeing it burn. It came on them closer and closer, until they started up 
their team; then it went faster and faster, until they jumped from the wagon 
into the creek to save themselves. Their wagon and load of honey were burnt 
and this was the result of building a fire "for the fun of it." v 
Downs Township is west of Empire Township and south of the Old Town Timber. 
Samuel Richardson, who came to Downs Township in 1838, was said to have had "much 
experience with fires on the prairie." Mr. Richardson observed that the fires "run in 
currents or veins, that is, one part shoots far ahead of the rest and the fire on each side 
moves more slowly." 27 
Randolph Township is west of Downs Township and southwest of the Old Town Timber. 
The township was home to Thomas Rutledge, who moved there in 1824. Mr. Rutledge's 
biographer wrote, 
The prairie fires sometimes came after them and then it seemed that the whole 
earth was on fire. He thinks the great conflagration at Chicago is nothing 
compared to a prairie fire, which blackens everything in its track. It moves 
slowly at first, but gathers speed as it goes so that it soon moves faster than a 
horse can travel. 27 
West of Randolph Township is Funks Grove Township. The Stubblefield family came 
to Funk's Grove in 1824, shortly after the Funks arrived. In his biography of George 
Stubblefield, Dr. Duis wrote, "Mr. Stubblefield has seen prairie fires, of course, but they 
were protected by Sugar Creek, which the fires never jumped but once." 27 Regarding 
George Stubblefield's brother Absalom, Dr. Duis wrote, 
Mr. Stubblefield has had some experience with fires on the prairie, though he 
has always been well protected by Sugar Creek, as the forks are on the east 
and west. But he has often been called on to fight fire for his neighbors. At 
the south end of Funk's Grove the settlers were unprotected, and those across 
the prairie on the Kickapoo were also exposed to fire, and the settlers on each 
side were anxious to have it fired in the fall, when the wind was blowing away 
towards the other side of the prairie. When the wind blew from the south, the 
settlers on Kickapoo were likely to take advantage of it, and send the fire 
rolling up to Funk's Grove; but if it blew from the north, some one at Funk's 
Grove was likely to fire the prairie and send the fire over to "those fellows on 
Kickapoo." 27 
Robert Guthrie came to farm at the north edge of Funk's Grove in 1826. A fire swept 
through during Guthrie's first autumn on the prairie: 
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The fire was one of the grandest and most terrible ever known in the West. It 
extended around the whole north and west sides of Funk's Grove, and the 
walls of flame moved rapidly forward. The whole heavens were lit up, and at 
midnight everything was almost as easily and clearly distinguished as at mid­
day. In the morning the whole country was black, and many stacks and rail 
fences were simply smoking cinders.• T1 
FIRES SHAPED THE CHARACTER of the border between grassland and woodland. When 
Chester Loomis spent several days examining the Vermilion County wilderness in the 
summer of 1825, he was struck by the fact that the distribution of young woody growth 
was uneven: 
I have observed that on the western edges or borders of all the large prairies a 
thick growth of young timber is springing up, whereas on their eastern borders 
no under brush is found within many rods of the open lands. This is undoubt­
edly caused by fire divisions t by those westerly winds which prevail in 
October and November, when these immense plains are annually burnt over. 
The heat and fury of the flames driven by a westerly wind far into the tim­
bered lands on the opposite sides destroying the under-growth of timber, and 
every year increasing the extent of prairie in that direction, has no doubt, for 
many centuries added to the quanity of open land found throughout this part of 
America. 55 
As Chester Loomis observed, the action of fires being driven by westerly winds explains 
this pattern of vegetative growth. A fire burning into the wind is not as damaging to 
trees as a fire carried with the wind. On the east side of a large prairie, fires driven by 
the predominantly west winds would have burned down small trees and shrubs in the 
bordering woodland-in which Chester Loomis found "no under brush ... within many 
rods of the open lands." On the other hand, young trees on the west edge of a prairie 
would have been sheltered from the full impact of most prairie fires because winds 
usually were from the west or southwest. Winds would have infrequently carried fires 
toward the west side of a prairie; instead, fires would have more often crept against the 
wind when they burned into trees along the west border of a prairie. 
Emma Piatt, the daughter of Piatt County pioneers, stated that fires often killed more 
than young trees: 
Ofttimes, within the remembrance of some of the early settlers here, portions 
of forests have been entirely burnt down. In course of time these settlers have 
• Robert Guthrie became "very much depressed" because he had just begun to farm that year, 
and the fire burned some of his hay stacks. Then Guthrie discovered and slayed two bucks whose 
antlers were locked. He considered this fortune to be "a special interposition of Providence." 27 
t Perhaps the word "divisions" is the result of a typesetter's misreading of a handwritten 
"driven. " 
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seen the prairie grass take complete possession of the ground where great trees 
had stood. 70 
Few such statements attest that fires burned down forest and converted it to prairie in 
Illinois. But early Illinoisans often observed that fires burned out woody undergrowth 
and maintained open, grassy woodlands. For instance at the Old Settlers' Meeting at 
Catlin in 1885, J.H. Oakwood stated, 
The Indians, previous to 1834, annually set fire to the tall prairie grass, and 
burned off the whole face of the country, timber and prairie, thus killing most 
of the brush and young growth of timber. Most of the wood land was thus left 
open, so that the hunter could see a gang of deer or flock of wild turkeys as 
far as the eye could reach. The timbered land was covered with a rank growth 
of grass." 67 
Newly arrived farmers began efforts to stop wildfires in order to protect their lives, 
livestock, fences, crops, and buildings. Once the countryside no longer burned regularly, 
young trees rapidly grew up in the woods and in some parts of prairies. Professor E. 
Duis, who interviewed scores of McLean County pioneers, stated in The Good Old 
Times, 
Sometimes the settlers protected not only their farms from fire but a consider­
able prairie. The prairie so protected soon became covered with a growth of 
timber. rI 
After Dr. Duis interviewed Thomas Rutledge, who pioneered in Randolph Township in 
1824, he wrote, 
The face of the country is changed by the fields and houses and roads, by the 
timber which has been cut down, and by the timber which has grown up. Mr. 
Rutledge has cut timber, grown since his settlement here, that squared eight 
inches.• rI 
In 1878 H.W. Beckwith described the vicinity of Catlin, where James Butler bought land 
in 1820: 
The timber was open and not obstructed with undergrowth, which has sprung 
up and changed the character of the timbered portions of the country since the 
autumnal fires ceased to bum through them. 25 
In the following year Mr. Beckwith published an account of Ross Township, in which 
he remarked . . . 
• That is, the trees could be cut into lumber whose cross-section was 8 by 8 inches. 
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Along all these streams a splendid growth of native forests grew, a portion of 
which has, of course, been cut off, the land being made into farms; while in 
many places where there was only a scant growth, kept down by frequent 
fires, now a strong, heavy growth shows the rapid increase of western 
forests. 8 
Beckwith made a similar comment about neighboring Middlefork Township: 
The township contained, originally, about twelve sections of timber land, 
which was more in the form of pretty well defined groves, with little of 
undergrowth, and hazel-brush patches which have since grown into timber 
land, than of what is generally called timber.• 8 
He elaborated in his write-up for neighboring Blount Township: 
The timber line has been very materially increased since the earlier settlements 
by the protection which civilization has thrown around it. Where originally 
only a few scattering trees stood, like sentinels on an advanced picket, is now 
found a full growth of beautiful timber. A few farms have been made, of 
course, where timber originally grew, but an old resident says there is much 
more forest in the township now than when white men first came into it. 8 
Writing about the 1830s in Blount Township, Mr. Beckwith recalled, "About one-half 
of this township was then timber; some of it has been made into farms, and timber has 
grown up where before it was comparatively open." 8 
Once again, Beckwith implicated wildfires in the maintenance of grassy, open woodland 
conditions-in this instance, at Courtney's Grove: 
The untouched grass of thousands of acres grew rank around and through the 
grove. The underbrush of young trees had been kept down by prairie fires, 
and where now forest trees stand, as fine winter pasture as ever was known 
furnished feed enough for thousands of cattle. 8 
In June of 1880 J.H. Burnham visited the site of an old Indian fortification on a ridge 
south of the Sangamon River, at the east end of the Old Town Timber ("a grove of thick 
timber, over fifteen miles in length from east to west"). Mr. Burnham wrote a report 
after examining the site; some of his remarks provide fodder for ruminating about the 
dynamics of vegetation and fire. During his visit Burnham traced an old pathway that 
led from the fort to a source of water and timber. He subsequently reported about the 
route ... 
• In her 1911 history of Vermilion County, Lottie Jones repeated this passage which 
Beckwith had published 32 years earlier; and she added, "This timber is about all gone at this 
time, however." 52 
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Part of the way it is on the prairie, and for a portion of the distance it passes 
through thick trees which are evidently of a recent growth, giving one the 
impression that as the time the Fort was occupied, or say seventy-five years 
ago, it may have been about half a mile from the nearest timber. It is on high 
ground, and commands an extensive view of the prairie to the northeast, east, 
southeast and south, with a tolerable prospect on the north and southwest. It 
is difficult to find as sightly a location anywhere in Central Ill. and before the 
prairie was settled, and when the distant groves and timber fringes along the 
streams were less dense than at present, the site must have commanded the 
region in the directions we have indicted for nearly fifteen miles . . . . 
. . . it is probable they had little to fear of an enemy from the west, where the 
thick timber was probably impenetrable to a mounted force, the only attack 
dreaded. 29 
Captain Burnham's commentary has three implications regarding vegetation and fire 
dynamics. First, he said that the fort appeared to have once been about half a mile from 
timber, but part of this distance had grown up thickly with trees within the past 75 years: 
apparently fire suppression allowed trees to advance on the prairie. Second, Burnham 
stated that groves and streamside woods in the area had been less dense in the past ­
which can be taken as evidence that fires had kept woodlands more open. Third, 
Burnham referred to the Old Town Timber as "thick timber" both during the time when 
the fort was occupied (up to the War of 1812) and when he visited (1880); this implies 
that the bulk of the grove was not kept open by frequent fires. 
In 1837 J.M. Peck described the Old Town Timber as "principally oak with some sugar 
maple" and "intersected with some barrens." 69 Barrens were brushy areas maintained 
by fires. 81 Based on Peck's and Burnham's descriptions, the Old Town Timber, which 
stretched for more than 15 miles, had some areas that were so well protected from fire 
that sugar maple grew there; other areas were oak-dominated, and still other parts were 
barrens. Burnham may have been in a former barrens that had grown up in trees 
between the fort and the old grove. Although Burnham appears to have taken for granted 
that the woodlands in the area were once more open, he also seems to have known or 
assumed that the Old Town Timber was a dense forest even during the time when Indians 
used the fort and lived in their Grand Village at the grove. 
Based on his own field observations in the Headwaters region and historical accounts 
such as those quoted above, Henry Allan Gleason wrote "The Relation of Forest Distri­
bution and Prairie Fires in the Middle West." This 1913 monograph includes the follow­
ing paragraph: 
It is also a matter of record that the fires did destroy some of the trees at or 
near the forest margin, and thus gradually drive back the forest toward the 
east. The margin of the forest in Illinois was originally characterized chiefly 
by hazel, a shrub which is not seriously affected by repeated burning. Inside 
of the hazel zone the forest was composed chiefly of oak, especially Quercus 
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velutina and Quercus imbricaria, • neither of which produces a very dense 
shade. There seem to be no authentic data on the matter, but it is entirely 
probable that even within the hazel margin there were numerous grasses, 
sufficient to feed a more destructive fire than the usual litter of leaves and 
dead twigs. At the present time, at least, various prairie species are found 
within the forest margin (1910, pp. 119, 123, 124) t and their number and 
density is greatly increased by even a small increase in the amount of light. 
The only undisturbed contact of typical virgin prairie and forest observed by 
the writer in illinois has been so long protected from fire that the forest 
margin has grown up to an almost impenetrable thicket of several species of 
shrubs, whose prevailingly avevectent mode of dispersal *may indicate their 
recent arrival in the habitat. 40 
• Quercus velutina = black oak; Q. imbricaria = shingle oak.
 
t Gleason cited pages from his 1910 paper on the vegetation of sand deposits in Illinois. 39
 
*That is, shrubs whose seeds are dispersed by birds.
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WEATHER EXTREMES
 
EXTREMES in temperature, precipitation, and wind can produce major effects on the 
ecology of a region. In terms of its ecological impacts, the single most significant wea­
ther event in the recorded history of the Headwaters Area was the Winter of the Deep 
Snow. 
Winter of the Deep Snow 
PROFESSOR E. Dms' Good Old Times in McLean County includes several accounts of the 
Deep Snow, obtained from interviews with pioneers in the Headwaters Area and adjacent 
townships. Dr. Duis' biography of William Hodge reads in part, 
Mr. Hodge remembers many interesting things about the weather; indeed, he 
is a perfect weathercock. He remembers partiCUlarly the circumstances of the 
deep snow which carne in the winter of 1830 and '31. During that terrible 
winter the first great snow-fall, on the twenty-ninth of December, covered the 
ground three feet deep with snow, and from that time until the thirteenth of 
February it snowed nineteen times. ... Many deer and other wild animals 
died of cold and starvation. They were easily caught but were very poor. TI 
Silas Waters of Empire Township was caught away from home when the first big snow­
storm hit: "The snow fell thirty-three inches, while his oxen went ten miles as fast as 
they could be driven. The tall weeds were covered up, and as the eye was directed over 
the prairie, absolutely nothing could be seen, except the white snow." 27 
After the initial storm, the snows continued to accumulate, drift, and pack down. A 
Blooming Grove resident made careful measurements in the woods "where it did not drift 
nor blow away" and found it four feet deep. TI Another McLean County man found an 
average depth of 40 inches in the woods where snow had not drifted. TI In De Witt 
Township, "The measurement in the timber was upwards of four feet deep." 80 A 
Vermilion County man recalled that the snow was three feet deep. 67 
At rust the deep, soft snow hampered wolves, but"... the crust of snow soon became 
so hard that they could run around on it and, as Mr. Stringfield says, 'make fun of you 
to your face. '" 27 Dr. Duis' account of an Empire Township resident during the Deep 
Snow states, 
He has seen deer caught by wolves, for the sharp feet of the former broke 
through the crust, while the latter could run over the snow with ease. At one 
time he saw from his house three wolves catch a deer. He jumped on a horse 
and took the deer from them and gave it to his pigs to eat, as it was too poor 
for use at home. 27 
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The impact of the snowy winter on deer is summed up in a review of John Dawson's 
experiences: 
The wild animals became ferocious and the wolves killed nearly all the deer; 
the few deer that remained could scarcely find anything to eat. They were so 
poor and hungry that they could be caught by hand. They could be attracted 
by felling a tree and when the poor creatures came to pick the leaves they 
could be easily caught. Since that time deer have been comparatively 
scarce. T7 
Ephraim Meyers of Cheney's Grove ... 
. . . killed deer when the snow first fell, but they soon became poor and not 
worth killing. A day or two after the heavy fall of snow he went out hunting 
and followed a deer for some distance, when it went to a place where a dozen 
or more deer had tramped a space around them about twenty feet across with 
the snow drifted on all sides in high walls. For once in his life he became 
excited and fired three or four times while they were charging around and 
jumping about, but missed them. At last they broke from their pen and he 
shot two of them when they had run a short distance away. During that 
terrible winter the deer came up, after night-fall, and ate hay with his cattle. TI 
According to a pioneer in Empire Township, "The deer lived during that winter on the 
bark of the sumach, and in the following spring the groves of sumach were completely 
skinned of bark." 27 
Thomas Rutledge of Randolph Township provided information for the following account 
of the Deep Snow: 
During that winter the starving deer came up to the stacks of the settlers and 
were mixed with the cattle. They frequently came up to the house, driven 
almost crazy with hunger. At one time Mrs. Rutledge picked up a maul and 
knocked a deer in the head, and killed it right before her door, and she could 
easily have killed others, but she said they appeared so pitiful that she had 
not the heart to do it. The deer could be caught anywhere, and they were 
often found frozen to death while standing. The wild turkeys, too, suffered 
severely, and some of them came into Mr. Rutledge's yard, and ate with his 
chickens. 27 
The preceding anecdotes about the Deep Snow are from McLean County. Conditions 
were similar along the north edge of the Headwaters Area in Livingston County. 
Valentine Darnall, the first white farmer in the county, came to Indian Grove in Belle 
Prairie Township in the autumn of 1830. That winter, according to the 1878 History of 
Livingston County, the snow built up eight feet deep around his cabin. Furthermore ... 
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. ... ·Winterofthe Deep Snow 
Durifigthe ';'interofthedeep~n~w some 0; thes~ttlers gathere~ the deer '. . 
· . iogetheriri park$arid fed them. Mr, JonathanCl}eney collected about fifteeri· 
... deer in apafkandkept them six Dr seven years, wheri a high wind blew down . 
·.a part of the fence and they escaped. 27 .. .. . 
Mr. Rowen, of Old Tow~, rnan;ge~ the inatterwell; he caught several deer·· ... ' 
and penriedthem up and fattened them on corri. 27. . 
Duri~gtheearly part of thatUmible winterdeerwereverynumerous, 'but· . . 
· 'When·the deep snow came they were starved arid hunted by famished wolves 
andi:wsettlers withsnow-shoes,untilthey were almost extermfmlted. 2',·· .. 
· · Some.; . neIghbors caught deer alive byputtlng ~n snolN-shoesand running ..... , 
.themfldwri;but towards the latter part of thewiriter they wweso poor and 
· emaciated that they were hardly worth catching. 27 . . 
... ~~~~~n~i~7 winterth~deer anflwild Mkey~ate withtheiattle arid.' ,. , ... 
There was a plum thicket near his cabin, where the snow had drifted up eight 
or ten feet deep, and after a crust had formed on it, the sheep would go up and 
browse off the tops of the bushes. When the snow melted away, the tops of 
the plum trees were sticking full of wool plucked from the sheep during the 
Winter. 84 
Beckwith's History ofVermilion County includes this passage in his chapter about Newell 
Township: 
The snow began falling on the 27th of December, 1830, and lay on until 
March. Fences were buried out of sight. First a thaw and a rain came, and 
afterward a freeze, forming a crust, when stock roamed about at will, and 
teams were driven over fences and fields. The eaves of the houses did not 
drip for forty-one days. Game of all kinds perished in great numbers. Deer 
became a prey to the wolves who pursued them to the woods, where they 
slumped so as to be unable to escape, and were devoured. Wild turkeys 
totally disappeared. 8 
In his chapter about Middlefork Township, Mr. Beckwith noted, "Deer, the principal 
meat-producing game, were easily captured, but they soon became so poor that their 
meat was not fit to eat." 8 Another Vermilion County account: 
Squire L. Payne, . . . who at that time resided near Danville, informs the 
writer that deer, showing no signs of fear, would stand and eat the branches 
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from a fallen tree while the woodman was chopping and splitting the body of 
the same. He further says that, after the snow had continued for some time, 
the deer were not molested, as they were so emaciated as to be unfit for food, 
and were only occasionally killed for their skins. 84 
The stumps of trees that were cut during this winter bore witness to the depth of the 
snow. A Randolph Township man reported that "trees were cut by persons who stood 
on a crust of snow four feet from the ground," and "when the snow melted away, the 
stumps appeared six feet high." T7 In De Witt Township, "The stumps standing, where 
trees had been cut for fire-wood, after the snow had passed away, had the appearance 
of being felled by giants, as some of them measured over six feet in height." 80 
Sudden Change 
THE 16TH DAY OF DECEMBER 1836 was "Cold Tuesday." The Reverend Enoch Kings­
bury of Danville recounted some episodes of this day: 
The weather on Monday was quite warm, softening the heavy snow. On 
Tuesday it began to rain before day and continued until four in the afternoon, 
at which time the ground was covered with water and melting snow. All the 
small streams were very full and large ones rapidly rising. At this crisis there 
arose a large and tumultuous looking cloud in the west, with a rumbling noise. 
On its approach everything congealed. In less than five minutes it changed 
from a warm atmosphere to one of intense cold, and flowing water to ice. 
One says he started his horse to a gallop in the mud and water and on going a 
quarter of a mile, he was bounding over ice and frozen ground. Another, that 
in an hour after the change he passed over a stream of two feet deep on ice, 
which actually froze solid to the bottom and remained so until spring. The 
North Fork, where it was rapid and so full as to overflow its bottoms, froze 
over so solid that night that horses crossed next morning, and it was thus with 
all of the streams. 
Mr. Alvin Gilbert, with his men, was crossing the prairie from Bicknell's· to 
Sugar Creek, with a large drove of hogs. Before the cloud carne over them 
the hogs and horses showed the greatest alarm and apprehensions of danger. 
And when it actually came upon them, the hogs, refusing to go any farther, 
began to pile themselves in one vast heap as their best defense on an open 
prairie. During the night half a dozen of them perished, and those on the 
outside were so frozen down that they had to be cut loose. About twelve 
others died on their way to Chicago, in consequence of being badly frozen, 
• Bicknell's Point was the northernmost timber on the North Fork of the Vermilion River, the 
point where travelers set out across the prairie toward timber that lay about 12 miles away on 
Sugar Creek. 
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while many others lost large pieces of their flesh. Mr. Gilbert and his young 
men rode five or six miles distant, all of them having fingers, toes or ears 
frozen, and the harness so frozen that it could not be unhitched from the 
wagon, and scarcely from the horses. 
Two men riding across the same prairie, a little farther west, came to a stream 
so wide and deep that they could not cross it. The dreary night carne on, and 
after exercising in vain to keep from freezing, they killed one horse, rolled his 
back to the wind, took out his entrails and thrust in their hands and feet, while 
they lay upon them. And so they would have used the other horse, but for the 
loss of their knife. Mr. Frame, the younger and more thinly clad, gradually 
froze and died in great agony at daybreak. The other, Mr. Hildreth, at sun­
rise, mounted the remaining horse and rode over the ice five miles to a house, 
but so badly frozen that about half of each hand and foot came off. 24 
The experience of George Price of Blooming Grove was as follows: 
On the twenty-sixth of December, 1836, • occurred the sudden change in the 
weather, when, Mr. Price thinks, the mercury must have fallen from forty 
degrees above zero to twenty degrees below in less than fifteen minutes. The 
ground was covered with a slush of water and snow, and suddenly a wind 
came from the west, a fine flour of snow fell to the ground and the cold 
became most intense. By the time Mr. Price could run two hundred yards to 
his house, the slush was so frozen that it bore his weight. The change was so 
sudden and severe that some geese, which had been playing in a lot near by; 
had the points of their wings frozen in the ice and it was necessary to cut them 
loose. rt 
The story of George Price's neighbor, John Dawson: 
But the year 1836 was perhaps the most remarkable for its sudden changes. 
. . . The snow was two feet deep; in the afternoon it commenced raining and 
continued until noon the next day. On that day Mr. Dawson started for home 
and at about three o'clock in the afternoon he was one mile from Henry 
• Most narratives about the Sudden Change do not give a date for the event, other than some 
time in December 1836. When specific dates are given, they do not always agree. George 
Price's story gives the date as December 26, but Enoch Kingsbury (page 111) reported the day as 
December 16. 
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Crumbaugh's place. Suddenly he heard a noise like the roaring of distant 
thunder and on looking around could see the approach of a storm. An 
intensely cold wind then came, freezing everything almost immediately. He 
had scarcely gone one hundred yards with his ox-team before the frozen slush 
would bear his weight, and it was with the greatest difficulty that he succeeded 
in getting back to Crumbaugh's and in preventing his team from slipping. 27 
The 1883 History of Piatt County relates several incidents from the Sudden Change. 
Nathan Henline was riding a horse when the storm hit, and "before he had gone a mile 
the frozen slush would bear up his horse." Another rider found his clothes frozen to his 
horse, and he was "so nearly frozen that when he reached a neighbor's he had to be 
helped off the horse." Two men going to hunt on the West Okaw River died of expo­
sure. A Monticello pioneer found that the slush hardened before he could walk around 
his house: "As I went out of the south side of the house, which was 16 X 18 feet 
square, it was still raining. I walked slowly to the west side of the house to find it 
snowing, and by the time I had reached the north side the slush on the ground was frozen 
over." The compiler of these anecdotes confessed, "Some of the incidents related in 
regard to this storm seem almost incredulous, but when we hear so many tell the same 
kind of stories, we know all could not be mistaken. " 70 
Extreme or Unseasonable Cold 
FOLLOWING THE WINTER of the Deep Snow, the growing season of 1831 in the Head­
waters Area had below-average temperatures: "The spring was backward and the crops 
were sown late. Nevertheless a fair crop of wheat was harvested; but the com, upon 
which the settlers depended most, was bitten by the early frosts in the fall. "27 A recol­
lection from McLean County states, "The season following the winter of the deep snow 
was a very late one, and frost came every month in the year. The crops were poor, as 
well may be supposed, and the corn did not ripen." 27 A Champaign County man is 
quoted as having said, "The year 1831 was almost without a summer; the ~Id weather 
continued until late in the spring and a hard frost set in on September 20th, it being so 
severe that it froze the com, cob and all." 78 
Hiram Beckwith's History of Vennilion County says that the winter following the Deep 
Snow was also extraordinary: "The 'hard winters,' universally mentioned as such, were 
in 1830-1 and 1831-2. Deep snows covered the ground all winter. The first was the 
more remarkable for the depth of snow and the severity of the weather." 8 
Snow fell across the Headwaters Area in late June of 1837. Travelers who stopped on 
the night of June 23 at Hickory Grove, in the northwest corner of Edgar County, woke 
to snow. "The snow storm was so heavy that it bent down bushes and trees, for the 
snow lodged in the foliage which was full and perfect, as would be expected in the month 
of June." 27 At Bloomington, "It was heavy enough to make the green-leaved trees look 
white, but no damage resulted." 62 
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According to Dr. E. Duis, "The longest winter known among the early settlers was the 
one of 1842 and '43. Winter weather commenced on the tenth of November, and did 
not break up until between the tenth and twentieth of April. No ploughing could be done 
in April. Nevertheless, the settlers raised fine crops of wheat sowed in May, and good 
crops of com planted in June." 27 
A man who came to Cheney's Grove in November 1845 recalled that this winter was the 
coldest he ever experienced: "The chickens fell from their roosts and died of cold. It 
did not thaw for nearly three weeks." 27 
THE 1908 History of McLean County lists the winters of 1842-43 and 1854 as remark­
ably cold times, and it adds, "... again in 1855 there was great suffering." This book 
says that January 1 to 4, 1864, was exceedingly frigid- "the thermometer falling from 
twenty to twenty-eight degrees below zero, with heavy snow-storms of fine drifting 
snow. II 62 
According to a pioneer in Piatt County, "The bluest day was August 28th, 1863. The 
night before it frosted and even froze some, killing all of the com in the central part of 
Illinois. The coldest day was Jan. 1st, 1864, when it went down to 42 degrees below 
zero. II 45 
Indians recalled a long-ago winter that was at least as severe as the winter of 1830-31. 
At Urbana, Chief Shemauger "told the whites that many years before there came a heavy 
fall of snow one winter, the depth of which he indicated by reaching his ramrod above 
his head." 23 According to an early Iroquois County historian, an old Indian named 
Pesque said that the winter of 1830-31 was reminiscent of a winter season 60 years 
earlier. 73 Many county history books mention this legendary winter of the 17oos. For 
instance the 1904 history of Christian County states, "It is said that the Indians had a 
tradition that about seventy-five years before a snow fell which swept away the immense 
herds of buffalo and elk that roamed the prairies . . . ." 57 Most such statements were 
simply copied from earlier books. 
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Unseasonable Warmth 
PROFESSOR E. Dms of McLean County recalled, "The season of 1827 was remarkably 
early. By the middle of March the grass was ankle deep in the marshes, and the prairie 
had a greenish tinge." 27 
Leading up to a discussion of the Deep Snow of 1830-31, Professor Duis wrote, "The 
season previous was a late one and frost was not severe enough to kill the tobacco 
sprouts until the second of December." 27 
Drought 
M.L. DUNLAP, a prominent farmer who came to Champaign County in 1858, dismissed 
drought as a concern for stockmen: "No soil is more natural to the grasses than that of 
Champaign county, affording pasturage for nearly nine months of the year, when care 
has been taken to seed down with blue grass, (Poa pratense.) The short periods of 
drouth to which we are, in common with all other counties, liable, can be easily bridged 
over by soiling - a system which many think the cheapest form of pasturage." • 56 
During a dry spell in 1867, the water in a well at Monticello dropped about 35 feet, from 
a normal depth of 12 feet down to 47 feet below the surface. [5 See also the discussion 
of prairie fires during the drought years of 1854 to 1856 on pages 98 and 99. 
Excessive Precipitation 
As THE DEEP SNOW of the winter of 1830-31 melted, the ground became especially 
saturated. In March 1831 the first death occurred among white settlers in St. Joseph 
Township; relatives and friends "dug at several places in their efforts to find a spot 
sufficiently dry for purposes of burial, but water was found everywhere on digging down 
a few feet, till at last a dry grave was dug in a knoll in the timber . . . ." 13 
This wet spring in Champaign County was followed by a summer "celebrated for fever 
and ague, one of the severest scourges that afflicted the settlers." [3 Perhaps the severe 
outbreak of malaria was caused by exceptionally high numbers of mosquitoes, spawned 
from a landscape flooded by melting snows. 
According to John Smith of Decatur, "It is said that the greatest rain-fall that has 
occurred in this country was in the year 1835." 
There was no record kept of the amount that fell by any of the methods of 
to-day, and all we have to judge by is the high water in the river and creeks. 
• When livestock are "soiled," they are removed from their pasture and are fed green grass 
that has been cut for them. 
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The Sangamon is said to have been higher than at the breaking up of the deep 
snow in the spring of 1831, or at any time since. The rains commenced 
falling in the early spring, and continued throughout the early summer. There 
have been, perhaps, other seasons just as wet, but the streams were never so 
high at any other time. There were a great many hard rains, and a storm of 
rain, thunder and lightning occurred in the early part of July, that, for severi­
ty, has scarcely ever been excelled. It extended throughout the west, as far as 
information extended. Our prairies, then undrained, resembled an immense 
lake, and fish were abundant in almost every locality. . . . During this year 
but little in the way of crops was attempted to be raised. Hogs were fattened 
in the fall upon the mast, and those that were not killed for food had to subsist 
during the winter upon the acorns. With them it was literally "root hog or 
die." Cattle wintered upon buds, the trees being cut down for that purpose. 77 
Dr. E. Duis wrote, "The season of 1844 was the one known as the wet season. It com­
menced to rain in May and continued all summer until August. The creeks and rivers 
were all overflowed, and a large part of the country was under water." T1 The upper 
Sangamon River rose so high that the water mill at Cheney'S Grove had to be shut down. 
The 1879 "History of McLean County" elaborates: 
The rainy season of 1844, the stream was too high, during a great portion of 
the spring and summer, to run the mill, as indeed the long-continued rains 
prevented almost all labor; planting, tilling and travel were impeded, and it 
was one of the most discouraging years the old settlers ever knew. 62 
Benjamin Franklin Harris of rural Monticello recalled a hail storm on May 6, 1850: 
The hale stones was from the size of a walnut to the size of a goose egg. A 
few hail stones measured twelve inches in circumference. A big story never­
theless true. I had a colt killed and some hogs and fowls and hundreds of wild 
pigeon • in the timber. After the storm was over two of the men went in the 
timber and brought home a bushel basket full of pigeons. This hail storm was 
about a half mile wide and our' house happened to be just about the center of 
the track. It played havock with the prarie chickens. 83 
John Smith of Decatur wrote in 1876, "Eighteen hundred and forty-two and 1858 are also 
notable as years of great rain-fall. "n Professor Duis of Bloomington attested, "The year 
1858 was another rainy season, and Sangamon Creek was higher than in 1844." 27 Judge 
W.G. Cochran of Hammond recounted in 1915, "The wettest year we had had in our day 
was 1858. It commenced to rain on May 9th and rained every day or night for 40 days, 
sometimes very hard." 45 A woman in Ford County recalled that the Middle Fork of the 
Vermilion River was so high in the spring of 1858 that they could not cross it for six 
weeks. 68 
• Wild pigeon = passenger pigeon. 
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The 1909 history of Livingston County relates, "The years 1876 and 1877 were wet ones 
in this county, and thousands of acres of the low lands were untillable in consequence. 
In many places, water stood in the ponds nearly the whole year, thus robbing the farmer 
of the use of many acres of the best producing land on his farm. " 5 
Charles Marker's History ofHeywonh chronicles three severe precipitation events that 
occurred immediately west of the Headwaters Area: 
On Monday, March 27, 1876, a large snow fell. All the yard fences were 
covered and the snow was badly drifted. It was approximately four feet deep. 
It commenced falling on Monday evening and continued to do so until Wed­
nesday morning. The snow lasted for three weeks. At the end of that time, 
the farmers were able to sow oats, but they could not get near the hedges on 
account of the drifts. 
On February 1, 1883, came the largest sleet storm on record. The timber 
lands were almost ruined. They never totally recovered from their devastation 
up to the time of the last heavy sleet, in 1924. The sleet which came on 
December 17, 1924, was next greatest .... 59 
ASIDE FROM PERIODS of heavy precipitation, the luxuriant prairie vegetation itself was 
said to have fostered a humid environment. Emma Piatt provided testimony about this 
condition in her 1883 history of Piatt County: 
When the county was first settled the rank grasses presented an impediment to 
evaporation, and the result was a moist climate, that gave a too luxuriant 
growth to wheat and oats. This resulted in the lodging of the latter and 
producing rust in the former, but culture and pasturage have so modified these 
conditions that the latter is becoming one of our great staples, and the former, 
both in its spring and winter varieties, is becoming more and more popular as 
we learn better how to manage this crop. 70 
On the other side of the Headwaters, fellow historian Hiram Beckwith alluded to the 
humid environment and lush vegetation of the Vermilion County wilderness: 
There were many ponds and sloughs which aided in producing a humid 
atmosphere, all which induced a rank growth of grasses. 
. . . Early settlers, in the neighborhood of the author, all bear witness to the 
rank growth of vegetation on the prairies before it was grazed by live stock, 
and supplanted with shorter grasses, that set in as the country improved. 8 
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Windstorms 
EARLY RECORDS OF THE HEADWATERS region contain many reports of tornadoes (or 
"hunicanes, " as they were often called). But few of these reports provide any significant 
information about the storm's impact on forests or other natural features. 
The most infamous windstorm in the region approached the Headwaters Area from the 
west on June 23, 1826. According to Professor Ouis, 
This season was remarkable ... for the great storm, which passed through 
Blooming Grove and Old Town timber. It was the twenty-third of June when 
it came. Everything fell before it; the largest trees were uprooted and twisted 
and broken, and in some places the logs were piled up twenty feet in height. 
For many years afterwards the track of this tenible storm was plainly seen. 
. . . This tenible tornado swept down everything in its way; the trees were 
twisted off, and everything was leveled with the ground. 27 
EARLY CONCERNS FOR NATURE PRESERVATION 
FOR IDS BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE at the University of Illinois in 1901, Henry 
Allan Gleason produced a thesis, "The Flora of the Prairies," in which he discussed the 
past destruction, current status, and future of the prairie flora: 
Throughout central Illinois, at least, the growth of the prairie plants is now 
restricted to the land along fence-rows, roadsides and railways. But good 
farmers keep their fence-rows and roadsides free from "weeds", and many 
railroads are now renting the hitherto unused land on each side of the tract to 
farmers for cultivation. The railways, also, commonly mow the plants along 
the right of way in July or August to prevent fires. So that, while the plants 
blooming and maturing before midsummer may still flourish, the later bloom­
ing plants suffer greatly and probably soon disappear. An instance of this is 
seen along the Illinois Central railway south of Champaign. Every spring a . 
number of plants of Aster sericeus • come up, but they have not been seen in 
bloom during four years. The right-of-way is mowed usually about the middle 
of July. 
As yet, however, the members of the prairie flora can seldom be called rare, 
and it may safely be said that many species grow better now than on the 
uncleared prairie, being free from the competition of the heavy grass. The 
richest growth is at present usually found away from the patches of grass. 
• Aster sericeus = silky aster. 
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The drier soil is seen pink with Brauneria, • and the margins of sloughs red 
with Phlox, but in neither case were any grasses abundant enough to exert any 
influence on these plants. On the other hand stretches of roadside are some­
times overgrown with a second growth of rank grasses, and in such locations 
the representation of dicotyledons t is comparatively scanty. 
The future of the prairie flora? The more nearly all the land is brought into 
cultivation, the more neatly roadsides and railways are kept, the more the 
prairie plants will disappear. Many will find themselves homes in the woods, 
as some have already done. Some will persist as weeds in cultivated lands. 
How many species will become extinct in Illinois can not be conjectured, but 
there will certainly be numbers of them. Cypripedium candidum and Notho­
calais cuspidata *are extinct in many regions. Dodecatheon Meadia and 
Gentiana puberula ' are less common each succeeding year. 36 
Seven years later in 1908, Mr. Gleason published the abstract of a presentation titled "A 
Virgin Prairie in Illinois." Here is his abstract: 
Twenty miles northeast of Champaign is a five-acre strip of untouched prairie 
lying along a small stream. It contains a large number of the rare species of 
prairie plants, notably Cypripedium candidum and Lilium umbel/atum. § It is 
highly important that the strip should be preserved, and negotiations to that 
effect are already under way. 37 
The location of this prairie is unknown; apparently efforts failed to preserve it. A year 
later, in 1909, Gleason lamented the conversion of Illinois' native grasslands in an essay, 
"Some Unsolved Problems of the Prairies" -in which he mused, 
Unfortunately for the ecologist, the prairies of lllinois were converted into 
cornfields long before the development of ecology and phytogeography" in 
America, thus forever prohibiting the satisfactory investigation of some 
• Brauneria = Echinacea (prairie coneflower). 
t Dicotyledons are broad-leaved plants (as contrasted with monocotyledons, which include 
grasses and other narrow-leaved plants). 
*Cypripedium candidum = white lady's slipper; Nothocalais cuspidata = Microseris 
cuspidata (prairie dandelion). 
, Dodecatheon Meadia = shooting star; Gentiana puberula = G. puberulenta (downy 
gentian). 
§ Cypripedium candidum = white lady's slipper; Ulium umbel/atum = Ulium philadelphicum 
var. andinum (wood lily) . 
•• Phytogeography, or plant geography, is the study of the distribution of plants. 
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questions of the most absorbing interest and also of considerable importance in 
aiding a clear understanding of American ecology and phytogeography in 
general. The thoroughness with which original conditions have been destroyed 
over central and northern lllinois is surprising to the botanists of the more 
densely populated, but sparsely settled East. In most of the counties of this 
part of the state there is absolutely no virgin prairie or forest, and in other 
cases the prairies are limited to narrow strips along railroads or small streams. 
In one case they are modified either by civilization or by burning and in the 
other they are not typical of the original upland prairies. Cook County, in 
which is located Chicago with its two million inhabitants, is mainly outside of 
the prairie province, but contains ten times as much unused land as do Cham­
paign, MacLean, or Livingston counties, located in the "com belt." 38 
Gleason continued, "The opportunity for study is, however, not entirely lost, but the in­
vestigation is made more difficult, and every succeeding season lessens the possibility of 
work along this line." Lacking extensive natural prairies to study, Gleason enumerated 
other sources of information about their former character, including "books of travel and 
description, of which many are extant, though they are unfortunately more picturesque 
than scientific in their method of treatment." 38 
THOMAS BUCK, whose roots in Le Roy went back to the 1830s, told the McLean County 
Historical Society in 1915, 
I think something should be done to stop destruction of the growing timber of 
Buckles Grove. Every growing bush and every grove tree should be protected 
from the woodman's axe. If not, those who are here later on will look to the 
south and to the east as something artificial. But the beautiful forests of 
Buckles Grove will be gone. The groves were God's first temples and we 
have no right to destroy them. 53 
IN 1915 THE UNNERSITY OF ILLINOIS' Agricultural Experiment Station issued a circular 
titled, The Prairie Spirit in Landscape Gardening. On its pages Dr. William Trelease, 
a botanist at the university, revealed his intentions for restoring prairie vegetation: 
I wish a plan for a ten-acre prairie restoration, surrounded by trees and 
shrubbery, in the borders of which perennial flowers may be grown in beds 
for botanical students. The center is to be thickly planted with bluestem and 
other wild grasses, amid which the characteristic prairie flowers, like sun­
flowers, gaillardia, compass plant, and blazing star, are to fight for existence. 
How long it will take to restore anything like the thick sod of the wild prairie, 
no one knows. But in two or three years there should be a strong suggestion 
of prairie wildness, because the flowers will seem to float on a sea of grasses. 
This effect can hardly be produced in the ordinary hardy border, but it seems 
practical in any city park that can afford from two to five acres or more for 
such a feature. 63 
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THE 1918 Standard History of Champaign County asserts, "The farmer has no greater 
enemy to his crops and to his consequent well-being than the obnoxious insect, and there 
is seldom one which does not retard some form of vegetable life if allowed to flourish 
unchecked. Consequently certain varieties of the feathered tribe are the farmers' most 
useful friends .... " 78 This volume reproduces a lecture by a.M. Shantz, president of 
the lllinois Audubon Society, in which Mr. Shantz addressed the topic of "Birds as Insect 
Destroyers." Following are excerpts from this lecture: 
In the consideration of a question of so great importance to the lllinois farmer 
as the relation of birds to farm economy, it is very necessary to make clear in 
the most direct manner possible, just how and why the farmer is to be bene­
fited. 
. . . We have, by cultivation and removal of forests, disturbed the natural 
balance of nature. Some of the changes have been beneficial, others very 
harmful. We have made conditions extremely favorable for the rapid increase 
of certain noxious insects. Insect life increases at such an incredible rate that 
with no check of any kind everything green would soon disappear, and in a 
short time the land would be uninhabitable. 
On the other hand, it is a well known fact that certain of our most useful birds 
increase as a result of the settlement of land. 
. . . It has been proven that almost without exception all birds have a good 
balance to their credit over and above the damage they do; that even such 
conspicuously aggressive birds as the bluejay, grackle and crow have a large 
credit in assisting to destroy both larvae and adults of the gypsy and brown­
tailed moths. Such birds as feed on fruits - robins, catbirds, cedar birds and 
others - also devour enough insect pests to have the balance in their favor. 
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... Concerted efforts by states and at Washington for better bird protection, 
the education of all classes as to the beneficial part the bird has in our daily 
life, vigorous prosecution for violation of our present game laws, the taxing 
of cats, the encouragement of organizations for bird study - all these are 
necessary and important features of the growing intelligent effort for bird 
conservation. 
. . . There is no reason why, in this tremendous State, a powerful and con­
certed effort should not be made for bird conservation and protection which 
would place the State of Illinois in the first rank in the Union for such work. 
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